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WHICH
PERSONALCOMPUTER
GIVES YOUBUILT-IN

PLUS ALL THIS
32K Builj<^in ROM expandable to 96K
32K Built-in RAM expandable to 144K
71 Keys X

• 10 user definable
32 sprite Graphics

16 Colors available

3 Channel sound, 8 octave sound wijh
A.D.S.R. envelope control ^
Powerful Z80;v Microprocessor
3.6 MHz clock for fast data processing
80 col. CP/M® compatibility
Bullt-ln Joystick/cursor control

'

AND STILL
LEAVES YOU MONEY
FOR SOFTWARE?

Turn page



THE REMARKAi
SV-318 PERSONAL CO

You'll grow into it, not o

© 1983 SPECTRA VIDEO, INC.

SV-601 SUPER EXPANDER
The real value In any computer system lies in its

ability to accommodate a large variety of Input/

output devices simultaneously. Witti ttie addition of

trie SV-601 the SV-318 con Interface with as many

OS seven different devices at one time. Although

lightweight, the SV-601 can support a 15" T.V.

monitor. Special front view slots hove been

designed to monitor the operation of the different

interface cords that are connected to the system.

SV-903 DATA CASSE

This feature pocked data cassette c

power from the SV-318, to which iti

connected. By using a stereo head,

data on one chonneLond voice or;

other. This greatly enhances the us(

stored data. Programs such as fore

tutorials and voice assisted training

and data stored. The data cassette

be on integral port of your system e

choose to expand into a disk drive

cassette even has a built-in condefi

you write your own voice support pi
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FOR UNDER

Man has only recently tested the waters of the home
computer age, and he has found the waters to his liking.

But with a brain capable of storing several trillion bits of
information, he will be continually pushing his new found
toy to greater limits. Will his machine live up to this

challenge?
Sadly, many personal computers will become tomorrow's

junk in the attic. The SV-318 is one that will not. Because as
you get better, it gets better. It does so because of its

capability and expandability—both far beyond those of
any other affordable computer.

CAPABILITY. The SV-318 isn'tjust more capable. It's much
more capable. No other computer at even twice the price

combines all these extraordinary features: 32K ROI\/l

expandable to 96K: 32K RAM expandable to 144K:

Extended Microsoft Basic (the industry standard); even
Standard CP/M QO-column capability so you can
immediately utilize over 10,000 existing software
programs. The SV-318 also has a unique built-in joystick/

cursor control—an immeasurably useful feature when it

comes to playing your favorite video game.

EXPANDABILITY. As you become more and more skillful

with computers, you'll love how the SV-318 "stretches" to

meet your demands (and actually leads you in fascinating,

new directions). For one thing, all eleven of our important
peripherals are available immediately. With most other

models, you have to wait months. For another, the SV-318 is

beautifully designed to interface with new options as they
become available.

AFFORDABILITY. The SV-318 is not only eminently afford-

able, it's the first true bargain of the computer age! Besides

home budgeting, business applications, word processing,

programming and self-tisaching, the SV-318 is the best

entertainment value in town. Not only can you use it with

your TV to play hundreds of different video games, you
can also use your SV-318 with a TV as a drawing tablet or

music synthesizer. In play, as in work, the SV-318 will

continually expand to meet your potential.

Whether you're just wetting your toes in computers, or

fully asail on the waters, the SV-318 is a computer that will

serve you for many, many years. You see, we believe that

even in the computer age, you don't become an object of

real value unless you're around for a while.

SPECTRAVIDEO SV-318 COMPUTER COMPARISON CHART
SPECTRAVIDEO

SV 318
APPLE II PLUS ATARI 800 COMMODORE 64 NEC 6001

RADIO SHACK
COLOR COMPUTER

BASE PRICE $299 $1,540 $899 $595 $399 $299

COMPUTING POWER FEATURES
BUILT IN ROM 32K 12K lOK 20K 16K 8K
EXPANDABLE TO 96K N/A 42K N/A 32K 16K
BUILT IN EXTENDED MICROSOFT- BASIC YES YES ADDITIONAL COST NO YES ADDITIONAL COST
BUILT IN RAM 32K- 48K 16K 64K 16K 4K
EXPANDABLE TO 144K"" 64K 48K N/A 32K 16K

KEYBOARD FEATURES
NUMBER OF KEYS 71 51 61 66 71 55
USER DEFINE FUNCTIONS 10 N/A 4 8 10 NONE
SPECIAL WORD PROCESSING YES NO NO NO NO NO
GENERATED GRAPHICS (FROM KEYBOARD) YES NO YES YES NO NO
UPPER/LOWER CASE YES UPPER ONLY YES YES YES YES

GAME/AUDIO FEATURES
SEPARATE CARTRIDGE SLOTS YES NO YES NO NO NO
BUILT IN JOYSTICK YES NO NO NO NO NO
COLORS 16 15 128 16 9 9
RESOLUTION (PIXELS) 256 X 192 280 X 160 320 X 192 320 X 200 256 X 192 128x64
SPRITES 32 N/A 4 8 N/A N/A
SOUND CHANNELS 3 1 4 3 3 1

OCTAVES PER CHANNEL 8 4 4 9 6 10
A.D.S.R. ENVELOPE YES NO NO YES YES NO

PERIPHERAL SPECIFICATIONS
CASSETTE 2 CHANNEL 1 CHANNEL 2 CHANNEL 1 CHANNEL 1 CHANNEL 1 CHANNEL
AUDIO 10 YES NO YES NO NO NO
BUILT IN MIC YES NO NO NO NO NO
DISK DRIVE CAPACITY 256K 143K 96K 170K N/A 170K
(LOW PROFILE) YES NO NO NO NO NO

CP/M- COMPATIBILITY ( 80 colurTiD programs)
CP/M' 2.2

CP/M- 3.0

YES
YES

NO**'
NO

NO
NO

NO
NO

NO
NO

NO
NO
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SV-902 FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
This extremely compact, low profile unit uses

standard 5 'A ' flexible diskettes. Its single side

double density configuration allows a capacity of

256K bytes of data (unformatted). Linked to the

Super Expander, the SV-902 is your key to the

virtually unlimited scope of CP/M 0/S as well as a

complete variety of program languages such as

LOGO, PASCAL, FORTRAN, COBOL and PL-1.

aV Ale
PERSONAL COMPUTGR

SPECTRA VIDEO INC. 39 W. 37th Street. New York. N.Y. 10018

CIRCLE 101 ON READER SERVICE CARD

• 16K user addressable plus 16K graphic support
•* 128K user addressable plus 16K graphic suppon

••• Apple II can accept modified 40 or 80 column CP/M
•••• Commodore 64 accepts 40 column CP/M

Microsoft IS a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation

CP/M IS a trademark of Digital Research Inc
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WnXMAKETOURAPPLEn
THEJACKOTALLTRAMSRMl^ 1790s

Four applications in one*

The Incredible Jack combines the

convenience of a personal filer with the

power of a calc package. It handles

most word processing tasks with ease.

Toss in the ability to sort and print

mailing labels, and you have a totally

integrated, suprisingly easy to use

package that does most of what you

bought your Apple for

Organize information your way*

The Incredible Jack lets you arrange

your information in "records ' you design

yourself using the computer display.

Each record may be as little as a mailing

label or as large as 60 sheets of legal

sized paper
Word processing made easy.

With a few simple commands you can

master in minutes, you can create

letters, memos and reports. To help

you edit. Jack lets you insert, delete,

and copy portions of text all with

automatic word wrap and flush right

margins. The Jack does away with the

mind boggling control codes and

formatting options of other word
processing packages.

Automatic decision making.

Jack even allows you to build decison

making logic into your file. With

English language rules and a powerful

IF THEN ELSE function, you can

instantly calculate complex discount

tables, commission plans, contract

terms, or tax rates.

See for yourself.

Try Jack. (You'll need an Apple II

CIRCLE 102 ON READER SERVICE CARD

with 16K memory extension and 2

disks.) If youVe not convinced its the

best investment you've made since you
bought your Apple, send Jack back

in good condition within 2 weeks

for a full refund.

A demonstration of The Incredible

Jack Of All Trades may be seen at

most computer stores, If your dealer

doesn't carry Jack yet, you can order

it for $ 179.00 plus

$5.00 shipping and
(McMtofCord
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handling by calling : (800) 645-4513

or writing Business Solutions, Inc.

,

60 E. Main St., Kings Park, N.Y. 11754.

PRICE EFFECTIVE JUNE 15, 1983.

THEEXCREMBLE
TArf'Ti' ^ ftxjsinessl

J^SLjM^9 Isolutionsi

WnXMAKEWIIR APPLE II THEJACKOFALLTRADES
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Games place-

weve got °;!,^31^n°o^

"'""^Cofmrts for*f

This month's stars:

Games of strategy, fantasy, science fiction,

sports, even education for thie

Apple II, Atari, Commodore,
TRS-80 and IBM Personal

Computers.

NEW

NEW

AwOton HmI I

BREAKTWI

TacticalArmorCommand

BREAKTHRU—Don't take our word for it! Here's

what Color Computer magazine has to say:

'This is truly a good game". Short and sweet as

this description may be. BREAKTHRU is really

much more than just a truly good game! It's a
combination of racquet and WALLBALL. The

object is to knockout five consecutive walls at

the opposite end of the court using a joystick

paddle to strike or deflect the lively ball.

BREAKTHRU is written in pure machine lan-

guage to give you a fast-action, three-

dimensional, high-resolution experience for

hundreds, maybe even thousands of hours of

entertainment. For the TRS-80 Color 8t TOPS- 100

Computer Systems with 16K Memory, $20.00

S.C.I.M.M.A.R.'s-Surface Centra-Gravity

Individual Manned Mobile Anti-Vehicle

Raiders . . . S.C.I.M.M.A.R.'s is gladiatorial ar-

mor combat in the far future. Heroes drive per-

sonal combat vehicles more akin to modern
jets than tanks, with immense speed and ac-

celeration. It is combat of maneuver, reflex

and quick thought where only the best survive.

For use with Apple II computer systems with 48K

and disk drive, $30.00.

micrseowButer games ~» •>«>'

A DIVISK3N OF THE AVALON HILL GAME COMPANY

, DIVISION OF IMf AVAlON HILL C.aAMF COMI'ANY

T.A.C.—This" is Tactical Armor Command by

Ralph Bosson, Avalon Hill's Microcomputer

Game of Armored Combat during World War II

.

You control individual tanks, anti-tank guns,

and infantry squads in tactical combat situa-

tions. Official armor statistics are utilized. For

one or two players featuring outstanding hi-

resolution graphics, enhanced sound, and
stimulating challenge. Five different scenarios

are available from Meeting Engagement,

Rear Guard, and Static Defense, to Breakout

and Stalemate! The player(s) control up to

eight vehicles, guns and squads simultaneously,

utilizing the equipment of either the German,

British, Russian or American forces. A micro-

computer simulation for the most demanding
gamers. For the Apple II computer systems with

48K and disk drive. Atari 800/1200, IBM P.C.,

and Commodore 64 versions available later

this fall. $40.00

Good times begin by calling Marlene at 1-800-638-9292

to order ttie latest

Microcomputer Games from Avalon Hill.

e1l tell you the names of the leading

computer software and hobby stores

in your area who offer the full range of

LEGIONNAIRE—Highly acclaimed real-time

wargame simulation by Chris Crawford. You as

Julius Caesar command up to ten legions

against the barbarian infantry and cavalry

during the days of the Roman Empire. The

battlefield scrolls before you in full color and
animation. Such a unique and pleasant

departure from traditional wargames that

Video GarDes Player magazine has awarded
LEGIONNAIRE the 1983 ''Golden Joystick

Award"! Atari 4/8/1200 cassette (16K) $35.00,

diskette (32K) $40.00, joystick required.

TELENGAkO—Another not so mighty adventurer

bites the dust! Hailed in the February 1983 issue

of Playboy, "TELENGARD is one of the most

powerful examples of the challenging diver-

sions your computer can offer these days."

Telengard is a 50-level dungeon exploration

game featuring sprite graphics and sound for

your Commodore 64. The monsters and
creatures in the Telengard dungeon will not

wait for you to react, so quick wits and reflexes

are needed! Will you return from the cruel

labyrinth to tell tales of horror, despair, great

treasure and magic? Or will you be another of

the foolish ones, only to perish in the dark

depths? Commodore 64, TRS-80 Mods. I/III

(32K), Atari 800/1200 (48K) cassette $23.00,

Apple II (48K), Atari 800/1200 (48K), TRS-80

Mods. I/III (48K) diskette $28.00 each.

QUALITY

a division of The Avalon Hill Game Company
4517 Harford Road, Baltimore, Maryland 21214

301-254-5300micpocomputer
CIRCLE 103 ON READER SERVICE
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R-TEXT Professioiial does
everything the competitioii does,

exceptone thing*

Disk and Printer < Miscellaneous
! Changing of Deleting Text

t L Load text ' f Find text string
i f A Add text at cursor

tS Save text !
R Replace text string i fC Change text at cursor

X Print text i t V Insert block marker i

f Q Delete text at cursor

tN Page eject ' ESCtZ Delete all text i fG Delete line at cursor

Dear Mr Jones.

Thank you for your inquiry about our newest word processor. SUPER-TEXT I

have enclosed a copy of the SUPER-TEXT data sheet that will answer most of your

questions about the capabilities of this system. As you can see. it meets all

your requirements and more!

ON-UNE "HELP"

Dear Mr. Jones.

"Thank you foe your inquiry about our newest word processor, SUPER-TEXT. I

have enclosed a copy of the SUPER-TEXT data sheet that will answer most of your

questions about the capabilities of this system As you can see. it meets all

your requirements and more! «

14.64

"Thank you for your inquiry about our newest

word processor. SUPER-TEXT I have enclosed a copy

of the SUPER-TEXT data sheet that will answer most

of your questions about the capabilities of this

system. ,

1.79

"Thank you for your inquiry about our newest word processor. SUPER-TEXT. I

have enclosed a copy of the SUPER-TEXT data sheet that will answer most of your

questions about the capabilities of this system. As you can see. it meets all

your requirements and more! '«

ON-SCREEN FORMATTING

SUPER-TEXT PROFESSiONAl (40/80) gives you valuable ON-
SCREEN FORMATTJNG and "HELP" GUIDES*, unique AUTOLINK,
SPLIT SCREEN and MATH MODE. Plus all the functions you'd expect
from an expensive word processor, like an 80 column screen

display.* Automatic page headers and footers. Automatic page and
chapter numbering. Preview Mode to check page endings. Easy text

editing. Special block operations for text copy, save and delete.

Automatic tabbing and formatting. Multi-file search and replace.

Superscripting and subscripting. All for only: $175.00

Compare Super-Text Professional with the other professionals. You'll

find there's no comparison. Available now for Apple 11+ and
Apple He.

*These features available with the use of an 80 column board.

nearlyas much.
SUPER-^TEXT HOME/OFFICE (40/56/70) is the best choice for intro-

ducing word processing efficiency into your home. It offers you the

basic text editing features of Super-Text Professional, and includes

special features tailored for home use. It provides 40, 56 or 70 col-

umn screen display without any additional hardware. The Character
Design Mode lets you create display characters in foreign lan-

guages, with special symbols, for any personal application. All at a
price you can live with: $125.00

Available now for Apple 11+ and Apple He.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
YOUR CHOICE SUPER-TEXT
PROFESSIONAL OR HOME/OFFICE

I f . 1
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347 North Charles Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21201 301 /659-7212



How to Buy Word
Processing Software

That so many word processing pro-

grams exist for so many different

computers is a blessing in disguise. The
blessing: the broad range gives you, as

the buyer, the best chance of finding a

program that fits your needs. The dis-

guise: that same broad range enormously
complicates your search.

The first step, as always, is to under-

stand what you are trying to accomplish.

This might be helped along somewhat by
recognizing that different kinds of writ-

ing have characteristics that can be

served by different types of word proces-

sors. Three distinct kinds of writing are

letters, manuscripts, and formal papers.

Letters usually require little more
than an electronic typewriter. Simple

text editors, therefore, can often serve

this purpose quite well. Look for the

ability to format your text on the screen

and then print what you see. Be sure the

act of printing is simple; if not, you will

ultimately feel that a good typewriter

would have been a better deal. If you in-

tend to do a mailing campaign, however,

these simple programs will not be up to

the task.

Manuscripts require a full set of word
processing functions. Because revision of

your document will be a frequent activ-

ity, you must be sure the word processor

provides excellent navigational control.

It must be simple and natural to move
the text around and to position yourself

anywhere, for any purpose. Search func-

tions must be available for this purpose.

And, because manuscripts tend to be

large, be sure the program allows easy

movement through the entire body of

Will Fastie, 7110 Sheffield Rd., Baltimore, MD
21212.

Will Fastie

the document. Finally, since manu-
scripts must usually be double-spaced,

be sure the program can control line

spacing.

Formal papers are similar to manu-
scripts, but demand further functions.

Footnotes are important, but supported

by only a handful of products. Search

and replace, as opposed to simple

searching, is often helpful for a technical

paper in which, for example, units of

measure might have to be made consis-

tent after the paper is done. Long direct

quotations demand the abihty to switch

easily between single- and double-

spacing and to indent an entire para-

graph. More advanced functions include

indexing and automatic table of contents

generation.

Be advised that increasing function

implies increasing price, so be prepared

to spend more for the better products.

You must consider the price of the soft-

ware in light of the time the better pack-

ages can save you over the long haul.

Once you have decided upon the gen-

eral type of work you will be doing, col-

lect recent issues of magazines you
respect and read up. Become as well in-

formed as you can before you start look-

ing. Talk to your friends who own
computers, even if they have different

makes. Try their programs if you get the

chance, and try to learn how they go
about doing their word processing work.

Now that you have thought and stud-

ied, it is time to visit your local retailers.

First, be sure to visit more than one.

Even a retail store will have its pref-

erences, both because the owners are hu-

man (we hope) and because a given store

can't know a large number of products

well enough to support them. Visiting

more than one store will at least give you
a bigger range of choices, and if they ap-

pear to be the same, you will have
learned something just from that fact.

Second, spend some time in the store

using the program you might buy. Go
prepared with several pieces of real

work, and take the time to do them. Ac-
cept only limited help from the sales-

person at this point, but later make the

salesperson show you all the advanced
features of the product. If he can't, find

out why. Don't settle for cursory atten-

tion by the sales staff, especially if the

product is an expensive one.

There is no substitute for this hands-

on experience, especially if you gain it

for several products. By the time you
have tried three you will have a good
feeling for which product you think will

best meet your needs, at which time you
can go back and try it again with some-
thing different, just to be sure. Getting

hands-on time means that you should

beware of buying the program from a

mail order firm, unless you have a

chance to try the product first; in any
case, be fair and don't string a retailer

along unless you intend to buy from that

store.

Third, examine the advanced features

the program provides. See how they

work, and if they are useful. Look at the

vendor's literature to see what features

they tout, because those are the ones of

which they are proud and for which you
will be paying.

Among the features you may want to

consider is the ability of the program to

communicate with other programs.

6 Creative Computing Software Buyer's Guide



TURNYOUR
COMPUTERINTOA

FULL-BLOODEDWORD
PROCESSOR

©1983 Quick Brown Fox

VIC 20 ^* and Commodore 64 users,

something very clever is lying in wait for

you. It's called Quick Brown Fox!''

Quite simply, Quick Brown Fox is the
quickest, easiest to learn, user-friendliest

—

and most versatile—word processing
software running.

Take a look at some of these crafty features. You
get full editing, even on standard displays. (The Fox supports most
80-column boards too.) You get automatic reformatting of edited

text, not the tedious paragraph-by-paragraph runaround. There's more.
You get single-key operation, text moving, boilerplating, tab and

margin settings, right justification, proportional spacing. You get in-

telligent software that uses less computer memory (That's how come
it even works with an off-the-shelf VIC 20.) You also get compatibility
with a wide range of printers— plus plenty more.
And you get it all for only $65. Doesn't that make you want to trot

through your texts with a Quick Brown Fox?

QUICKBROWNFOX

"

Call or write for more details:

548 Broadway New York, NY 10012 (212) 925 -8290
Dealer Inquiries Invited
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Bring thousands of dollars

worth of Information homo

for oily S14J5i

THE COMPLETE HANDBOOK OF

PERSONAL
COMPUTER
COfVlMUNICATIONS

eVERVTHING YOU NEED
TO GO OtsiLtNE WITH THE WOHCO

"The best reason to buy a compulm: Packed
with usehil infomation^it's an absolute

must tor computer owners everywhere."

--Gary G. Reibsamen, Vice-President off

NewsNet Inc.

Your passport to the electronic

universe—how to turn any personal com-
puter or word processor into a communica-
tion/information machine of incredible versa-

tility and power, even without a knowledge of

programming. Here's just a sampling of what

you get—4^ How to select a modem and
communications software How to send

electronic letters, telexes and MailGrams'-
9|e Money-saving techniques for using The
Source, Dow Jones News/Retrieval, DIALOG,
BBS and more 4^ Get free software! Down-
load thousands of programs 4^ Get privi-

leged information from $30,000 worth of

newsletters 4c Get discounts of 10% to 40%
by shopping on-line ^ Thwlile-sliooter's

guide to problem-free communications
4s Hundreds of free computer bulletin boards

S3BS) 4c Access vast libraries (Library off

noress, M.Y. Times, magazines, and
whole encyclopedias) 4c Get real-time com-
puter games and tournaments 4c Electronic

banldng, investment management, and then

barter 4c Get toll-free numbers, valuable

short-cut commands 4c Get on-line advice

from experienced users of your equipment.

Plus much more! In just two days you'll

see what this unique handbook can do for

you—but we'll give you two weeks to decide.

Send for your copy now; if you're not satis-

fied return it in two weeks for a full refund.

Main Selection of The Small Computer Book Club

Atternate Book-of-the-Montti Club/Science

Selection

return this coupon to your bookseller or direct to:

St. Martin's Press — — — — — — — — — — — — —
175 Fiftti Avenue, New York, N Y. 10010 Attn: ML BG
Please send me. .copy(ies) of The Complete Hand-
book of Personal Computer Communications ^ $14.95
paperback each. Please add $1.50 per book for postage
and handling. My check or money order is enclosed in the

anx>unt of $ I may examine the book for two weeks
and. if not 100% satisfied, I can return It for a complete
returxj.

Name.

City.

state. .Zip.

8
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Word Processing, continued...

Word Processing Features:

What To Look For

For Letter Writing:

Utter simplicity

Easy to print

Fast

Inexpensive

Whatever else you can get for the price

For Manuscripts:

Excellent human factors (may be harder to learn, but you
save time in the long run)

Superb navigation

Ability to handle documents of arbitrary size

Block operations {copy, move, delete, write, read)

Search Operations

Formatted on-screen display (what you see is what you get)

File System operations from within word processor *

Headers and footers

Margin and spacing control

For Technical or Formal Papers:

All of the above plus:

Footnotes

Temporary indentation

Search and replace operations

Superscript and subscript capability

For all:

Excellent error detection and recovery

Ability to handle "disk out of space'* condition

On-line help facility

Quick reference card

Sample files included with purchase

Vendor "hotline'* for assistance if retailer can't help

Other Considerations:

Your printer supported

Flexibility of printer choice (in case you buy a different

one later)

Ability to read straight text files (data import)

Ability to write straight text files (data export)

Display and print bold and underlined text

Control of single sheet printing

Ability to embed arbitrary printer control codes

Some word processing programs can

integrate and print spreadsheet files

along with your text. Some can merge
names, addresses and other data from
mailing list programs and databases into

form letters.

Determine which features are nec-

essary or desirable. Try to make sure

that the features you want can be used:

sometimes a feature seems terrific until

you discover that it is a pain to use.

Finally, make sure the word process-

ing program you decide to buy can han-

dle the printer you own or are buying. If

possible, experiment with a system that

has the printer on it, or convince the

store to let you return the product for a

full refund if you can't get the printer

working in some reasonable time, like a
week. Give it a stress test: try as many
features as you can think of to be sure

the program knows the printer inti-

mately. And don't forget to get the sales

staff to state that the program and the

printer go together, in writing if possible.

If you later find out they don't, you will

have quite a battle on your hands.

In general, try to become comfortable

with the program. If you can't, forget it.

Give yourself time and the program the

benefit of your lack of experience, but be
critical. Remember, you and this pro-

gram are going to become intimate, and
divorce is painful and expensive.

Creative Computing Software Buyer's Guide



POWERTEXIIHEONIYFUUY
AlfTQMAnCWOPJ) PROCESSING

SYSIEMFORYMIRAPPLE IIORIBMK
Now even hunt-and-peck typists produce perfectly formatted ietters

.

.

.

memos . . . presentations . . . scripts . . . automatically.

NOW...A COMPLETE SELECTION OF
HIGH-PERFORMANCE FEATURES IN

TODAY'S MOST ADVANCED WORD
PROCESSING TOOL.

The professionals who use PowerText

tell us it's changed their whole concept of

word processing.

Because this is the system that goes far

beyond the write/edit/print/file capabilities

of other word processors.

PowerText produces documents that

look exactly as you want them to look . .

.

automatically. From everyday business

letters to the most complicated presenta-

tions and reports you can devise.

You define the basic formats. PowerText

stores them in its style files.

So when you write, you just bat out the

words and never worry about where they

go on the printed page.

That's PowerText's job.

You just tell PowerText, "I want a letter,"

and you get a letter. . . and envelope. With

every element just where you want it to be.

Ask for a memo and you get a memo.
Ask for a dramatic script and you get a
dramatic script...

OK, that's one big PowerText plus: the

automatic formatting capability that can
save you untold time and effort.

But there's still more. A full selection of

high-performance features to make your

word processing faster, easier, more auto-

matic than any system you've ever seen . .

.

Total control editing.

Automatic indents and numbers for out-

lines, with system-assigned Roman and
Arabic numerals, and alphanumerics.

A disk-based editor: file sizes limited

only by disk space.

The system automatically maintains a
backup copy of the file being edited.

User- definable function keys.

Up to 7 levels of "nested" editing to let

you suspend editing one file and move to

another.

"Paint nnode" editing allows vertical typ

ing for diagrams.

ALL THIS IS AUTOMATIC IN EVERY KIND
OF DOCUMENT YOU WRITE.

• Margins • Variable pitch

• Indents • Pagination

• Spacing • Table of contents

• Title page • Headers and footers

• Envelope, label • Footnote Numbers
• Justification • Intelligent page
• Centering breaks

PLUS MANY OTHER VALUABLE
FEATURES.

• Built-in form letter

capability

•Boxed copy
• Print macros
• Up to 14 columns
• Boilerplate

inclusion

• Optional word-

by-word cursor

move
• Vert, and horiz.

border lines

• No limit to docu-

ment length

• 132-character

lines

• Superscripts,

subscripts

• Column and
line adjustment

capabilities

• And much more.

NEWIO-LESSON TUTORIAL.
Our new, streamlined 10-lesson tutorial

makes learning PowerText a snap. You'll

master it quickly as you discover how
easy and straightforward it is to use. And
your system also includes a complete ref-

erence manual.

/
FULL 5-YEAR WARRANTY.

PowerText does everything we say it

do. If it should ever fail to perform as spe-

cified, Beaman Porter, Inc. will fix it at no
charge, anytime within 5 years after

you've bought it.

PawetText
^iS. BEAMAN PORTER, INC.

High Performance Computer Products

Pleasant Ridge Rd. Dept.CCS
Harrison, NY 10528 (914) 967-3504
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS.
PowerText is a self-contained, bootable

system, that supports both serial and par-

allel printer interfaces. You'll need your

Apple II with 64K or your IBM PC, 2 disk

drives, and a printer.

COMPLETE POWERTEXT SYSTEM
FOR APPLE II: $299
FOR IBM PC: $399

SPECIAL! PowerText p/us easily- installed

PowerCase chip for Apple II upper/lower-

case and shift key capability just

$329.95.)

(PowerText for Apple II and III users who
have Apple Pascal, $199.)

Tutorial/manual alone for any version: $25.

Available from selected dealers. Or order

directly from Beaman Porter.

VISA and MasterCard accepted. NY State

residents add appropriate sales tax.

BEAMAN PORTER, INC., DEPT. CCS
Pleasant Ridge Road

Harrison, NY 10528

complete PowerText sys-Send

tem(s) for Apple II @$299. With Power-

Case upper/lowercase chip $329.95.

I have Apple Pascal. Send

complete PowerText system(s) for

Send complete PowerText

systems for IBM PC @ $399.

Send tutorial/manual only for

version @$25.

(NY State residents add appropriate

sales tax)

My check or money order for

$ enclosed.

Or bill $ to my:

MasterCard DVisa

(MasterCard only list 4 digits above your

)name.

Card No.. Exp. Date.

Name.

Street

City state, ZIP.
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You'll never see Infocom's graphics on

any computer screen. Because there's

never been a computer built by man •

that could handle the images we pro-

duce. And, there never will be.

We draw our graphics from the limit-

less imagery of your imagination—

a

technology so powerful, it makes

I
any picture thatfe ever come

out of a screen look like

graffiti by comparison.

And nobody knows how
to unleash your imag-

ination like Infocom.

Through our prose,

your imagination

makes you part of

our stories, in con-

trol of what you do

and where you go-
yet unable to pre-

dict or control the

course of events.

You're confronted

# with situations and

logical puzzles the like

of which you won't find

elsewhere. And you're im-

mersed in rich environments alive

with personalities as real as any

you'll meet in the flesh—yet all the

more vivid because they're perceived

directly by your mind's eye, not

through your external senses. The
method to this magic? We've found

the way to plug our prose right into

your psyche, and catapult you into a

whole new dimension.

Take some tough critics' words

about our words. SOFTALK, for

example, called ZORK® Ill's prose

'far more graphic than any depiction

yet achieved by an adventure with

gmphics." And the NEW YORK
TIMES saw fit to print that our

DEADLINE™ is ''an amazing
feat of programming." Even a

journal as video-oriented as ELEC-
TRONIC GAMES found Infocom

prose to be such an eye-opener they

named one of our games their Best

Adventure of 1983.

Better still, bring an Infocom game
home with you. Discover firsthand

why thousands upon thousands of

discriminating game players keep

turning everything we write into

instantaneous bestsellers.

Step up to Infocom. All words. No
gmffiti. The secret reaches of your

mind are beckoning. A whole new
dimension is in there waiting for you.

AUKXEO

inFocom
The next dimension.

Infocom, Inc., 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA 02138

For your: Apple II, Atari, Commodore 64, CP/M 8," DEC Rainbow,
DEC RT-11, IBM, NEC APC, NEC PC-8000, Osborne 1, TI Professional,

TRS-80 Model I, TRS-80 Model III.
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How To Buy
a Database Manager

There are a few main classes of soft-

ware products that nearly every computer

user needs sooner or later. Word process-

ing (and its related form letter merging

utilities, spelling checkers, footnote hand-

lers, and index generators), high level

languages like Basic, Pascal, and Fortran

and spreadsheet software are the stan-

dards that are sometimes included with

the purchase of the computer itself or

added later.

Also in this "must have" class is a data-

base management program. One of the

most powerful and general types of soft-

ware available, DBMs range from simple

minded to incredibly complex. A long

and sturdy shelf would be required to

hold just a sampling of the thick books

written on database management, so we

shall cover just a few essentials which can

help you understand what a DEM is and

determine what to look for in yours.

At the most basic level, a database

manager is a tool which helps you collect

information and retrieve it in a useful

form. All DBMs require that the data be

structured in some way. The most com-

mon concept is that information related

to one entity, be it a name in a mailing list

or a part in an inventory, is called a record

and the individual pieces of information

about the entity (address, city, state and

zip code for a name; part number, stock

on hand, cost, etc. for a part) is known as

Si field. The DBM requires that you define

what information is to be stored in each

Glenn A. Hart, 51 Church Road, Monsey, NY
10952.

12

GlennA Hart

record by indicating how long each field

is and what kind of information it will

contain (text, numbers, dates, etc.).

How many records and fields and, to a

lesser extent, what kinds of data can be

specified are the most important things to

examine in a DBM you are considering.

A limited DBM may allow only a small

number of fields (perhaps 16 or 32) and

relatively few records. Many DBMs limit

the total combined number of characters

in all fields of a record to some small

number like 255. Limitations like these

are not a major problem if your intent is

only to put your Christmas card mailing

list on the computer but can make a DBM
unusable for serious or business tasks.

Once you have defined the data struc-

ture, data can be entered. DBMs vary

widely in how much help they give you in

the entry process and how attractive the

entry screen on the terminal is. Some

DBMs allow you to specify how you want

the screen to look, which can result in a

more professional appearance; some pro-

grams make such screen definitions rea-

sonably easy to set up while others require

knowledge of programming techniques.

Help
The question of help is another major

distinction between DBMs. While "buzz-

words" like user-friendly and human engi-

neering may have been overused lately,

nowhere are they more important than in

a complex system like a DBM. Some big

sellers offer you practically no assistance

(requiring you to learn their commands

and procedures by long study of the man-

ual and much practice), while others lead

you by the hand each step of the way.

Only you know how much help you need,

so insist on seeing programs you are con-

sidering in operation and trying them

yourself.

Once your information has been

entered into the computer, most DBMs
allow you to examine records, change

data, add more records, and delete

records you don't want any more. As

usual, some programs make such file

maintenance, as it is known, easier than

others.

Occasionally you may want to examine

your data in the order in which you

entered it into the computer, but far more

often you will be interested in examining

and retrieving information in some sorted

order such as alphabetically by last name,

part numbers, zip code or whatever.

There are many different schemes for

accomplishing this. Some DBMs allow (or

require) the actual file to be sorted in the

order you want. While this seems like a

' reasonable method, there are better ways.

Sorting can be a time consuming process,

especially if you have a great deal of

information in your database.

A concept called indexing can save lots

of time and make a DBM more powerful.

There are many different indexing

schemes, each with its pros and cons, but

Creative Computing Software Buyer's Guide



Fbr Line Surge Suppression

The SYSTEM SAVER provides es-

sential protection to hardware and

data from dangerous power surges

and spikes.

130

Volts

RMS

SYSTEM SAVER / /
APPLE II /

By connecting the Apple II

power input through the SYSTEM
SAVER, power is controlled in two
ways: 1) Dangerous voltage spikes

are clipped off at a safe 130 Volts

RMS/175 Volts dc level. 2) High fre-

quency noise is smoothed out be-

fore reaching the Apple H. A PI type

filter attenuates common mode
noise signals by a minimum of

30 dB from 600 khz to 20 mhz, with

a maximum attenuation of 50 dB.

For Cooling

As soon as you add 80 columns or

more memory to your Apple II you
need SYSTEM SAVER.

Today's advanced peripheral

cards generate more heat. In addi-

tion, the cards block any natural air

flow through the Apple n creating

high temperature conditions that

substantially reduce the life of the

cards and the computer itself.

SYSTEM SAVER provides cor-

rect cooling. An efficient, quiet fan

draws fresh air across the mother

board, over the power supply and
out the side ventilation slots.

For Operating Efficiency

SYSTEM SAVER contains two
switched power outlets. As shown
in the diagram, the SYSTEM
SAVER efficiently organizes your

system so that one convenient,

front mounted
power switch

controls SYSTEM
SAVER, Apple E,

monitor and printer.

Ui
, H
' 2

POWER

The heavy duty switch has a

pilot light to alert when system, is

on .You '11 never use the Apple power

switch again!

Easy Installation Compatible with Apple Stand

Just clips on.

No mounting or

hardware required

Color matched
to Apple n.

® LISTED

PATENT PENDING

Suggested Retail

One Year Warranty
$0995

Kensington Microware Ltd.

919 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022

(212) 486-7707

KENSINGTONm MICROWARE
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Database Manager, continued...

the general idea is usually to create a

separate file which contains a key value

based on the field (or fields if the DBM
allows multiple keys) on which to arrange

the data. Along with the key, the index

file has an indication of where in the

main data file the record is located. Since

the key file is much shorter than the main

file, it can be sorted much more quickly.

Many different index files can be created

for one data file, allowing you to access

information in many different orders with-

out ever sorting the main data file itself.

Indexing is an important aspect of DBM
desigii, and the more sophisticated the

indexing scheme, the easier it will be to

retrieve your information in clever and

useful ways.

Most DBMs allow you to place condi-

tions on what data to examine and/or

retrieve. Sometimes called selection defi-

nitions, this is the feature that allows you

to specify some subset of all the data that

meets a certain criterion you want to

establish. Fot example, you might want

all the people on your mailing list from

one state or all the parts which are out of

stock. A more sophisticated DBM permits

combining your choices in complex pat-

terns, so, for example, you can select

customers in region one who have pur-

chasecl a certain item and whose equip-

ment cost more than a specified amount.

Report Generation

Perhaps the most important DBM func-

tion once the data are entered and edited

is report generation. The simpler DBMs
may allow you only to dump the data in

the same form as it is stored or they may
allow you to specify which fields to

include in the report, perhaps with head-

ings for the printed page. Some programs

may also have provisions for printing mail-

ing labels, and almost any DBM which

has selection definitions allows you to

specify which classes of records would be

included in the report.

Sophisticated report

generators can produce
almost any report

imaginable.

More sophisticated report generators

can produce almost any report imagin-

able, including such non-tabular printouts

as invoices, checks, and multi-line per

record reports. Various statistical abilities,

such as sub-totals and totals for numeric

columns, departments, each page of the

report, etc., may be included. Some
DBMs have provisions for designing com-

plicated reports through an interactive

dialog with the user, while others may
require the use of a programming lan-

guage which is part of the DBM or one

that the user must provide.

It is an unavoidable cliche that with

flexibility comes complexity. Those

DBMs with powerful report generators

but no programming language require

careful planning and attention to detail to

design a complicated form, but at least

avoid the need for programming exper-

tise. The DBMs which require program-

ming ability allow those with the neces-

sary skills to do almost anything in report

generation or data manipulation. As
usual, investigate this issue in the context

of your skills before buying.

There is such a wide variety of DBMs
available that it is unfortunately almost as

easy to buy one that is too simple for your

needs as one which is beyond your

requirements or capabilities. Of course,

the prices charged cover just as wide a

range. While we have just touched on the

basic concepts of what database manage-

njent programs do, there is probably no
single class of software that can perform

more useful functions for you. The time

and effort necessary to pick the right one

will be repaid many times over, so do

your homework, look at many different

programs and, hopefully with our help,

buy the best one for you.

THE SENSIBLE SPELLER
IMPROVED/

The #1 Apple spelling verification progrann has been made even

better! We've taken all of the features you liked fronn the original

and have added the features you requested to create the new
SENSIBLE SPELLER!

MORE FEATURES!
We've added the features you asked for! * You can now immedi-

ately correct misspelled words by replacing them with the proper

spelling. The SENSIBLE SPELLER even suggests the correct

spelling for your misspelled words!

We've also given you more options for searching the dictionary,

including multiple-character and single-character substitutions.

THE CHOICE OF THREE OUT OF FOUR
APPLE OWNERS!
We still give you all the features that made the

SENSIBLE SPELLER the pholce of three

out of four Apple owners buying a spelling

checker.** In fact, the SENSIBLE
SPELLER was the only spelling
verification program to ever
appear on Softalk's Top 30 list.

The SENSIBLE SPELLER still

includes the largest dictionary

available for the Apple computer
— over 80,000 words are supplied

with unlimited room to add your
own special wordsi This is a brand-

name dictionary, containing real

words from the official Random
House Dictionary — not a list of

words typed in by some programmer

or made up from tables of prefixes and suffixes ! We even throw in

a hardback copy of the dictionary to give you definitions and

pronunciations!

The SENSIBLE SPELLER is fast, a ten-page document can be

checked in just a minute or two. It is also extensivelymenAJ driven

to make it friendly and easy to use. And because each misspelled

word Is shown to you in the middle of a small excerpt from your

document, you won't waste time trying to remember how you

used the word.

MORE WORD PROCESSORS!
Each SENSIBLE SPELLER package contains multiple versions

for compatibility with almost all Apple word processors including:

DOS 3.2, DOS 3.3 (Apple Writer, Magic Window,
Screen Writer, etc.), SuperText, Word Handler,

CP/M (Wordstar, etc.), and Pascal word
processors. And, the SENSIBLE SPELLER

works on aH Apple //e, ll-f , and Apple-

compatible computers with one or two

disk drives.

Don't be spellbound—get the
professional solution! $125.00

Sensible
4^SoFtujQre,lnc
6619 Perham Drive

West Bloomfield, Ml 48033 (313) 399-8877

Please add $1 .25 for shipping.

Visa / Mastercard / Check / COD welcome!

* Nflw features not available in Apple CP/M, Pascal, and WbrdHandtor versions.

**
...Speller from Sensible Software glommed on to more than three-quarters

of the market for proofreading programs... —Sottalk Magazine, August 1982

APPLE is a trademark of APPli COMPUTER, INC.

SCREENWRITER-SIERRA OKWJNE. INC. SUPERiea-MUSE SOFTWARE WORDHANDLER-SILICON VALLEY SYSTEMS, INC. WORDSTAR-MCflOPRO INTERNATIONAL. INC.
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Plug 3,000 new applications
into yourApple!

THE CP/M Card^^ plugs CP/M PW^ into your Apple.
The CP/M Card gives you the option of running your Apple II

with the speed and capability of a professional Z-80 system
with CP/M®-compatible software. You plug in the CP/M

Card. Then choose CP/M or your standard Apple software

at your option.

Plug into a big, new world of software.
The CP/M Card gives you instant access to the world's largest

selection of microcomputer software—more than 3,000
CP/M-compatible applications, languages, and
programming utilities. So, you, too can use pro-
fessional business programs such as WordStar,®

SuperCalc,™ Condor,™ and other high-performance
software from Day One. Yet, you still have access

to your present library of Apple software.

Plug into incredible performance.
Together, the ultra-fast CP/M Card and
CP/M Plus run applications up to

300% faster than your Apple system! The CP/M Card is the
only Apple II performance package that offers the speed and
efficiency of CP/M Plus.

A plug about quality.

The CP/M Card was designed and built by Digital Research,
the creators of CP/M, and Advanced Logic Systems, the most
respected manufacturer of Apple performance products. So
you know the CP/M Card is the most perfectly integrated
Apple performance package you can buy.

Why just keep plugging along? The CP/M Card
^ 1

provides everything you need— including 64K of

I on-board memory CP/M Plus, CBASIC,®
GSX™-80 and full documentation— for just $399.
Now available through the CP/M library.

See your local microcomputer dealer today. Or
contact Advanced Logic Systems, 1195 East

AHvnno^rl I nmir^ Clx/c+omc ^^^^^^ ^^e., Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (800)Mavancea Logic oysiems 538-8177. (in California (408) 730-0306.)

The CP/M Card for your Apple II.
Also available for the Apple He.

CP/M, CP/M Plus, the CP/M Card and CBASIC are either trademarks or registered trademarks of Digital Research Inc. Z-80 is a registered trademark of Zilog, Inc
WordStar is a registered trademark of MicroPro International Corporation. SuperCalc is a trademark of Sorcim Corporation. Condor is a trademark of Condor Computer
Corporation. GSX-80 is a trademark of Graphics Software System. Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. ©1982 Digital Research Inc.
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How To Buy
Business And Investment Software

What is the best way to buy business

and investment software? Probably not

by mail. (For the purposes of this article,

the term business software includes soft-

ware such as payroll, general ledger, in-

ventory and similar software associated

with various accounting and record keep-

ing practices. It will also be used to in-

clude investment software for real estate,

stocks, bonds, taxes and miscellaneous

forms of investment. In fact, any and all

software that comes under the general

heading of computational or analytical

software.)

Business software, by its very nature,

should save time, provide solutions, and

at the same time be easy to use (user-

friendly). More important, any business

software you purchase must meet your

specific needs for your particular appli-

cation.

No advertisement or brochure can pro-

vide sufficient information on which to

base a purchase decision; they serve main-

ly to pique your interest in the product.

Remember, all advertisements are design-

ed to press as many "hot buttons" as

possible, so the reader will buy or request

additional information. Unfortunately,

some ad writers can get carried away

with the descriptions and capabiUties of

the product. That handy little Latin

phrase caveat emptor hasn't lasted 2000

years for nothing—buyer beware!

Dennis A. Costarakis, 3562 Union Street, San

Diego, CA 92103.

Dennis A. Costarakis

Once you have determined that you

either need or want a program to satisfy a

specific appUcation, the real work begins.

The first step in buying software is to

make a comprehensive Ust of all the func-

tions, computations and analyses that you

want to perform.

Ttiat iiandy little

Latin phrase caveat
emptor hasn't lasted

2000 years for

nothing— buyer beware!

If it is a tax preparation program you

are looking for, list all the schedules you

want to have prepared. Do you want it to

do your state tax, too? Is it a 1981 version

or has it been updated to include the

1982 tax law changes. Is it going to take

you longer to figure out which program

to buy than to do the return by hand, or

will it be cheaper to have a CPA do your

returns than to buy the software? Will the

software manufacturer allow you to trade

in the 1982 software for a nominal charge

to get the 1983 software with its inevitable

tax law updates, or will you have to pay

full price each year?

Does the inventory program you want

allow you to value the inventory at any

point in time? If so, do you need LIFO
(last in, first out) or FIFO (first in, first

out) valuation? Does the program allow

you to change from LIFO to FIFO, or

vice versa, if you change your inventory

valuation method? These are just two

examples of the kinds of questions you

should ask yourself.

As you can see, making a comprehen-

sive list of program attributes requires

careful thought and insight. If you now
perform manually the application you

want to computerize, try making the list

as you perform the computation/appli-

cation and include the amount of time it

takes you to perform each step. Also list

where and how data are obtained. Can
the data you require be obtained elec-

tronically or must it be entered manually?

If you have specific needs, such as chart-

ing stocks, Ust them and list also any

special equipment constraints you may
have. For example, does your printer have

graphics capability? If so, does it require

special software drivers or interface cards

to make it print graphics?

If you plan to do graphics with your

computer, you should plan to buy a print-

er buffer or you will spend a great deal of

time waiting to use the computer while it

feeds data to the printer. Printing charts
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Business Software, continued...

is a time consuming process.

Once you have made your list of desired

program attributes, divide the list into

three priority groups: required capabil-

ities, desired capabilities, and nice to have

capabilities. It is only at this point that

you should begin to read the ads and start

to compile a list of available software

that, according to the ads, seems to have

at least the required capabilities of your
attribute list.

As you find ads, send away for descrip-

tive brochures and request any additional

information, including computer printouts

produced by the software, the manufac-
turer can provide. Also request a copy of

the table of contents of the manual and
any other information you might like to

have, such as how many companies of

your company's size are using the soft-

ware. Some software producers will not

provide anything more than a descriptive

brochure, but it never hurts to ask.

I In addition to ads, round up magazine

reviews of each software package under
consideration. Most microcomputer mag-
azines review new software releases. But
there has been a paucity of annual or

quarterly indexes to facilitate finding the

reviews. A new publication called LAMP,
Literature Analysis of Microcomputer
Publications, has just begun piublication.

The first issue indexed articles and re-

views from 77 periodicals. LAMP and
periodical cross reference publications at

your local library should help you locate

pertinent software reviews.

As good and helpful as software reviews

are, there is no substitute for actually

trying the software yourself. Since most
business programs cost over $100, and

most more than several hundred dollars

each, it is very important to try a program
before buying it.

Stores specializing in the sale of soft-

ware are springing up around the country.

These stores generally have a broad se-

lection of business software in addition to

a myriad of games and books.

Try to find a local store that stocks the

programs you are considering so you can
run and test the software. Be sure the

hardware configuration is the same as

yours. I am currently waiting to receive

the latest firmware revision for my 80-

column card so that I can complete a

program evaluation. The new program
does iiot run with the old firmware on the

80-column card and must, therefore, be
run in the 40-column mode. This is an

example of the kind of problems that can
crop up if you don't plan carefully.

Try to find a store that can demon-
strate the program adequately. Un-
fortunately, most salespeople are not

knowledgeable about business soft-

ware. You may find that some of them
are good with word processors, marginal

with accounting software, and probably

strangers to investment software and tax

preparation packages. Try to find the

ones who are most familiar with the pack-

age you want.

Check with members of your local user

group to see if any members have, or are

using, any of the software packages in

which you are interested. Most user group

members are happy to share information

and demonstrate the programs they use.

If you are planning to buy a large or

expensive software package (more than

$500-$1000), consider obtaining the ser-

vices of a consultant or a company
specializing in business computers and
software. If you to Uve near a city large

enough to have a computer society, check
to see if there is a special interest group

(SIG) that can give you assistance.

Whether you can get a demonstration

or not, you will still have to sit down in

front of a computer in the store, boot up
the program, and experiment with the

program yourself. Bring along sample data

or problems of the sort you plan to solve.

Try to determine whether the program
meets all your needs, or will have to be

modified to suit your particular require-

ments, by addressing those specific items

during your testing of the program.

Actually testing a business program will

take some time, particularly if you have

to learn how to operate the program
without assistance. Make arrangements

with the store to do your testing during a

slow period. You will get more assistance

from the store and salespeople if you show
some consideration for them.

Once you have satisfied yourself that

you have found the business package that

meets all your needs, and you are ready

to buy it, deal with the store that gave

you the most help and assistance with

that program. Don't send off for a mail

order copy just to save a few dollars. It

doesn't take long for the local stores to

realize you are taking advantage of their

time and equipment by repeatedly evalu-

ating software or playing games without

ever making a purchase. When that hap-

pens, you will find yourself without a

source of help.

I have seen people return software (and

hardware) to a local store and im-

mediately walk out with a replacement

for the defective item. That kind of ser-

vice is worth more than a few dollars, and
is certainly better than waiting weeks for

a replacement.

I still have a cassette copy of a game
that I bought mail order from the manu-
facturer, which I returned because my
Pet wouldn't load it. The same tape was
sent back to me with a note stating that it

loaded on their machines, so it had to be
fine and there was probably something

wrong with my tape recorder. Since all

the other commercial software I had pur-

chased loaded fine on my Pet, I wasn't

about to change my cassette playback

head alignment. The program continues

to gather dust. This incident occurred

several years ago, but it still serves as a

reminder of what can happen if you have
problems with software.

Finding the right business software re-

quires time and effort. Unless you are

willing to devote a great deal of both to

your search, you will wind up with either

an expensive dust collector, or the need
to buy another program to accomplish

the functions not covered by the first.

"The computer is down. Call a temporary agency and get twelve hundredpeople over here
immediately.'*
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YOU'LL LOVE THE VIEW!
With UltraTerm, the revolutionary new card

from Videx, you'll enjoy sweeping panoramas
of spreadsheets that you've never seen

before: 128 columns by 32 lines, 132 columns

by 24 lines and even 160 columns by 24 lines.

You'll revel in the scenics of a whole year of

records stretching out across your screen.

You'll also delight in the new horizon of 80
columns by 48 lines—double the lines

you normally have. So your word processing

wiU reveal a ''depth of character" never

possible before!

Another breath-taking view of UltraTerm— it

delivers absolutely flicker-free, state of the art

display with 8x12 character matrix giving

you preposterously clear, readable charac-

ters. Not only will you see more characters

on your screen (a whopping 4096 possible),

but they'll also be larger and more readable

than the characters you read every day in

^^299 Equipent n

599 2na office

Photo of actual-size

characters on Apple

Monitor III.

your newspaper! And
you can differentiate

those characters in

several modes: nor-

mal (white on black),

inverse (black on
white), bright inten-

sity and dim intensity

UltraTerm.Come on over and enjoy the view.

Suggested retail price: $379

897 NW Grant Ave. • CorvalUs, Oregon 97330

(503) 758-0521

UltraTerm features a built-in soft video switch and has complete
firmware support for BASIC, Pascal and CP/M®. Use it with the Apple® II,

Apple He, Apple III and Franklin.

Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple
Computer Inc.

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
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What Is CP/M?

Operating systems, like programming
languages, rouse almost religious fervour

in their opponents and their supporters

alike. CP/M (Control Program/Micro-
computers), distributed by Digital

Research, Inc., has attracted its share of

praise and abuse—perhaps more than its

share.

It is time to take a cooler look at both

its merits (which are considerable) and its

undeniable weaknesses, and to examine
how well it serves the needs of micro-

computer users today. To these users,

two issues are of prime importance: qual-

ity of the human interface and portabihty

of programs.

By the "human interface" I mean the

characteristics which help or obstruct the

user in his attempts to make his computer
perform useful work for him. "Portability"

covers those characteristics which allow

a particular program to run on any com-
puter of the same general type, regardless

of the brand of terminal or printer

attached to the computer.

What Is an Operating System?
An operating system is a program that

is resident in the main memory of the

computer from the time the system is

"brought up" to the time it is switched

off. It has two main purposes:

• To provide a standard method for

writers of application programs to request

services such as "Display a message on
the screen," "Send a character to the

printer," "read a sector from the disk and
load it into memory," and so on. Alloca-

tion of disk space to programs and user

data files forms an important part of these

services.

• To interpret and execute commands
given by the user via the keyboard, such

as "Load and run WordStar," or delete

the file called FOOBAR from the disk, or

"Tell me how much free disk space

remains on the B drive." If anything goes

wrong with one of these operations (e.g.,

a disk sector is found to be unreadable).

Chris Terry

the user must be informed by an "error

message."

The services provided to the applica-

tion programmer are vital to the issue of

portability but should be totally invisible

to the user of an application program.

The command processor should make life

as easy as possible for the user—com-
mands should be simple and clear, and
error messages should be as explicit and
helpful as possible.

In the world of the big IBM main-

frames, the resident programs (OS/370)

constitute an Obstacle System that even

Continuity between the
versions constitutes

one of the great
strengths of CP/IVI.

programmers have trouble learning; in

the DEC world, Unix was designed as an
Operating System—but even that, good
as it is, gives trouble to the layman on
occasion.

In the microcomputer world, where a

large portion of users are not program-

mers and do not wish to be, we are only

now, eight years after the birth of the

personal computer, starting to see oper-

ating systems designed from the very start

with the lay user in mind.

The CP/M Family
CP/M is, in 1983, the generic name of a

family of operating systems for micro-

computers of various types, all based on
the original version (1.3) which was writ-

ten for 8080/Z8Q-based systems. The cur-

rent members of the family are: CP/M-80
version 2.2 and CP/M Plus for 8080/Z80-

based systems; CP/M-86 for computers

using the Intel 8086 or 8088 (such as the

IBM PC); CP/M-68K for systems based

on the Motorola 68000; and CP/M-Z8K
for systems using the Zilog Z8000.

Functionally, the later members of the

family include and build on the kernel

provided by the original CP/M-80 version

1.3, preserving the actual services pro-

vided in the older members and main-

taining the format of service requests.

Thus, application programs written to run

under CP/M 1.3 will probably also run

under CP/M Plus, provided that the appli-

cation programmer conformed strictly to

the format specified for service requests.

From the user's point of view, there is

very little difference in the commands
provided by versions 1.3, 1.4, and 2.2 of

CP/M-80; CP/M Plus, however, adds a

large number of facilities and at the

detailed level some commands work
rather differently.

This continuity between the versions

constitutes one of the great strengths of

CP/M. Within a few months of the time

when CP/M 1.3 first appeared on the

market there was a significant body of

software that utilized it, most of which
could be run without change on version

1.4. It was for a time the only disk oper-

ating system available; when rivals started

to appear, CP/M remained for some time

the only relocatable operating system

capable of accommodating any memory
size from 16K to 64K. It was also the only

system that provided dynamic allocation

of disk space, allowing a file to be

expanded and contracted incrementally

without the user having to specify the file

size; and it was the only one in which the

I/O routines, both for disk and periph-

erals, formed a separate block for which

source code was provided and which
could be modified by the end user.

It was these features, coupled with the

reliability of the system, which led Life-

boat Associates to adopt it as their stan-

dard. That adoption, in turn, led to CP/M
becoming a de facto standard throughout
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the 8-bit world, especially when version

2.2 removed some of the minor irritations

and transferred the disk space definition

tables out of the kernel into the I/O area,

where they could be customized to take

advantage of emerging high-density,

double-sided, and hard disk technologies.

Is CP/M Really an Operating System?
Few of the early personal computing

pioneers ever raised this question. CP/M
was the most flexible system available

and served their needs well; they were so

glad to be free of cassette-based systems

that they were quite prepared to work
around the minor inconveniences
imposed by a compact system designed

to operate in as little as 16K. The sharply

dropping price of memory, however,
made it feasible to construct quite large

software systems and brought into the

microworld software designers accus-

tomed to elaborate time-sharing systems

such as Unix or the Xerox CP-V. To
them, the file-size limitations and the awk-
wardness attending the creation of multi-

volume data sets under CP/M were, if

not intolerable, at least a constant source

of irritation.

They sneered that CP/M was not an
"operating system," but "nothing more
than a rather limited file manager." Their

irritation was understandable, but in

decrying CP/M they failed to take into

account the solid virtues of the system—
reliability and flexibility. And in complain-

ing about its faults, they ignored the need
to support what was by now a vast body
of software that ran smoothly and was
easily transportable from one machine to

another, regardless of what peripherals

were attached to the system.

The New Generation
In 16-bit machines it is not uncommon

to find 128K, 256K, or even 512K of main
memory, whereas in the early days the

mere thought of 64K would have sent

most people scurrying to hide their credit

cards. Although 16-bit programs are, func-

tion for function, considerably larger than

their 8-bit equivalents, the availability of

inexpensive memory space has stimulated

many changes to the new generation of

CP/M family members. Chief among
these are the increase of file sizes (under
CP/M Plus a file may be as long as 32Mb
and a drive unit may hold 512Mb), con-

comitant improvements in the handling

of multivolume data sets, enormous
improvement in the explicitness and help-

fulness of error messages, and the addition

of many new facilities not previously avail-

able because of the need to keep the

resident system compact.

Concurrent CP/M-86 provides multi-

tasking capability (e.g., you can watch
error messages from a compiler on one
console and simultaneously correct the

source with an editor on another), though
you need 256K just to boot the system,

and 320K to do anything useful. The need
to port CP/M to a 680(X) environment
required that the system be rewritten in a

high-level language; C was chosen, and a

C compiler is supplied with CP/M-68K
and CP/M-Z8K. As many as possible of

the improvements were also incorporated

into CP/M Plus for 8080/Z80 machines.

Beneath the Palace of

Anson Argyris, on the

Planet Olympus, lies the last

fortress to withstand the onslaught
of the Laren forces The Caves of Olympus.

Protected by a robotic over-seer, the fortress,

with its miles of corridors, false chambers,
death traps, one way doors, and matter transport

devices, is impregnable to all but one. . . the little

Vario 500 egg-shaped robot you become.

• Full Color Hi Res Graphics
• Blaster, sight and sound special effects
• Requires both quick action, and careful

plotting and reasoning
• Pulsating matter transportation

Caves of Olympus #26094 $39.95 Apple lie-Plus®

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.

4300 West 62nd Street

Indianapolis, IN 46268

To find your nearest dealer or to order, call 800-428-3696

or 317-298-5566 and reference SW102.ln Canada, contact

Lenbrook Industries, Ltd., Scarborough, Ontario.

Apple products are a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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What Is CP/M?, continued...

on which memory bank switching now
provides space for buffers, hash tables,

and other features that result in a 4 to 10

times speed increase over version 2.2.

Portability Is Still the Issue

The arrival of all the new members of

the CP/M family and the lack of stan-

dardization in disk formats have made
program portability a matter to be looked

into most carefully. It is no longer enough

to ask "Does it run under CP/M?" One
must also ask "Under which CP/M?"
Clearly, a program written for an 8-bit

machine will not run on a 16-bit machine

unless source code is supplied.

Three types of incompatibility may be

encountered: configuration, translation,

and porting. Configuration incompat-

ibility is generally the result of the pro-

fusion of disk formats. Even under CP/M
2.2, an Osborne 1 machine cannot read 5-

1/4" disks made for a Morrow Micro-

decision. This kind of incompatibility

becomes a logistical problem for the ven-

dor or distributor, who may have to

supply a popular program in as many as

50 different 8" and 5-1/4" formats.

Translation incompatibility is the result

of attempts to translate an 8080 assembly

language program to 8086 assembly lan-

guage. A program to do the bulk of the

translation exists, but even when it has

completed its processing, some cleanup

and optimization must usually be done

manually. Thus, an application program

that runs beautifully on a Z80 machine

may develop a few subtle quirks after

translation for use on an 8086/8088

machine.

It is no longer enough
to ask "Does it run
under CPINIT One
must also ask "Under

which CP/MT\99

Also, reports seem to indicate that

CP/M-86 for the IBM PC was modified

by IBM so that some commands and

service requests behave in a slightly dif-

ferent manner from the corresponding

conmiands and requests in the standard,

user-configurable CP/M-86 supplied by

Digital Research. This, together with the

desire to make CP/M more competitive

with PC-DOS, the IBM operating system

for the PC, has resulted in a decision by

Digital Research, Inc. to drop the price

of CP/M-86 for the PC from $240 to $60

and to supply it direct, instead of through

IBM.
Porting incompatibility results when the

source code for a high-level language

program is compiled by two different

compilers which do not interpret the code

in exacdy the same way. Digital Research,

Inc., is attempting to eliminate difficulties

6i this kind by supplying a C compiler

with CP/M-86, CP/M-68K, and CP/M-
Z8K.

Conclusion

The large improvements in perfor-

mance and facilities provided by CP/M
Plus, and the simplicity and reliability of

CP/M 2.2, are likely to leave this system

dominant in the 8-bit single-user market.

There are a few rival systems (Oasis and

I/OS, among others), but they have nei-

ther the vast existing software base sup-

ported by CP/M nor the prestige and

marketing facilities of Digital Research,

Inc.

In the 16-bit market, there are many

more rivals, notably Unix which at the

moment appears to be leading the field in

systems based on the Motorola 68000.

Nevertheless, many application packages

are being ported from the 8-bit world to

the 16-bit world to run under CP/M-86.n

A unique experience for those who love a challenge

SPITFIRE SIMULATOR...
Fly a 360 mph Spitfire fighter • Pursue and attack 3-D tafget

aircraft • Eight target types (Me 1 09, Fw 1 90. etc.) • Scores

for targets hit and successful mission completic*t
• Aerobatic (loops, rolls, stalls, etc.)

AIRSIM-I pilots: SPITFIRE SIMULATOR
can use AlRSIM-l ^eriery!

»

VISA

$40.00

Mass. residents

add 5% sales tax.

Overseas shif:;^ing
,

add $3.00.For
Apple II or 11+ with

48 K RAM. Applesoft ROM
or equivalent. One disk.

Game pa*lles or joystick

See your dealer or

contact us direQt

Apple is a Trademark of Apple Computer, Ire.

AIRSIM is a Trademark of MIrxj Systems Corporation
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Introducing the Most Powerful
Business Software Ever!

TRS-80 " (Model I, II, III, or 16) • APPLE " • IBM " • OSBORNE™ • CP/M'" • XEROX"

The VersaBusiNESS"^ Series
Each VersaBusiness module can be purchased and used independently,

or can be linked in any combination to form a complete, coordinated business system.

VERSAReCEIVABLES^" $99.95
VersaReceivables'" is a complete menu-driven accounts receivable, invoicing, and
monthly statement-generating system. It keeps track of all information related to who
owes you or your company money, and can provide automatic billing for past due ac-
counts. VersaRECEIVABLES'- prints all necessary statements, invoices, and summary
reports and can be linked with VERSALEDGER IF" and VersaInventory'".

VeRSAPaYABLES^" $99.95
Versa Payables" is designed to keep track of current and aged payables, keeping you
in touch with all information regarding how much money your company owes, and to
whom. Versa Payables" maintains a complete record on each vendor, prints checks,
check registers, vouchers, transaction reports, aged payables reports, vendor reports'
and more. With VERSAPAYABLES", you can even let your computer automatically select
which vouchers are to be paid.

VERSAPaYROLL^- $99.95
Versa PAYROLL" is a powerful and sophisticated, but easy to use payroll system that
keeps track of all government-required payroll information. Complete employee records
are maintained, and all necessary payroll calculations are performed automatically, with
totals displayed on screen for operator approval. A payroll can be run totally, automati-
cally, or the operator can intervene to prevent a check from being printed, or to alter
information on it. If desired, totals may be posted to the VerSALedger W system.

VERSAInVENTORY^" $99.95
Versa INVENTORY" is a complete inventory control system that gives you instant access
to data on any item. VERSAINVENTORY" keeps track of all information related to what
Items are m stock, out of stock, on backorder, etc., stores sales and pricing data, alerts
you when an item falls below a preset reorder point, and allows you to enter and print
invoices directly or to link with the VERSARECEIVABLES" system. VERSAINVENTORY'- prints
all needed inventory listings, reports of items below reorder point, inventory value re-
ports, period and year-to-date sales reports, price lists, inventory checklists, etc.

iCQIYIPLJTHQf^ICS!
50 N. PASCACk ROAD, SPRING VALLEY, N Y. 10977

* TRS-80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corp. • *APPLE is a trademark of

*CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research

VERSALeE)GER if** $149.95
VersaLedger IF" is a complete accounting system that grows as your business
grows. VersaLedger IF" can be used as a simple personal checkbook register,
expanded to a small business bookkeeping system or developed into a large
corporate general ledger system without any additional software.

• VersaLedger IF" gives you almost unlimited storage capacity
(300 to 10,000 entries per month, depending on the system),

• stores all check and general ledger information forever,
• prints tractor-feed checks,
• handles multiple checkbooks and general ledgers,
• prints 17 customized accounting reports including check registers,
balance sheets, income statements, transaction reports, account
listings, etc.

VersaLedger IF" comes with a professionally-written 160 page manual de-
signed for first-time users. The VersaLedger IF" manual will help you become
quickly familiar with VersaLedger IF", using complete sample data files
supplied on diskette and more than 50 pages of sample printouts.

CIRCLE 115 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SATISFACTION GUARANTFFD!
Every VERSABUSINESS" module is guaranteed to outperform all other competitive systems
and at a fraction of their cost. If you are not satisfied with any VERSABUSINESS"" module you
may return it withm 30 days for a refund. Manuals for any VERSABUSINESS'" module may be
purchased for $25 each, credited toward a later purchase of that module

To Order:
Write or caU ToU-free (800) 43 1-28 18
(N. Y.S. residents call 9 14-425- 1535)

* add $3 for shipping in UPS areas

* add $4 for C.O.D. or non-UPS areas

* add $5 to CANADA or MEXICO
* add proper postage elsewhere

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
All prices and specifications subject to change / Delivery subject to availability.

Apple Corp. - *IBM is a trademark of IBM Corp.
• *XEROX is a trademark of Xerox Corp.

*OSBORNE is a trademark of Osborne Corp.



Selecting Buying
Educational Software

Selecting and buying educational soft-

ware is no picnic. It is a problem faced

by both educators and parents to which
there are no easy solutions.

Some educators have access to local

and regional centers and can see a wide
variety of software at these centers, how-
ever, it is a rare center that has one of

everything for every computer. And un-

fortunately, good as these centers are in

New York, Minnesota, Florida, etc.,

they serve only a fraction of the country.

Hence, to a large extent, educators face

the same situation as do parents, namely
buying software sight unseen.

So, what do you do? First and fore-

most, you must start with a set of cri-

teria against which to judge a package.

While it would be desirable to see a

package and apply these criteria to it,

most of the time you will have to judge
the merits of a package from reviews,

word of mouth, or manufacturer-sup-

plied information.

Criteria for Educational Software
• Educational Soundness. In a sense,

it goes without saying that a package
must be educationally sound. Naturally,

every manufacturer claims this of their

offerings. However, the bitter truth is

that some packages are a computer pro-

grammer's idea of what ought to be,

rather than something that has been
tested and validated.

Many computer people (and others)

have the idea that drill and practice is no
good because it is rather boring. Sure, it

may be boring, but Patrick Suppes
proved beyond any reasonable doubt
that "math strands," a hard-core drill

and practice approach is incredibly

David H. AN

effective with both underprivileged and
gifted children and most others in be-

tween. That doesn't necessarily mean
that all drill and practice is good—some
of it is abysmally bad for other

reasons—but it does indicate that some
popular notions of what is good and bad
should be questioned.

The real issue of educational sound-
ness is probably best determined by how
(and whether) a package has been tested

and validated. If an author claims that

his kids like the programs, that isn't test-

ing, that's a sales pitch. Even testing in

one class by the author is suspect be-

cause the author imparts an enthusiasm
to using a package that others might not.

A school district-wide test is good; one
over several districts is better.

• Appropriateness. Is a package
appropriate for the age and grade level

of the user? This is not always easy to

answer. Depending upon the state and
school district, the same subject may be
taught at widely different points in the

curriculum. For example, physics may
be taught in 10th, 11th, and 12th grade
in three adjacent states.

A more serious problem is that ap-

proaches to teaching a given subject dif-

fer from state to state and from region to

region. Today, about 60% of the schools

in the country use the "new math" while

the balance use a more traditional ap-

proach. Getting the "wrong" one for

your child or class could lead to confu-

sion and frustration.

• Challenge and Progress. A good
educational package should provide a

reasonable challenge to users. "Reason-
able" means 10% to 20% beyond what
the child can currently do. If a package
is too easy it will lead to boredom and
restlessness. A package that is too diffi-

cult will lead to frustration, anger, and
possibly even loss of self-respect.

However, the real challenge to the

program designer is devising a way to

keep the material just a step or two be-

yond the user as he progresses through
it. All too often, packages progress too

slowly and become boring (one reading

comprehension package is a disaster in

this regard). Or they progress too

quickly and become frustrating (a

vocabulary package we got last week
seems to jump from 3rd grade to 7th to

college in three steps).

• Motivation and Reward. The com-
puter by itself is highly motivational, but

if a package doesn't inject some addi-

tional motivation and reward, it leaves

much to be desired. By motivation, we
don't mean printing "very good" on the

screen after each correct answer—that

gets old fast. Rather, the opportunity to

play a game or see a short bit of anima-
tion (such as the intermission in Pac-

Man) is probably desirable. The Sterling

Swift math series is exemplary in this re-

gard with a simple animated stick figure

and the occasional use (but not overuse)

of the child's name.
Rewards in a program should be

granted ifor the correct answer and en-

couragement given after incorrect or

partially correct answers. In one pro-

gram, a dragon slays the good guy if the

answer is incorrect; unfortunately this is
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PRACTICAL DECISION-MAKING
aids buy/hold/sell decisions by projecting cash flow &

• profitability; computes ROI, IRR, ROE, and FMRR.

REALISTIC SIMULATIONS
models economy based on 5 separate components of

inflation for realistic "what-if studies

UP-TO-DATE WITH CURRENT MARKE^
takes into account rent control, runaway inflation,

money rates, creative financing, and complex lease packages

* UP-TO-DATE WITH TAK LAWS
includes latest tax laws for depreciation (including
ACRS), recapture, & capital gains

PROFESSIONAL PRINTOUTS
detailed 10-year tables of cash flow and ROI in

personalized, paginated report format

ERROR TOLERANT
designed for ease of use by newcomers to computers;
fully tested by real estate professionals

INSTRUCTIVE MANUAL
100~page book includes easy-to-follow examples and
detailed instruction in investment analysis

The best investment clearly stands out when you use
computer-aided decision-making with the Real Estate
Analyzer by HowardSoft. Applying the latest

techniques in investment analysis, this software
produces detailed, objective projections of cash flow

and overall investment return for any commercial or

residential property. Even the most dissimilar deals are
compared fairly because inflation rates, creative loan
packages, complex depreciation schedules, involved
leases, and complex tax laws are all taken into account.

for all Apple and IBM-PC Computers
at your local dealer

CIRCLE 116 ON READER SERVICE CARD

HowcDTd Software Services
for the SERIOUS Personal Computer User

8008 Girard Ave., Suite 3IO j La Jolia CA92037 \ (61 9) 464-012i



Educational Software, continued...

much more visually exciting than when

the dragon is slain. As a result, most

kids deliberately answer incorrectly so

they can see the more interesting scene.

Worst of all are programs that are

insulting or sarcastic to the user after an

incorrect response. Any program that

says to me, "try again, dummy" immedi-

ately goes into the trash heap without

further ado.

• Correctness. You may be saying to

yourself, "What does he mean by that?"

We expect programs, like books, to be

correct. But unlike books, programs are

rarely passed by a battery of proof-

readers and editors. Thus, they have

mistakes. Some are small mistakes, a

misspelled word here or there, faulty

grammar, or incorrect capitalization.

But some programs have much worse

flaws.

For review, we recently received a

vocabulary program with three incorrect

word definitions, a spelling program

with two spelling words misspelled, and

a science program in which two input

quantities for a simulation were re-

versed. Perhaps the worst example of

this is the capitalization program from

Instant Software that uses only upper

case letters.

• Compatibility with Your System.

Needless to say, you would not buy an

Apple disk for a TRS-80, and you would

check the memory requirements of a

piece of software before buying it. But

there is more to it than that. Some pro-

grams really want color; indeed it is

quite impossible to run Color Shape

Match on a monochrome monitor. One
group of programs from EduTech re-

quires paddle controllers and a Pasco

interface . box. Still other programs re-

quire a joystick, 80-column card, lower

case chip, or some other device that you

may not have. Be sure to look into this

before buying a program just because it

"fits" on your computer; maybe it

doesn't.

• Instructions and Handholding. We
have seen educational packages recently

that have no instructions whatsoever ex-

cept those on the disk, others that sim-

ply repeat what is on the disk, others

that are thorough and go way beyond

what is on the disk, and still others that

are totally incomprehensible. They run

the gamut. Some are colorful, quality

print jobs with full-color screen illustra-

tions while some are typed on a bad

typewriter and reproduced on an even

worse copier.

We favor instructions that get you

into using the program as quickly as

possible but that also have additional

background information for further

exploration of the topic. The booklets

produced for the old Huntington Com-
puter Project programs were outstand-

ing. Each program had three booklets, a

student workbook which got into using

the program by the second page, a

teacher guide (sample runs, answers to

problems in the student workbooks), and

a resource handbook (sometimes as

many as 64 pages of background read-

ing, assumptions ih the program, and

complete program listings). Unfortu-

nately, no one today is producing ma-

terial this good. Too bad.

Another important aspect of the

instructions is how much they expect of

the parent or teacher. Few educational

packages can (or should) be run by the

student with no outside guidance. On
the other hand, once a program is

started, it should not need the constant

attention of an adult. One recent disaster

aimed at kids, preschool to Grade 2, ar-

rived here. The student prompts were

mostly large pictures or short words,

however, between each two or three

screens, several lines of instructions were

given, e.g., "Press esc to choose the next

item and then return to proceed." Bad

news.

Sources of Information

Naturally if you are an educator

serviced by a regional, county-wide, or

district center, that is the place to turn

first. But few of us are in such an en-

viable position; where do we turn?

The best bet is objective, in-depth re-

views of educational software packages.

Unfortunately, many magazines run

superficial reviews just so they can say

they are covering the educational market

or so they can attract advertising from

manufacturers of educational software.

Often, these reviews are written from a

press release supplied by the manufac-

turer or are "reviews" provided by the

author or manufacturer.

Reviews written from a press release

or by a manufacturer are generally easy

to detect as they are full of superlatives

and rarely, if ever, point out anything

negative. Other reviews are submitted to

a magazine by someone trying to justify

his purchase of a particular package.

These are sometimes difficult to detect

but, in general, tend to be full of per-

sonal experiences and point out how

clever the reviewer was for buying a

particular package.

There are several magazines and other

sources of educational software reviews

that have established themselves as run-

ning in-depth reviews by objective

reviewers. Below is a Hst of publications

which run good, solid reviews. Unfortu-

nately, it is an incomplete list and some

publications which deserve to be on it

are not simply because we are not aware

of them or because we do not get their

publications. In any event, it is a good

list with which to start:

• School Microware Reviews and

School Microware Directory, In our opin-

ion, this is the best source of objective

reviews. Over 50 packages are reviewed

in each quarterly issue of reviews and

the twice-a-year Directory has capsule

descriptions of over 2000 packages. A
subscription to Reviews costs $45 per

year and the Directory costs $25. Write

Dresden Associates, P.O. Box 246,

Dresden, ME 04342.

• Courseware Report Card, Issued as

looseleaf pages for a three-ring binder,

the Report Card is published fives times

a year in two editions, elementary (K-6)

Creative Computing Software Buyer's Guide



Give your child the thinking tools

that stand in a class by themselves:

programs for your home from
Computer-Advanced Ideas.

For The Fun Of It

As professional educators and
programmers we've been proving

for over a decade that motivated

learners do best. Featuring full-color

graphics, our animated learning

games are fun. They talk like a
friend, play like a teammate and
teach like a tutor.And they stimulate

eager young minds.

Partners In Learning
CAI programs come with a library of

knowledge for your child to explore.

But that's just the beginning. They
also feature a unique authoring

system that lets you create lessons

on any subject, tailoring the

program to your child's needs. No
knowledge of computers is required.

Our programs make sense to people
— from 4 to 94— and grow right

along with your child.

A Success In Schools
Over 1800 school districts have
chosen CAI programs to teach

essential vocabulary and logic skills

in a full range of topics. Our products
get recognition—because they work.

Head Start

Your child's future begins with

opportunities you create at home.
Choosing resources that are

stimulating, challenging and fun can
be one of the best decisions you
make. Ask your computer retailer

for a demonstration of CAI

programs and see for yourself how
enjoyable a good education can be.

Computer
Advanced
Ideas

Bringing Ideas
1442A Walnut Street Suite 341
Berkeley CA 94709 (415) 526-9100
For the Apple 11/He

oil
sMHome



Educational Software, continued.

and secondary (7-12). Each "issue" has

20-25 in-depth reviews, frequently with

screen displays. A subscription to either

edition costs $49.50; you can get both

for $95. Write Courseware Report Card,

150 West Carob St., Compton, CA
90220.

• The Book Company, 11223 S.

Hindry Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90045

publishes two excellent directories to

Apple and Atari software. The books in-

clude reviews of nearly every software

package for each computer as of the end

of 1982, and they don't pull any

punches. Each book is $19.95.

• Magazines. As mentioned above,

not every magazine has objective re-

views. Some of those that do include:

Electronic Learning

902 Sylvan Ave.

Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

$19 for 8 issues/year

The Computing Teacher

Dept. of Computer Science

Univ. of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403

$14.50 for 9 issues/year

Classroom Computer News
341 Mt. Auburn St.

Watertown, MA 02172

$19.95 for 6 issues per year

Educational Computer
P.O. Box 535

Cupertino, CA 95015

$15 for 6 issues per year

(The Jan/Feb '83 issue had an ex-

cellent article, on testing courseware

and a list of sources of critical

evaluations. Single copy $3.00)

Of the major computing magazines,

only two run a significant number of

educational reviews, Softalk and Cre-

ative Computing, Softalk runs about 60

educational reviews per year. Typically,

Creative runs 25-30 reviews in April and

October and a few in most other issues

for a total of 100 or so per year.

How To Buy
You can buy software in retail stores

or by mail. Purchasing from a retail

store has the advantage that you can

usually see what you are buying before

taking it away. Also, if it is unsatisfac-

tory, you can frequently (but not always)

return it to the store from which you

purchased it.

The major disadvantage in buying

from a store is that most stores cannot

justify carrying more than a half dozen

lines of educational software at most.

Yet both the Dresden and Scholastic

directories list over 200 manufacturers

of eductional software and more are

entering the market every day.

Hence, if you want to buy a package

from any of the over 194 manufacturers

not handled by your local computer em-

porium, mail order is your only route.

Since this is not a primer on mail order

buying, we will not repeat the many
"rules" we have mentioned in other

articles.

In general, we have found educational

software publishers willing to go well be-

yond the call of duty to satisfy their cus-

tomers. However, we admonish you not

to push too hard for extras and personal

service; remember, these publishers are

trying to make a living and if they clear

$2 or $3 on a package, they are lucky.

Thus, ten minutes of personal service

can turn a profit into a loss, and if this

happens too often, there is one less pub-

lisher in the business.

And Now for the Reviews
Well, not really. Much as we would

like to print hundreds of educational re-

views in this guide, we just don't have

the space. We have selected some of the

best packages to describe in the follow-

ing section. However, for a more com-
prehensive view, you can order the

October 1982 and April 1982 and 1983

issues of Creative Computing for the

package price of just $10 postpaid.

DIGGING AROUND FOR SOME NEW TUTORIALS?
Here are 3 new ones from EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE inc:

V

TRICKY TUTORIAL #8
Learn to cake the shapes of the letters and numbers on the

keyboard and change them to anything you want. Special

fonts and creatures that move are all explained in this huge

Tutorial. We'll tell you how a shape is stored in memory,

animate several shapes, then give you a game using all the

techniques. Includes an editor that animatesyour charaaers

as a preview. I6K Tape / 32K Disk $29.95

TRICKY TUTORIAL #9
Learn to use Graphio modes 9, 10 and II that

your BASIC Manual forgot to tell you about!

There are 16 shades or 9 colors awaiting you

within the machine. Prototype will take you

through many examples while Professor Von

Chip explains how they were done. Includes

three dimensional shapes and digitized pictures.

I6K Tape / 32K Disk $29.95

TRICKY TUTORIAL #10

Over the years. ProfessorVon Chip has acquired

a large colleaion of sound effects on his ATARI

that are unusual to say the least! We offer them

here plus an ample amount of explanations,

utilities and graphio to save you endless hours.

Have fiin while leamir^! I6K Tape / 32K Disk

$29.95

AVAILABLE FROM MOST DEALERS
warn FOR A FREE CATALOG

4S«5 Cherryval* Av*., Soqu*!. CA 9S07}

CAIX FOR ORDERINC INFORMATION
HC/VISA/COD: (100) «tl-fSXB OR (400) 47*-4«OI

*
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The Home Accountant.
The ^1 best-seller.

Any home finance package will balance your
checkbook. But to become the #1 best-seller

you've got to be something special.

The Home Accountant™ is.

It's the only one that prints a net worth
statement and a personal finance statement.

So you know exactly where you stand
financially every day of the year. It will even
print your checks, automatically.

Not only thatJhe HomeAccountant™ lets you
label every transaction. Just imagine sitting

down to do your taxes and having every
penny you've spent and earned neatly listed

by category- and available at the touch of a

button. It's an incredible time-saver

You can also create bar, line and trend

analysis graphs for every category— in color.

It's great for realistic budgeting.

Sound amazing? Wait, there's more.
Let's say you write a check to pay your

Visa.The Home Accountant™ automatically

debits your checking account and credits

your Visa account.

And it does this with every one of the two
hundred* budget categories: credit cards,

checking accounts, money markets, cash, rent

checks, insurance payments—you customize
your own financial package.

Check out The Home Accountant™ soon.

You'll find it does a lot more than simply

manage your money.
It manages your money simply.

*The Home Accountant™ is available for the
Apple ll/IBM Personal Computer/Atari 400/
800 Computers/Osborne/TRS 80 Model III/

Commodore VIC 64.The actual budget
capacities will vary with each computer.

Continental
Software
A Division of Arrays, Inc.

IMS 14«

«jistereci| trademark of IBM Corp Atari 400/ 800 are resistered trademarks of Atari, Inc
,

I division of Warner Communications, Inc. Ost)orne is a registered trademark of Osborne
Computer Corp. TRS 80 Model III is a registered trademark of Tandy, inc. Commodore
Vic 64 is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines, Inc.

It sells the most,
because it does the most!

Continental Software Co., 11223 South Hindry Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90045 Telephone (213) 417-3003 • (213) 4|
CIRCLE 119 ON READER SERVICE CARD i
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IFYOITBE CONFUSED
PERSONALCOMPUTER

At this moment, there are no

less than 50 personal computers

on the market. And more are

being introduced every day.

On one hand, having aU those

options is a good thing. On the

other, it can make picking the

right one pretty difficult.

Start by making a list of the

things you want to use the com-

puter for. It can include almost

anything-any kind of inventory

filing, accounting, graphics,

reporting, record-keeping,

analysis-you name it and there's

probably a software program that

does it.

Next, take the list into a com-
puter store and ask the salesper-

son to give you a demonstration

ofthe program, or programs,

that will do the things you

want.

Even though you'U

need a computer
for the software

demonstra-

f
tion, keep in mind the computer

is just a vehicle. The software is

the driver. And once you've
decided on the software, picking

out the rest of the computer sys-

tem will be much easier.

The simpler fhe better.

Look for software that's easy to

learn, easy to use, and that does

the job in the simplest way
possible.

Good personal soft-

ware should be, as the

computer people say

"friendly" Meaning
that it helps you

do what you
have to do
without get-

ting in the

way.

Computers come in two parts.

Youhave tobuyboth.

We'd like to help. So here are a

few suggestions about how to buy
the computer that's right for you.

Computers come in two parts.

One part is the "hardware,"

which is the machinery itself. The
other is the "software," or a pro-

gram, as it's sometimes called.

Software is the part that tells

the computer what to do, the way
a driver tells a car what to do.

Without software, a computer

can't do anything.

And vice versa.

You have to buy both.

Buy the software first.

Since the reason you're buying

a computer is to get the capability

the software gives you (remember,

it's the software that knows how
to get things done), it makes
good sense to pick the

software first.

Mean-
ing there

are no com-
plicated routines

to foUow to perform

a simple task. And no
programming
language to learn.

Some people, how-

ever, will teU you that soft-

ware has to be compli-

I cated to be powerful.

Nothing could be far-

, ther firom the truth.

' Because in order for a

program to appear simple

to you on the outside, it has to

be extremely complex on
the inside.



ABOUT BUYINGA
SSOME

Good software keeps the com-
plications in the computer, where
they belong. And keeps the capa-

bility at your fingertips. It's that

simple.

You simply have to see
for yoursell

You can read any number of

interesting books and magazines
about personal computers.You
can ask friends who have them.

You can look at all the sales litera-

ture you can get your hands on.

And you should do all those

things before you decide to buy
But as helpful as all that can be,

there really is no substitute for a

real, live demonstration.

When you do go out shopping,

we recommend you take a look at

the PFS®FamUy of Software.

The PFS family is designed the

waywe think all software should

be: simple, straightforward and
powerful.

Currently three products

make up the family PFSiFDjE,

PFS:REPORT and PFS:GRAPH,
with more programs on the way
Here's a little more about each
of them.

PFS:FILE. The simplest way
to get organized.

Basically FILE works like a

paper filing system, without the

paper. So you can record, file,

retrieve and review information in

a fraction of the time it takes with

a conventional filing system.

FILE lets you arrange your

information in "forms" you design
yourself. So you can get at and
really use your information in \^

ways never before possible.

What's more, FILE lets you
change the original form without

having to redo the information on it.

PFS:R£PORT. Making the most
of your information.

REPORT summarizes the

information on your forms so you
can use it to analyze, plan and
make better-informed decisions.

With REPORT, you get presen-

tation-quality reports-sorted, cal-

culated, formatted and printed-
automatically in seconds.

PFS:GRAPH. Instant pictures.

GRAPH givesyou presentation
quality bar charts, line graphs,

and pie charts, in black and white

or color, on paper or the com-
puter screen. To get a clearer

picture of things and spot trends

instantly you simply enter your

information and specify the kind

of graph or chart you want.

GRAPH does the rest.

You can also mix and match
line and bar graphs, or even stack

or compare up to four bar graphs
simultaneously.

And GRAPH will work with
PFS:FILE, VisiCalc® fUes, or data

entered directly into the

computer.

Best of all, compared to the

cost ofhand-drawn graphics,

GRAPH can save you enough
money over the course of a few
months to pay for the computer it

runs on.

jjIs:

The PFSFamilyofSoftware.
Simple andpowerful.

Send for our Free PFS
SOFTWZUIE CATALOG.

It'll tell you more about the PFS
Family of Software and how to

use it.

It's free. And all you have to do
to get one is return the coupon
below, or see your participating

PFS dealer.

The PFS Family of Software.

We've alreadymade
computers simpler to use.

Now we're making them
simpler to buy

I

FREE PFS SOFTWARE CATALOG
Name

Address
City

State Zip

I plan to use a personal computer

:

at home at work Dboth.
Mail to: PFS, 422 Aldo, Santa Clara, CA 95050 ccbg 5/83

®PFS is a registered trademark of Software Publishing Corporation, 1901 Landings Drive, Mountain View, CA 94043, The PFS Family of Software
currently runs on the Apple® II, Apple III and the IBM Personal Computer® and equivalents. ®Apple is a registered trademark ofApple Computer, Inc.

®IBM Personal Computer is a registered trademark of IBM Corp. ®VisiCalc is a registered trademark of VisiCorp Personal Software.
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29 Educational Software Packages for Apple and Atari

Learning

Can Be Fun

Micro Mother Goose
So your child watches Ernie and Os-

car on Sesame Street but thinks that

your games on the Apple look like great

fun too. Micro Mother Goose may be just

the thing for you and your child.

Here is a disk with nine Mother
Goose rhymes (with full color and

sound) along with three games. But wait!

There is more to it than that. When you

open the package you will fmd six col-

ored Mother Goose stickers, great for

books, computers, and TV monitors.

David H. Ahl

Li til* Mi«« Muffet »«t on a tuffct
Catin9 *omm ourd« and

Mm sat dom* b««ida hmr
Npd frj9lttm4 nisft nufm am

There is a colorful 11" x 17" "Micro

Do's and Don'ts" poster, and you will

also fmd a 16-page manual that de-

scribes the contents of the disk and dis-

cusses "family computing."

We are told in the literature that the

disk is "kid tested and child-friendly." It

is, indeed. It is only necessary to use two

keys. The space bar selects items on the

pictorial menu, and the return key

starts a program running.

Each of the nine nursery rhymes

starts with a colorful graphic on the

32

screen. Next, the words to the rhyme ap-

pear. After that, the tune of the rhyme
plays through the Apple speaker.

Many times in these pages, we have

recommended that an external speaker

be substituted for the internal Apple

speaker. At the risk of being redundant,

we again recommend that substitution.

You will be amazed at the difference a

$7.95 extension speaker from Radio

Shack makes in the sound of your Ap-
ple. Played through such a speaker,

these nursery rhymes will have the

whole family singing along in no time

flat.

Two of the games on the disk are

based on "big people games." "London
Bridge-Out!" is a slowed down version

of Break-Out, It starts with two rows of

ten bricks each and a wonderful spin-

ning ball (you can even see the spin).

The movement is slow enough that even

a three-year-old will have no trouble hit-

ting the ball two or three times with the

large paddle at the bottom of the screen.

However, on each level of the game,

there are more bricks and the ball moves

slightly faster. At higher levels of play,

the game is a challenge for even the most

accomplished Break-Out player.

The second game, "Splat!" is similar

to Kaboom or Popcorn, You have a bas-

ket at the bottom of the screen which

must be moved back and forth to collect

six eggs which are dropped from the top.

When you have successfully caught a

half-dozen eggs, they hatch, and Utile

chicks emerge. The game ends after lOO

eggs have fallen. The number of eggs

you have successfully caught and
hatched appears as your final score pn

the top of the wall.

The third game, "Lamb Scramb!" is

the easiest to play. The object is to get all

of Mary's stray lambs safely through the

hedge at the left side of the screen and

back to Mary. The lambs move around

on the right side of the screen. When one

is parallel with a hedge opening, you

press the button on paddle 0 and the

lamb scoots over to Mary. If you mis-

judged the lamb's position, it simply

bonks its head, bounces back, and

continues its up and down motion.

If all three of your lambs make it

through the hedge, you are a winner,

and Mary's lamb song plays as her gar-

den springs up all over the screen.

GPeattve coiRpattR^
SOFTWARE PROnLE

Name: Micro Mother Goose

Type: Games and graphics

Author: Sina Pettis

System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk

Summary: Games and nursery

rhymes for pre-schoolers

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:
Software Productions Inc.

2357 Southway Dr*

Columbus, OH 43221

(614) 486-3563

Creative Computing Software Buyer's Guide



Youcanwait for industrystandards
tomandate improved performance.
Oryou can have itnowon iViaxelL

TheGoid Standard.
The refinements of The Gold Standard, from
oxide particles to lubricant to jacket, are uniquely
Maxell. And therefore, so are the benefits.

Our unique, uniform crystals assure dense
oxide packing. So you begin with an origi-

nal signal of extraordinary fidelity. A signal

we safeguard in ways that leave industry

standards in our wake.

An advanced binder bonds oxides
to the base material preventing time
and money-wasting dropouts.
Calendering then smooths the sur-

face for a read/write signal that stays

maxell
Flopf:>v Disk

/
f

it Iff X 3
i

maxeil

i

mHi
10

o

1

clear and accurate. And lubricants reduce fric-

tion between head and disk for a longer media
and head life. To house it, we then

constructed a new jacket heat-

resistant to 140° F to withstand drive

heat without warp or wear And
created the floppy disk that

leads the industry in error-free

performance and durability.

All industry standards exist to

assure reliable performance.
The Gold Standard expresses

a higher aim: perfection.

maxell ® CIRCLE 121 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ITSWORTH rr
Computer Products Division, Maxell Corporation of America, 60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, N.J. 07074 201-440-8020



Learning Can Be Fun, continued..

All in all, Micro Mother Goose is a

delightful, wholesome disk of games and

nursery rhymes. The graphics are ex-

cellent, the packing professional, and the

games fun. We also applaud Software

Productions for making this a non-pro-

tected disk so you can back it up without

fear of losing the original. While this

makes it easy for pirates to copy, we
think that most parents will want to get

the stickers, poster, and instruction book
and thus will be willing to pay for the

original product. Sina Pettis of Software

Productions promises us more "classic

family software" packages, and we are

looking forward to them.

the Sea Serpent, and The Adventures of

Oswald.

Typical of the 16 programs in the IQ
Builder series is "Same and Different."

Two figures appear on the screen. If they

are the same, the joystick must be

pushed forward; if they are different, it is

pulled back. Reinforcement, in the form

of a cute song, is given to correct re-

sponses. Pushing the joystick button will

display the score to that point.

"Sammy" and "Oswald" are inter-

active stories. Sammy is a sea serpent

who gets separated from his parents in a

PDI Preschool Library

The PDI Preschool Library consists of

a set of four tape cassettes (or disks and

audio cassettes) and a 12-page booklet.

Its purpose is *'to help three-to six-year

olds develop certain critical skills that

will be needed when they start school."

These skills include shape, number, and

letter recognition; the concept of same

and different; directional concepts;

listening; and hand-eye coordination.

The four titles in the package are: Pre-

school IQ Builder 1 and 2, Sammy and

SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: PDI Preschool Library

Type: Skill BuiWing

Authors: John Victor, et a!.

System: 16K Atari

iiPiiiiliiBiii^ or Disk

l^2aign2igQ: Basic

Summary: Stories and games to

build basic skills

Price: Cassette $59.95; Disk $89.95

Manufacturer:

Program Design, Inc.

1 1 Adar Court

Greenwich, CT 06830

stormy sea. He is thrown onto the land

and wants to return to the sea. By listen-

ing to the narrated story and following

the directions, the player can move
Sammy with the joystick through a

town, a garden, and various other

places, until he eventually returns to the

sea.

The narration is excellent and em-

ploys appropriate music to go along with

the computer images. The animation is

simple, yet compelling. Children get

very wrapped up in trying to help

Sammy and are particularly anxious

when he shrinks from lack of food.

Fortunately, several obliging bugs,

which can be caught by Sammy under

the guidance of the player, flutter onto

the screen.

The booklet suggests appropriate

HEAR THE POWER...
IT'S BEEN SAID THE FUTURE BELONGS TO THOSE WHO UNDERSTAND COMPUTERS. IF THAT'S TRUE, WHAT BETTER WAY TO DO THIS THAN BY HAVING THEM

TALK TO YOU.
NOW YOU CAN. QUICKLY, SIMPLY, ECONOMICALLY.

LET THE POWER OF YOUR COMPUTER SPEAK FOR YOU NOW. THROUGH R.I.S.T. COMPUTER COMPONENTS, INC. THE PARROT TM - YOUR APPLES II, II PLUS, TRS80

FORM A FOUNDATION FOR LATER COMPUTER PROGRAMMING." „
"THE SYNTHESJZER NEEDS NO ATTENTION BEYOND TURNING IT ON AND ADJUSTING THE VOLUME.
"...YOU CAN PROGRAM ANY WORDS YOU WANT."
"...THE PROGRAM MAKES EDITING (OF SPEECH) EASY."
"...YOU CAN EVEN ADD SOUND TO YOUR OWN...EXISTING PROGRAMS."
"THE VOICETECH PROGRAM IS EASY TO USE AND UNDERSTAND,. ..EASILY ADAPTED TO YOUR OWN NEEDS.

"THE PROGRAM INCLUDES A THOROUGH EXPLANATION OF ITS FEATURES, USING EXAMPLES."
_^

". VOICETECH INDUSTRIES HAS A GOOD THING HERE. WHERE ELSE CAN YOU GET A QUALITY SYNTHEjSIZER FOR SUCH A SMALL OUTLAY OF

BEST O^F^ALL THE pT^^ ARE AFFORDABLE. SO GIVE YOUR COMPUTER THE VOICE OF THE FUTURE...rOZWiy7

f^:
Of Your Apple/TRS 80

FEATURES.
• MAKES YOUR COMPUTER TALK FOR
UNDER $50.00.

• PROGRAMMABLE SPEECH AND SOUND
EFFECTS.

• PROFESSIONALLY WRITTEN SOFT-
WARE EXAMPLES ARE INCLUDED

• COMPLETE, DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS
ARE PROVIDED BEING BOTH EDUCA-
TIONAL AND INFORMATIVE.

• INTERFACES EASILY AS ANY OTHER
STANDARD PERIPHERAL.

• ALL FOR $34.9S

HEAR THE POWER -

<ii.i.j|.r.iiw.

Of Your Timex/Sinclair

FEATURES.
• PROGRAMMABLE SPEECH AND SOUND
EFFECTS.

• AMPLIFIER AND VOLUME CONTROL.
• "PIGGY BACK" EXPANDABILITY.
• SPEAKER OUTPUT JACK.
• PROFESSIONALLY WRITTEN SOFT-
WARE EXAMPLES INCLUDED ON
CASSETTE TAPE.

• COMPLETE DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS
ARE PROVIDED.

• ALL FOR $89.95.

Man's Most Powerful Means of Communication Comes To Your Computer

MY COMPUTER IS:

APPLE II n TRS80 MOD I

APPLE II PLUS n TRS80 MOD III

# PARROT KITS AT $34.95 EA.

PLUS $2.00 SH/HD EA.

R I.S.T. COMPUTER COMPONENTS (FORMERLY VOICETECH IND.) (212) 259-4934

P.O. BOX 499 - FT. HAMILTON STATION - BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11209

#
ZX80 ZX81

TS1000

9V,2 AMP POWER SUPPLIES $24.95 EA.

ENCLOSED IS

# PARROT MODULES AT $89.95 EA. PLUS $4.00 SH/HD EA. qjATE RESIDENTS ADD ^V^% TAX)
CALL OR INQUIRE ABOUT OUR NEW ADVANCED SOUND GENERATOR (NY STATE REblUtiN I b AUU 0/470 i«a,

MODULE.
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The
SINCLAIR

TIMEX SINCLAIR
Library

FROM CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS

THE BEST OF

NEW!
The Best
of Sync
Edited by
Paul Grosjean

This new book is a must
for all Sinclair and
Timex Sinclair 1000
owners! Taken from the

first six issues of Sync
magazine, The Best of

Sync covers: Games,
Math and Math Graph-
ics, Software Program-
ming Techniques,

Translation, Graphics, Machine Language, Hardware, Re-

sources, Reviews, Glossary- and more! Get more from your
computer with these hard-to-find programs, procedures and
techniques- get The Best ofSync!

m" X 11", Softbound, #6M $9.95 ($2.00)

VOLUMEOMI
program* and gamw (or

StnclM and Ttmoi Sinclair cowpylaw

toy 'Ml Orvttun

TheZXSI Companion
By Bob Maunder

TheZXSl
Companioii

1

1^
• I

- -

The ZX81 Companion follows the same
format as the very popular ZX80 Compan-
ion, and assists the ZX81 or Timex Sinclair

1000 user in four applications areas: graph-
ics, information retrieval, education and
games. This practical guide contains
scores of fully documented short routines

plus complete programs and a disassem-
bled listmg of the ZX81 ROM Monitor.
"Thoughtfully written, detailed, and illus-

trated with meaningful programs."-MUSE
5W' X 8", Softbound, #17P $9.95 ($2.00)

Getting Acquainted With Your ZX81
By Tim Hartnell

This informative volume for the new ZX81 or

Timex Sinclair 1000 user contains more
than 80 programs to help the reader get the
most from his Sinclair computer. Game
programs include Checkers, Alien Im-
ploders, Blastermind, Moon Lander, Break-

out, Star Burst and Derby Day The book
also shows programs for cascading sine

waves, plotting graphs and tables, data
sorting, equation solving, plus the use of

PLOT, SCROLL, PRINT, TAB. PEEK, POKE
and much more!

SW X B", Softbound. #15Y $9.95 ($2.00)

Getting

Acquainted (

With Your

ZX81
I hird h.Hiliiin

For Faster Service, PHONE TOLL FREE: 800-631 -8112
(In N] only: 201-540-0445)

Also available at your local bookstore or computer store.

The Gateway Guide to the ZX81 andZX80
By Mark Charlton

The
QaUmmj

ZX81 and
ZX80
MonttMttTO

The Gateway Guide is a practical program-
ming manual for the beginner that fur-

nishes over 70 fully documented programs.
The majority of the programs have been
written for easy conversion from machine to

machine (ZX81 or Timex Sinclair 1000, 4K
ZX80 or IK ZX80). The Gateway Guide de-

scribes each function and statement, illus-

trates it with a demonstration routine or

program, and combines it with previously

discussed material to help you understand
your computer.

5Vz" X 8", Softbound. #160 $9.95 ($2.00)

Computers for Kids (Sinclair
By Sally Larsen

This new edition of Computers for Kids is written specifically to

introduce children aged 8 to 13 to the ZX81 or Timex Sinclair 1000.

The book requires no previous knowledge of algebra, variables or

computers, and it enables a young-
ster to program a Sinclair m less

than an hour. There's also a section

for parents and teachers. 'Com-
puters for Kids IS the best material

available for introducing students
to their new computer."-Donald T.

Piele, Professor of Mathematics,
University of Wisconsm-Parkside.
11" X 8^2", Softbound. #12S $4.95
($1.00)

rCREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
Dept.ND6F, 39 East Hanover Avenue, Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Please send books listed below;

Book No. Oty. Title Price Each (P&H)Each Total Price

OA, N] and NY State residents add applicable sales tax

TOTAL AMOUNT

' Outside

Postage and handling charges appear in

parentheses ( ) next to price of book.

PAYMENT ENCLOSED $
USA add $3.00 per order.

CHARGE MY: (Charge and phone orders $10 minimum.)
American Express [~] MasterCard Visa

Card No.. -Exp. Date.

Signature.

Mr./Mrs./Ms.,

Address

(please print full name)

Apt.

City/State/Zip.

Send me a FREE Creative Computing Catalag.



This used tobe the onlyway
to get a student

to practice math after school!

Motivation is the key.

Master Math is more than just a comprehensive software

package for teaching grades 8-12 math. Ifs specifically

designed to build and hold interest and enthusiasm so
students can learn faster . . . retain more . . . and be proud
and confident enough to show it.

Regardless of the studenfs starting level Master Math will

help develop math proficiency with: • Easy to use
operation. • Success orientation. •One-on-one
instruction. • Clear, concise concepts. • High
resolution color graphics. • Imaginative games.
• Self-paced learning. • High student interaction.

Master Math was developed by a professional rrxath

educator in the U.K. where it has been approved as a
learning aide. Also, it has been tested in public and
private schools in the U.S. Ifs received highly favorable

reviews in both countries.

Master Math runs on Apple ll/VE. Commodore PET and
CBM 8032. Ifs comprised of 6 independent discs ortapes
with over 50 individual subjects. Coverage includes

Agebra, Trigonometry. Geometry, Statistics and Basic

Accounting. Teacher's support rrx^terials complete this

valuable learning package.

To find out what motivation can mean to your moth
classes, fill out the coupon and mail it along with $150 for

your 10 day trial. Or you can order one for only $30. But no
matter which way you choose to review Master Math, if

you are not thoroughly satisfied with its performance or

results, return it to us for a full and cheerful refund.

Telephone orders ore gladly accepted. Call (207) 336-

2500.

I'd like fo put Master Motti to work in my class.

Please send me the Indkxrted discs.

Name Title

School Phone

Street

City State Zip

P.O. number Visa Master Card Exp. Date

Checks or money orders may be made out to PMI, Inc.

Rease indicate which discs for single orders.

4 programs on Numbers, Logs, and Antilogs. $30

7 programs on Algebra and sets. $30 UQ
programs on areas and volumes. $30 DTest

problems. 12 programs, 26 topics. Factors, Interest,

Statistics, Trig., Calculus, Percents, Bases and
Exponents. $30 DTest problems. 12 programs, 33

topics. Algebra, Calculus, Geometry, Statistics, ratios

and exportents. $30 Test problems. 7 programs, 20
topics. Geometry, LCM, rrKappings, Fractions, Algebra, I

Currency. $30. COMPLETE PACKAGE $150.00
j

Check hardware
|

C8M 8032"" Apple II/+/E"" Commodore PET""
|

Dealer Inquiries Invited

CIRCLE 124 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Learning Can Be Fun, continued...

reinforcement activities for you and your
child that will expand on the concepts

presented on the computer. In summary,
we found the PDI Preschool Library a.

valuable and highly motivational tool for

helping build important intellectual

skills.

Early Elementary Disk I

Early Elementary Disk / is a series of

four programs designed for pre-school

through the second grade. The programs
include "Count the Shapes," "Color
Match,'' "Number Drill," and "Shape
Match." In addition, the disk includes a

teacher management file which allows

the programs to be personalized and tai-

lored to the age and ability of the

students.

When the disk is loaded, a menu
which allows the user to select any one
of the four drill programs or the teacher

management file appears. Upon selecting

a drill program, some simple instruc-

tions are presented followed by a screen

which asks the student to type in his

name. Our experience with young chil-

dren is that they are likely to type just

about anything. Unfortunately, the error

trapping routines in the program are not

designed to catch garbage responses and
so a name such as &%$# will produce
the message "Illegal quantity error in

7560" and return the program to the Ba-

sic monitor.

Assuming the user does type his name
correctly, the program uses it in various

reinforcement messages throughout the

lesson. Unfortunately, because these

messages are in high-resolution graphics,

the user's name can be a maximum of

only six letters. Any name of seven or

more letters is abbreviated to the first

five followed by a period. As a result,

users wind up being called names like

Steph, Antho, Cathe, Rebec, Micha and
Jenni.

Okay, so tell the kids to use nick-

names and let's get on with it. The
presentation of the four drill programs is

more or less similar. An image appears

in the top half of the screen. This can be

a number of blocks, a color, a number"
spelled out, or one of seven different

shapes. Every three seconds, the image
in the bottom part of the screen changes.

Eventually it matches (or is the right an-

swer for) that on the top of the screen.

In other words, if there are four blocks

in the top part of the screen, the bottom
part of the screen will show a numeral.
Every three seconds, a different one ap-

pears. The student must press any key
on the keyboard when the correct num-
ber appears. Well, not quite any key. Ob-
viously, RESET is a no-no. But so is

beating on the keyboard, as that will

most likely result in the program blow-
ing up with the message "Syntax Error."

However, assuming our users are

well-behaved and press the right answer,

they are rewarded with a word such as

"great," "right," "good," or "super" fol-

lowed by some beep, bop, boop sounds
and a happy face with a blinking eye. A
wrong answer brings on a frowning face

and no sounds. At the end of ten prob-

lems, a final score is given such as "10

right, 3 wrong." The program then asks

if you wish to return to the menu. We
found it somewhat disconcerting that

some responses must be followed by a

RETURN, for example, the question to go
back to the menu, while other responses
did not require a RETURN.
The teacher management file allows

the user to adjust the number of prob-
lems (the disk comes set with ten to a
session), turn the music on or off, turn

the record keeping on or off (up to 35

students), view, delete, erase, or print

the class file and vary the speed of
presentation.

In summary, the concept of Early Ele-

mentary Disk I is very good, but the

execution, particularly the error trapping

routines (if there are any), leave much to

be desired. Thus, we can only recom-
mend this disk when it is used under the

close guidance of either a parent or

teacher.

Pacemaker
Pacemaker is a program designed to

introduce young children, ages 4 to 8, to

the computer keyboard and rudimentary
programming. The program is menu-
driven and easy to use.

Apple EdttoHioii Packages
Title Age Subject

Micro Mother Goose 3-8 Early skills

PDI Preschool Library 3-6 Early skills

Early Elementary I 4-8 Early skills

Pacemaker
•

4-8 Early skills

Bumble Plot 3-8 Numbers skills, logic

Mop Town 4-Adult Logic
Match Game 7-Adult Format to present

Tic Tac Show 7-Adult drill and practice

Big Math Attack 7-14 Arithmetic
Multiploy 7-14 Arithmetic
The Arithmetic Classroom 7-14 Arithmetic
Edu-Ware Fractions 10-15 Fracticms

Read and Solve Math Problems 9-15 Math word problems

Word Families 7-11 Word recognition

WordMate 7-11 Word recognition

Pal Reading Curriculum 8-13 Reading
Vocabulary Baseball 9-Adult Vocabulary
Magic Spells 9-15 Spelling

Scramble 9-15 Spelling

Word Scramblo* & Super Speller 9-15 Spelling

How to Read in the Cont^t Areas 10-15 Reading

Fundamental Skills for Chemistry 15-18 Chemistry
Chem Lab Simulations 15-20 Chemistry
Weather Fronts 9-14 General Science

Tell Star 15.Adult Astronomy

Understand Yourself , 14-Adult Self-analysis

Lovers or Strangers y 17-Adult Self-analysis

Atari Education Packages
Pacemaker 4-8 Early skills

Golf Classic & Compubar 8-12 Graphs, angles

Snooper Troops 11-Adult Note taking, reasoning

SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Early Elementary Disk I

Type: Drill practice

Author: Charles James

System: 48K Apple

Fonsftt: Disk

Summary: Drill for K-2

Price: $29.95

Manulifti^iirer:

Compu-Tations
P.O. Box 502

Troy, MI 48099
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GREAT PLAINS ACCOUNTING MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Our books
simplify yours!

GI reat Plains Software shows you how to appraise

your business from every angle. Our books handle

your accounting in expert fashion. They analyze your

management policies and evaluate the profitability of

your decisions. And our books give you the reports

you need - so you can see where your business is

making profits - and losing them, whether it's by

salesman, product, territory or profit center.

Our new version of the Hardisk Accounting Series

includes General Ledger, Accounts Receivable,

Accounts Payable and two new modules - Payroll

and Inventory with Point of Sale. Our programs are

fast, powerful and efficient. Our books make it easy

to operate and understand.

You can find Great Plains Software at your local

computer store - or call us for more details. We'll be

glad to show you how the Hardisk Accounting Series

can simplify your books.

SPECIFICATIONS

OVERALL
Password Privacy System

Written in UCSD Pascal**

Hard Disk Oriented

Operates on Apple III,

IBM PC

GENERAL LEDGER
All entries on line entire fiscal

year

Flexibly formatted financial

statements

Comparative income
statements and balance sheets

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Up to 32,767 customers*

Profit by customer, customer

type, salesman and state

Open item or balance forward

Automatically posts to G/L

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Up to 32,767 vendors*

Accommodates manual or

generated checks

Automatically posts to G/L

PAYROLL
Up to 32,767 employees*

Up to 20 deductions per

employee
Withholding computed
Prints W2, 941 and checks

INVENTORY
FIFO, LIFO, standard cost,

weighted moving average and

serial number valuation

5 price levels per part

Concise report including profit by

part and line

Point of Sale for cash and credit

sales

Part numbers up to 15 characters

Automatically posts to A/P
and A/R

*depending upon disk storage space

** TM UC Regents

GREAT PL\INS" SOFTWARE
123 15th Street North, Fargo, ND 58102-4292 • (701) 293-8483

1 "A.V
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Learning Can Be Fun, continued...

To build a face, you press 1. Then you
select various facial features: mouth,
nose, eye, ear, and hair. For each feature

you have eight choices. You simply se-

quence through the choices with the

spacebar and select the desired one by
pressing return. That element is then

added to the face growing on the right

half of the screen.

At the Australian Computer Con-
ference in Tasmania, Tom Stonier dem-
onstrated a similar program with me as

the model. The students took great de-

light in making choices for the facial fea-

tures exactly opposite my actual
features. My image wound up having

small, beady eyes; a bulbous nose; a
large, droopy moustache; huge ears; and
no hair.

Once a face is constructed, a primitive

program (more like a Logo procedure)
can be written to make the face smile,

wiggle an ear, frown, pause a moment,
wink and, finally, stick out its tongue.

In the past, I have suggested that a
"programmable" toy such as Big Trak is

a good pre-introduction to Logo. Now,
here is another with the advantage that

it runs on the same computer. In-

cidentally, Spinnaker has recently in-

troduced Delta Drawing, a drawing and
programming tool easier to use than
Logo but with many of the' same educa-

tional qualities. (We'll have a feature re-

view of this package in an upcoming
issue.)

Mode 3 on Pacemaker is a memory

GPeative GOiRpatiRgf
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Pacemaker

Type: Educational game

System: 48K Apple, Atari, IBM
Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Draw funny faces

Price: $34.95

Manufacturer:

Spinnaker Software

215 First St.

Cambridge, MA 02142

. i6 17) 868-4700

Creative Computing Software Buyer's Guide

game. The face starts by doing one
thing, say wiggling an ear. You must
press E. It then does two things, say wig-

gle an ear and smile; you must press ES.

The sequence gets longer and longer as

the game progresses. Correct answers
are rewarded with a pleasant sound
while an incorrect answer elicits a
Brooklyn razz.

Pacemaker is an interesting and
highly motivational introduction to the

computer for young children. The ap-

proach is clever and the graphics

outstanding.

Bumble Plot

The Bumble Plot disk is one of a series

of learning games for pre-school and ele-

mentary age children from The Learning
Company. Each one is attractively pack-

aged in an accordion-fold jacket and
comes with a full color, 12-page manual.
The outside of the package states the

learning objective and age range. For
example, the Bumble Plot package reads,

"Five challenging games that teach

number lines, negative numbers and
graph plotting. Ages: 8 to 13."

Bumble is a friendly green bug who
acts as a guide to the child using the

learning activities on the disk. In the

first game, "Trap and Guess," Bumble
thinks of a secret number in the range of
-3 to 3. On the screen is a display that

looks something like a ruler with grada-

tions varying from -3 to +3. You first

try to trap Bumble's number.

Let's say you type in -2 and 1. In this

case, Bumble draws a purple trap

around the numbers in that range and
tells you whether the secret number is

inside or outside of the trap. If it is in-

side, you can either type two numbers to

make the trap smaller or try to guess the

secret number. If the secret number is

outside the trap, you must type two
numbers to make a new trap.

"Bumble Bug" is a similar game, but

it is played in two dimensions. In this

case, the Bumble Bug is sitting on a grid

which varies from -2 to -1-2 in both X
and Y directions. You specify where you
want a trap, and the Bumble Bug hops

SAT/GRE
STUDY SKILLS

FOR ALL MODELS OF THE

APPLE II

Math Skills Pak
Math 1 - Basic Skills, Algebra,

Geometry, and Word Problems

300 Entries - $25

Math 2 - Same Level as Math 1 with

Graphic Display of Problems.

Pie Charts, Line Plots, Bar Graphs,

Geometry Constructions and

Flow Charts. Math 1 is Needed.

$35

Math Skills Pak (Both Diskettes)

$50 '

Verbal Skills Pak
Vocabulary Builder - Over 1600

Entries with Antonyms and

Synonyms - $25

Word Analogy - Over 1200 Entries

Stored with Hints - $25

Sentence Completion - Over 300

Entries of Completion, Correction

and Construction Formats - $25

Verbal Skills Pak (All Three

Diskettes) - $60

Key Features
of SEF"- Software:

• All Diskettes are Date Base

Systems Complete with Editors

for Modification or Expansion.

• Built in Program Documentation

for Easy Use by Students.

• Hints to Aid Students Develop

Test Taking Strategies.

• Instant Grading on Virtually

Limitless Questions.

• 30 Day Money Back Guarantee

if Not Satisfied.

SEI
P.O. Box 7266-CC
Hampton, VA 23666

804/826-3777
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Z To F T W A B E

Discount Software Buyer's Guide, crammed
.with useful facts, can be yours for only $5.00.

But you get every penny back when you order your
next low-priced program from Discount Software!

Mail the coupon and you'll discover descrip-
tions, features, system requirements, and solid

advice on scores and scores of programs. Look at

all you get:

1. Step-by-step guide to software shopping.
2. Hardware buyer's guide.

3. System requirements for each package.
4. Glossary of software categories.

5. Directories of software for CP/M, Apple,
and 16-bit machines.

6. Thorough product descriptions.

7. Selection of games.
8. Fast-find table of contents and index.
Send for your guide today. Only $5.00 now,

it might well turn out to be free.

$5.00 REBATE OFFER
ir

I

Yes-rush me the useful Discount Software Buyers Guide. My
enclosed $5 check is made out to "Discount Software!' I understand
that this sum will be rebated to me when I make my next purchase.

Name__
(Please print)

Company.

Address—

City. State. .Zip.

Mail $5 check to: Discount Software, 6520 Selma Ave.,

Los Angeles, CA 90028
BG583

m SOFTWARE
1
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Learning Can Be Fun, continued...

one space. Eventually, when he has no
place to go but into your trap, you win.

In '^Hidden Treasure," a larger grid,

varying from -5 to +5 in both direc-

tions, is used. In this case, you are trying

to guess the location of buried treasure.

After each guess. Bumble tells you
whether to make your X number larger

or smaller and the same for your Y num-
ber. After you retrieve six treasurers, a

cute little graphic is shown of Bumble
rowing them back to shore. This is a

particularly good feature of all of the

games from The Learning Company;
correct responses are rewarded and in-

correct ones are not. Much of the educa-

tional software on the market is deficient

in this regard. It is frequently more fun

to lose the game than to win it.

GPeative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Bumble Plot

Type: Educational Game
Author: Leslie Grimm
System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Makes learning fun

Price: $60

Manufacturer:

The Learning Company
4370 Alpine Dr.

Portola Valley, CA 94025

The other two games on the disk en-

large upon the concept of grids. '*Bum-

ble Art" is a sort of connect-the-dots

game played on a grid varying from -10

to +10. ^'Roadblock" is a game in

which you must catch a moving bank
robber with five moveable roadblocks.

Each move is timed, but if you have

learned your lessons well on the previous

four games, winning this one shouldn't

be too difficult.

With some of the other games from

The Learning Company, light cardboard

strips or key covers are included to di-

vide the Apple keyboard into, for exam-

ple, right, left, up and down.

Upon returning a warranty/registra-

tion card to The Learning Company,
you receive a set of activity cards for

each disk purchased. Each set consists of

four double sided 5" square cards with

games and activities that reinforce the

computer programs. This is a thoughtful

touch; while The Learning Company
gains a mailing list, you get a nice extra

for your time and stamp.

The Learning Company has done an

excellent job with their entire line of

games, and we give them an A-f on

everything except their replacement disk

policy. They charge $12 for a back-up

disk which, in light of the fact that most

Creative Computing Software Buyer's Guide



Hank: Here's the report you've been
waiting for. Hope you put your system

on automatic and didn't stay up.

To all reps; Price changes on following

items effective immediately:

No. 10-lllA; 10-114A; 10-AL

Take that, bud. (And retaliate fast.

I know phone rates are low now. but

game's cutting into sack time.)

GAMES

programs!

m///m/// Your computer's telephone.

m//////////M

whether they're sending reports

to the field or playing games in

the middle of the night, more
and more personal computer users

are communicating.
And Hayes is providing their

communications Unk: A first-rate

telecomputing system that combines

an intelligent direct-connect modem
with a sophisticated, easy-to-use com-
munications program.
The Smartmodem. Think of it

as your computer's telephone.

Just plug it into any phone jack, and
Hayes' Smartmodem 300—and
the faster Smartmodem 1200—will
send messages to and from your
computer over ordinary phone lines.

%»r mm
unfllllll Goodbye isolation. Hello world.

/yyyw5'5^ Operating with rotary. Touch-Tone*
and key-set systems, the Smartmodem
dials, answers and disconnects

automatically.

And our perfect companion soft-

ware makes it all so easy.

Introducing Smartcom com-
munications software for the IBM
PC** and Xerox 820-IIt.

Software so friendly, it'll have you
communicating like crazy the first

time out.

Smartcom II is menu driven. It

prompts you in the simple steps

required to create, send receive,

display, list, name and re-name files.

It automatically prints and stores

data as it's sent or received. (And
receives data completely unattended.)

To communicate with
another system, you need
to "set-up" your computer
to match the way the

remote system transmits

data only once, the first time. After

that, the information (called

parameters) is stored in a directory on
Smartcom II. Calhng or answering a

system hsted in the directory requires

just a few quick keystrokes.

Press one key. and the Smartcom II

automatically executes a whole string

of numbers to connect you to a utility

or information service.

There's even an on-line "help"
screen that explains a prompt,
message or parameter

We've spent a lot of time developing

our software, so you can spend less

time executing it. Smartcom II makes
full use of all the great benefits of the

Smartmodem. It's loaded with years

of field experience, and a powerful
understanding of the personal com-

puter industry.

So see your
dealer for a com-
plete demonstra-
tion. Get a

telephone for your computer And
the communications software to go
with it.

Hayes Microcomputer Products.

5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.

Norcross. Georgia 30092. 404/449-8791.

Hayes

Smartcom II is a trademark of Hayes Microcomputing Products, Inc. *TM American Telephone & Telegraph. **IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines. Corp.
fXerox 820-11 is a trademark of Xerox Corporation. ©1983 Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc. Sold only in the U.S.A.
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Learning Can Be Fun, continued..

of the recreational software companies

charge $5, seems a bit out of line. How-
ever, they probably know how educators

tend to "borrow" things from one an-

other so their price may well be justified.

Mop Town
The Apple Special Delivery series of

educational programs is produced by the

folks at Advanced Learning Technology,

Inc. who are the same people who pro-

duce the high quality programs for The
Learning Company. {Magic Spells is the

other disk currently available through

Apple. As the name implies, it deals

with spelling skills.)

Mop Town covers a wide age range,

according to the packaging: "4 to

adult." Using a cast of 16 characters in

11 different games. Mop Town
emphasizes logic and attributes. The
four attributes are tall or short, fat or

thin, red or blue, and bibbit or gribbit

(bibbits have big noses and big feet,

whereas gribbits have tails).

As is stated in the rules, "Moppits get

along with each other very well because

they all follow the rules that govern Mop
Town. There are rules for just about

r -1

everything that happens in Mop
Town—what house a Moppit can live in,

who can join a club; even who can be

next to another Moppit in a parade."

For example, in Game 3, "What's the

Same?" we find four Moppits living in

GPeative compatiR^
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Mop Town
Type: Educational game

System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Learning logic attributes

Price: $50

Manufacturer:

Special Delivery Software

Apple Computer, Inc.

10260 Bandley Dr.

Cupertino, CA 95014

the same house. There is at least one

thing that is the same about all the

Moppits. After seeing the picture of

them, you must choose which attribute

they all have in common.
In Game 9, "Club House," we learn

that "the Mop Town club house only

lets Moppits join that fit the rule." The
object of this game is to guess the

membership rule. The nje could be a

single trait rule (e.g., only tall Moppits)

or a double trait rule (e.g. only tall and
fat Moppits). You select Moppits that

you think fit the rule. If they do, the

Moppit will appear in the club house; if

not, an "X" will mark the Moppit you

1

I I r 1 I

1
1

[ I \ LiJI 1 I
double rule

chose. When you think you know the

rule, you may type R (for guess rule).

You will be shown a list of possible

rules. Pick one and see if you are right.

The games are quite intriguing and
lots of fun to play even if you are not

trying to learn about logic attributes.

But when you sneak into the computer
room to play with the Mop Town disk

that you got for your children, better

turn off the sound or they will come run-

ning, too.

We very much like the policy of Ap-
ple Special Delivery Software which fur-

nishes a back-up copy of each disk along

with the initial package. This certainly

overcomes the problem of making back-

up copies or determining a fair price for

them.

Our applause to Leslie Grimm for an-

other delightful learning game and to

Apple for their excellent distribution

and that "free" back-up disk.

Match Game
In the Match Game, the computer

presents a gameboard of four to twenty

numbered boxes. Players uncover two
boxes on each turn, trying to find boxes

with matching contents. To play well,

you must remember what is hidden in

each box as it is uncovered. The game
can be played with either exact matches

(the same word appears in two boxes) or

paired matches (such as synonyms,

translations from one language to an-

other, or math problems and answers).

After power-up, you are asked
whether you want to make your own
game with exact matches, make your

own game with paired matches, play a

game you have saved on disk, or play

one of the seven games furnished with

the disk. These games include an exact

match of computer words and paired

matches of synonyms, French-English

words, addition, subtraction, multiplica-

tion, and division problems.

Five board sizes ranging from four

boxes (two matches) to the largest board

with 20 boxes (10 matches) are available.

Up to four players (or three players

and the computer) may play simulta-

neously. Of course, one player can play

alone to see how long it takes to fmd all

the matches. One player can also play

against the computer.

During play of the game, the program
tells whose turn it is. On each turn, you
press RETURN to begin your turn, then

type in the number of the first box fol-

lowed by RETURN and the number of the

second box followed by return. If you

find a match, those boxes are flashed on

the board, and you get another turn.

At the end of the game, the score of

each player is shown, and the winner (if

there is one) is named. You then go back

Creative Gompntin^
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Match Game
Type: Educational game

System: 48K Apple, or 16K PET
Format: Disk or cassette

Language: Machine

Snms^uir: Concentration revisited

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:

Teaching Tools

P.O. Box 50065

Palo Alto, CA 94303

to a menu which allows you to play the

same or a different game with the same
or new players.

Match Game is suitable for use at

home or in the classroom. According to

the instruction booklet, "teachers have

found it useful for putting current read-

ing words, spelling words, topic words,

or math facts in a game format."

We found the game held the interest

of players of many ages. With larger

boards (12 or more boxes), most players

wanted to be able to write down the

math problems; it was just too difficult

to remember two- and three-digit num-
bers and match them to corresponding

arithmetic problems. While this isn't ex-

actly the idea of Concentration, we still

felt that the Match Game was valuable

because it provided the motivation to do

the problems quickly and accurately.
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duiriicated
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Mhis Lifetime

ifGuarantee, exclusive

to Allenbach, adds
quality and consunner

confidence to your

software products. While

this alone is reason

enough to let AllenfDach

handle your software

duplication, most
software developers

initially choose us for

convenience. We can
probably complete your

production faster than

you can. Additionally,

your whole project can
become one-easy-step

by having us perform all

packaging requirements

from printing to

assembly.

You'll also appreciate the

high standard of

excellence demanded by
Allenbach. Software

duplication for practically

any format is our primary

business. We've
established a team of

professional technicians

who specialize in all

phases of software

duplication. Your

software is effectively

reproduced on specially

designed precision

duplicating equipment.

Also used are exacting

verification methods
unique in the industry to

guarantee 100%
accuracy. Plus your
software will be
duplicated onto the

Allenbach diskette, the

OEM diskette that is

Guaranteed for Life..

Allenbach reaily is the

logical solution for your

software duplicating

needs. So feel free to call

us with your questions.

Take advantage of our

years of experience and
knowledge. Have
Allenbach do what we do
best, so you can do what
you do best.

2101 La? Palmas

Carlsbad, California 92008
619-438-2258
800-854-1515 (Toll Free)

Telex: 19-4561 LSA



Computer Exchange

SOTTWME
The Supply Center for the IBM-PC

for th«
iBMPC

BUSINESS:
LIST m

PRICE PRfCE

ASHTON-TATE, dBase II with User s Guide by Software Banc

dBase II, requires CP/M-86 & 128K $ 730 $439

dBase II, requires PC-DOS & 128K $ 730 $430

APPU€8 SOFTWAftE TECHNOLGGY, Versaform NEW? $ 389

OATAMOST, Real Estate Investment Program NEW! % 130 S 89

Write-On I 130 $ 89

EAGLE SOFTWARE, Money Decisions \m\ S 150 $129

HOWAROSOFT, Redi Estate Analyzer II 1 250 S189

MMATION UNUNITED. Easywriter II (a WPS) $ 350 259

Easyspeller (88K Words) $ 175 129

Easyftler(aDBMS) S 400 $299

^INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE, T 1 M ill (a DBMS) \ 495 $369

INSOFT. Data Dt^ktn wmM easy to use DBMS) NEW! S 225 169

tSM, MatheMagiC $ 90 $ 69

lOTUS,12-3 S 495 S329

mCROCRAFT. Requires CP/M-86

Legal Billing & Time Keeping — Verdict S 750 $395

Professional Billing & Time Keeping — Billkeeper f 750 $39B

* MICRO LAB, The Tax Manager S 250 $189

MICROPRO, WordStar* plus free WordStar Training Manual $ 495 $249

MailMerge'" $ 250 Call

Sp«llstar'" S 250 Call

3 Pak. Word & Mail & Sped, above 3 % 845 Call

Infostar NEW? S 495 $335

ReportStar NEW! S 350 $235

miCROSOFT. Multiplan, in MSDOS $ 275 $!«
NORTH AMERICAN BUS. SYSTEM, The Answer S 250 $169

PBL CORPORATION, Personal Investor NEW! S 145 99

PEACHTREE. Peach Pak 4 (GL, AR & AP) $ 595 $395

PIUFECT SOFTWARE. Perfect Wrrter" $ 389 $239

Perfect SpeWer" $ 189 $139mm INFO Select (a W%\ $ 595 $339

SOflCiM/iSA, SuperCalc \ 295 $199

SuperWfiter S 395 $289

Spellguard S 195 $129

STC, The Creator NEW! $ 300 $195

SYNERGISTIC. Data H^orter NEW! t 250 $169

»VISIC0RP,VisiCalc*>/256K % 250 $179

VisiDex or VisiSchedule, each 1 2S0 1199

VisiTrend/Plot S 300 $219

VisiFile or Desktop Plan 1, each

UTILITY

1983 CE SOFTWARE AWARD:
"Copy fl PC by Central Point Software is the best CE software buy of 1983. It

will copy more copy protects software and faster than any other backup

system Unlike oth«r copiers it makes an exact duplicate of your original and

it does 100% verification of copy. Documentation is excellent."

CENTRAL POINT. Copy II PC. Backup and Utility NEW! 1 40 $ 35

CENTRAL POINT. Fastrak", RAM /Disk emulator

and spooler programs Works on any PC DOS
version or RAM Card. Menu driven. S 100 S S9

BI6ITAL RESEANCH. Concurrent CCP/M-86 1 350 $235

CBASIC86 1 200 1225

Hiyet, Hayes Terminal Program t 100 SfiS

MlcroCom, Microterminal 1 100 $ 85

MtcroStuf. Crosstalk $ 195 S129

NeNELL DATA, System Backup 1 50 1 36

NORTON. Norton Utilities, 14 powerful programs 3 disks $ 80 $ 65

HOME & EDUCATIONAL
EPYX/AHtMMtid SlMUiMiMt, Temple of Apshai S 40 t a

Oil Barons NEW! 1 100 IS

nBROOERSUNB. Apple Panic S 30 f
CONTMENTAL. The Home Accountant Plus $ 150 SI 12

OATAMOST. PiiO Pen or Space Strike, each $ 30 s 22

OAVIOSm. The Sfieed Reader s 75 s S6

WFOCOM, Deadline iii SO 1 30

ZorkI or Zork II or Zork ill. each t 40 s 2B

tNSOFT. WordTrix mi\ s 35 s 28

QuoTrix NEWf s 35 t 29

Microsoft. Flight Simulatoi (by Sub-Logic) NEW! t iHi 1 35

ON-LINE. Golf Challenge WH\ 1 25 s to

Ulysses & The Golden Fia^ s 35 s 25

P8l . f'ersonal Investor t 145 1 »
SENTIENT. Cyberg NEWf s 35 s 25

SIRIUS. Conquest or Call to Arms, each t 30 s 23

SW-TECN. Wizardry $ 60 s 40

SriMMKII. Snooper Troops, #1 or #2. each 1 45 s 95

Story Machine or Face Maker, each s 35 1 25

STRATEGIC, The Warp Factor s 40 $ 30

Control Data Corporation 12 for 10 Special. Limited Time!

CDC, 120 each, Wk. with ring, SS, SD (Apple, IBM, etc.) $ 450 S195

12 each, 5V«, with ring, SS, SD (Apple, IBM, etc.) $ 40 $ 22

12 each, 5'4, with ring, SS, DD (IBM, H/P, etc.) $ 45 $ 28

10 each, 5' 4. with ring, DS, DD, (IBM. H/P. etc.) S 55 $ 39

12 each, 8", SS, SD s 45 S 24

VERBATIM, 10 each, 5'/., with ring, SS, SD or SS, DD $ 50 $ 28

MAXELL, 10 each, 5%, SS, DD or SS, SD $ 55 $ 35

DYSAN. 10each.5V4.SS.SD $ 55 $ 39

10 each, 5. DS, DO s 65 S 49

Means a BEST buy AD # 965

fSIt is « trademark of IBM Corporation.

64K IBM-PC
System Includes

Two 320K Disk Drives

12" 6f«en Amdek Monitor

30 Day Warranty

Call For Details And

Other Configurations

HARDWARE
LIST OUR

I/IT©
"'"^

MEMORY CHlP KITo, 54K addon to your memo^ cards. 9

chips 200NS, tested and burned-in 90 daywarranty, $150 $ 59^ Combo Plus. 64Kw/async para &clock/cal $ 595 $429

above Combo Plus of 128K add $85. for 192K aim S1t2. tor

192K RAM Card with Fastrak'" RAM d»k WtiMator

and spooler software 2 year Warranty.

CURTIS, PC Pedestal" for Display on PC

9 Foot Cable for IBM Keyboard (extends 3' to 9*)

Mono, Extension Cables, Power and Signal

0SI-£»1.6M8Htr(t0»k

1^ «|/^fW<%C/NErt" 64K RAM Card w/ Parity

MlV^nW^wr I 128K RAM Card w / Parity

256K RAM Card w/Parity

MB I Monte Carlo $4K,Five Function (to 10Q0K)

$675
S 80

S SO

S 55

$1995

S 350

S 525

S 875

$ 625

S 595dig Blue. Z80 CPU plus five functions

CPNDRAM COf?PORATlON

Quadboard 64Ki expandable to 256K. 4 function board

Quadboard, 128K. expandable to 256K, 4 function board

Quadboard, 192K, expandable to 256K, 4 function board

Quadboard. 256K. four function board

Quad 512*. 64K plus serial port

Quad 512+, 256K plus serial port

Quad 512+. 512K plus serial port

Microfaaer, w/Copy, Par/Par. 8K. #MP8
Microfazer, w/Copy. Par/Par. 64K.<fMP64

Mtcrofazer. w/Copy, Par /Par. 12a<. #MP128

Microfazer. Snap-on, 8K, Par/Par, Epson, #MEB, w/PSi

Microfazer, Snap-on, 64K. Par/Par. Epson, #ME64. w/PSI

All Microfazers are expandable (w/copy to 512K) (Snap-on to64K)

TG PRODUCTS, Joystick $ 65

$

$

$

S

S
S

595

775

896

995

475

895

S1295

$ 159

S2d9
S 445

$ 159

S 299

S2SB

S 85

sas
S 45

$1495

$380

$625

$396

S435

S83S

$595

$895

$]I9

S345

$145

S235

S 49

DRIVES
$ 899 $775

$1995 $1495

$2495 $1896

$2995 $2295

S 195 $165

AillKli.3'' Dual Floppy Drive, 500K. PC CompatiWe

DSI-501,6MBH3rdDisk

r\A\jr\Ki/*^ OSI-512 12 MB Hard Disk

\JM9t\J%^9K3k OSl-519, 19MBHard0^sk
MAyNARO. Floppy Drive Control Board, lor upto4drives.

With Serial Port add $70 For Parallel Port add $40

Control Data or landan
DISKmm. Double Sided 360K /320K. Same as now sup-

plied with IBM-PC & PC2. Tested, tJurned-in.Wtth 1 each S 650 S240

installation instructions 90 day warranty m 2 or more S 650 S239

PRINTERS AND ACCESSORIES
EPSON mar FX PRINTERS

NEC. Dot Matrix, 8023 Printer F/T

STAR MICRONICS, 9x9 Dot Matrix, lOOcps. 2.3K, Gemini 10'

9x9 Dot Matrix, lOOcps, 2.3K, Gemini 15"

ANAOEX. DP8000 Dot Matrix, 120cps. Serial & Cent. Para.l/F

IBM-PC to Epson or Star Micronics Cable

Apple Interface and Cable for Epson or Gemini

Grappler+ by Orange Micro, specify printer

Apple Graphics Dump Program

MICROTEK. Apple Dumpling GX, Graphics Printer Interface

with Cable

Apple Dumpling 64. Buffered 64K Spooler

with Cable

LETTER QUALrrV- DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS

OLYMPIA. ES-100, Printer /Typewriter, complete with serial

interfacing to the Apple II or IBM PC

COMREX, ComriterCR-1, RS232 Serial l/F, 200 wpm
Comriter Tractor Feed for CR-1

SMITH-CORONA, TPI Printer/Typewriter, specify ser/para

TPI Tractor Feed

CALL CALL

$ 695 $496

S 499 S386

S 649 $475

$ 995 $496

S 60 S 35

$ 95 $ SO

$ 165 $119

S 15 S 9

S 249 $180

S 349 $230

$1735

$1199

$ 118

$ 899

$ 149

$1295

$845

$ 99

$579

$129

SUPPLIES: Tractor Feed Paper, Ribbons, Heads, QumeDaisyWheels&Ribbons.

A ff MW^H CP/M-RU
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Prof. Billing & Time Keeping — Billkeeper $ 750 $396

MICROPRO, WordStar® pi us free WordStar Training Manual $ 495 $249

MailMerge

"

$ 250 S159

SpellStar'- $ 250 Call

3 Pak, Word & Mail & Spell, 3 above $ 845 Call

InfoStar NEW! $ 405 $335

ReportStar NEW! $ 350 $235

MICROSOFTsa S 275

S 500

$199

$325

BASIC Compiler $ 395 $295

COBOL-80 $ 750 $545

BASIC-80 $ 350 $275

muLis/muStar-80 $ 200 $145

M-Sct-SO $ 195 $145

Edit-80 S 120 $ 80

Macro-80 $ 200 $145

PEACHTREE. Magic Wand $ 500 $196

Series 4 GL, AR, AP or Inventory, each $ 600 $395

Series 8 GL, AR, AP, Inv or Pay each $ 750 $495

Series 9 Peach Text $ 500 $330

Series 9 Spelling Proofreader $ 300 $195

Series 9 Calc. Mail List or Telecomm., each $ 375 $245

MONITORS
PRINCETON. RGB Hi Res $ 795 $639

NEC, 12" Green. Model JB1201M $ 249 $150
12

" Color. Composite, Model JC1212M $ 450 $349

TAXAN, RGB Vision 1 $ 399 $336

SANYO, 9" Green, Model DM5109 S 200 $139

12" Green, Model DM81 12CX $ 260 $199

13" Color, Composite, Model DM6013 $ 470 S349

ZENITH, 12" Green, Model ZVM121 $ 150 S 99

AMDEK, 12" Green #300 $ 200 $159

12" Amber, #300A $ 210 $159

13" Color 1, Composite $ 449 $359

13" Color 11, RGB, Hi Res (Ap. II, III & IBM-PC) $ 899 $790

13" Color III. RGB, Commercial. (Ap II, III) S 569 $480

DVM, Color II or III to Apple II Interface $ 199 SITS

Note: Color II and III come with cable for IBM-PC.

MODEMS
HAYES. Micromodem II (for the Apple 11) S 379 $275

Apple Terminal Program for Micromodem II $ 99 $ 69

MICROCOM, Micro Courier for Apple II $ 250 $125

Micro Telegram for Apple II $ 250 $125

SSM. Transcend 1 for Apple II Data Comm. S 89 $ 00

NOVATION, Applecat II Modem $ 389 S2fl0

212 Apple Cat $ 725 $590

HAYES, Stock Chronograph (RS 232) $ 249 $189

Stock Smartmodem (RS-232) $ 289 $225

Smartmodem 1200 (RS-232) $ 699 $535

Micromodem 100 (S-100 bus) $ 399 $275

SIGNALMAN, Modem MKI (RS-232) $ 99 $ 79

IBM-PC to Modem Cable $ 39 $ 29

AXLON. Datalink 1000 Hand Held Communications Termina S 399 $325

* * CORVaS SYSTEMS
^ 6 Meg Hard Disk, w/o interlace

^ *
1 1 Meg Hard Disk, w/o interface

20 Meg Hard Disk, w/o Intirface

IBM PC Interface (IBM DOS), Manual & Cable

Mirror built in for easy backup

Apple Interface, Manual & Cable

Omni Disk Server for Apple II (Special)

$2395 $1895

$3195 $2695

$4195 $3495

$ 300 $230

$ 790 $595

$ 300 $230

S 990 S486

Other Interfaces, Omni-Net, Constellation, Mirror, All in Stock

H/P75C Portable Computer, 48K, load to 168K $ 995 $796

H/P7470A Graphics Plotter $1550 $1195

H/P41C Calculator $ 195 $140

H/P41CV Calculator with 2.2K Memory S 275 $219

Full line of H/P 75C and H/P41 accanaries and saftwari. Call.

Portland. OR Cash & Carry Outlet 11507-0 Piciiic Hwy.. Terrace Siwp-

plng Center. Portiind. OR. Over^engMr uNti miy. On Stwr between Mi.

21 7and Interstate 5. Opw llafl.-Sat 10-S. Cat! 24S-1Q2a

nnnrnt^in i kimnii ATI Aai AainTrDiao All Mail: P.O. Box 23068. Portland. OR 97223

ORDcRING INrORMATION AND ItKMo: Allitemsusuallyinstock. we immediately honor cashiers checks, Money orders, Fortune lOOO

Checks and Government Checks. Personal or Company Checks allow 20 days to clear. NoC.O.D. Add 3% for VISA or MC. Include telephone number. Add 3% tor shipping,

insurance and handling (S.I&H) with $5 minimum. UPS ground is standard so add 3% more for UPS Blue with $10 minimum. Add 12% total for S.I&H for US Postal, APO or FPO

with $15 minimum. For Hawaii, Alaska and Canada, UPS is in some areas only, all others are Postal so call, write, or specify PO. Foreign orders except Canada for S.I&H add 18%

or $25 minimum except for moniters add 30% or $50 minimum Prices subiect to change and typo errors, so call to verify. All goods are new, include factory warranty and

are guaranteed to work Due to our low prices, all sales are Call before returning goods for repair or replacement. Orders received with insufficent S.I&H charges will

be refunded ORDER DESK HOURS 8 to 6 PST M-F and 10 to 4 Sat. 1 PM here is 4 PfV! in NY

OUR REFEREN CES: we have been a computer dealer since 1978 and in mail order since 1980. Banks: 1st Interstate Bank, (503)643-4678. We belong

to the Chamber of Commerce (503)644-0123, or call Dunn and Bradstreet if you are a subscriber. Computer Exchange isa division of OTech Group, Inc.
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DEALERS
WE BUY

EXCESS

JNVENTORIES.

HARDWARE,
Apple II

RAM EXPANSION (II or ll^nly)

APPLE He 64K. 40 COLUMN
APPLE lie 128K. 80 COLUMN
APPLE lie. STARTER SYSTEM BY APPLE {System A|

64Kand 80 column
1 Disk II with controller

Apple Monitor llf

Monitor Stand

APPLE lie STABTER SYSTEM BY COMPUTEfl EXCHANGE

$1,175

St.395

$1,750

128K and 80 column
1 Micro-Sci Ortve with controller

Fiter. Utility and DOS 3.3 Diskette

Sanyo 9" Green Monitor

RF Modulator {for color TV)

Game Paddles

Game with color graphics and sou nd tlMB
WARRANTY isW« Parts and Labor forSO days by us.

To substitute or delete drive on System B, stitftract $245 and
add drive price (System D)

To add on Micro-Sci A2 Drive to above, add S245. (System DO)

To substitute or delete monitor on System B. sublract $130 and add
other monitor price {System M).

DISK DRIVES for

APPLE llVlle
mMm<4Mm A2, S'A". 143KDt5k Drive

BaBaSyi Controller Card for A2 Drive

1 m tm
$ 100 t n

MiCROSCI A40. 5' r. 160K Disk Drive S 449

A70, 5' 286K Oisk Drive S 599 urn
Controller for A40 or A70 S 100 % 79

Filer. Disk Utility Software $ 20 S 15

VISTA ^" ^^^^ ^'''ve.

Std. Height 1 300 $24S
Ouet, 5", Double Skied, 320K,

Half Heigfit S 420 $329
Quartet, 5", 2 Duets Side by Side

or Standard Cabinet S 715 $575
Controller Card 1 89 S 75
V1000 Dual 8". Std. Format

w/Controller, Complete S2195 $1485
V1200. 5". 6M8 Disk Pack System Sl54d $1198

YMJfkiC Q'S^ l^^'ve. High
m mwwmt ^^.s^ Controller Card.

$ 379

$ 89

$Z7B

$S8

CJ>.$cAMr«re. Filer . UtrJity

and DOS 3.3 $ 20 i 15

LIST

PRICE

CMaRAMCard.2Yr.Wty 16K

ALS.ADDRam 16K

* MiefKofi, RAMCard 16K

*SalmSyilim. RAM Card 32K

RAMCard 64K

RAM Card 128K

Altai RAM Disk System 320K

179

99

100

249

425

599

OUR

PRICE

$39
% 69

$ 79

$169

$319

$459

SOFTWARE
on disk for Apple ll/IIVIIE

$1395

80 COLUMN VIDEO (II or Ih only)

r
BUSINESS

LIST

PRICE

LIST

PRICE

¥ALS. Smarterm II $ 179 $139

Dirt Cheap Video, 64 col. $ 89 $60
VMtx. VideotermSOcol. $ 345 $229

Soft Video Switch $ 35 S 25

Enhancer II $ 149 $ 99

Function Strip $ 79 $ 59

PSIO, Para/Ser Interface $ 229 $169

Full Videx Line. Call. Up to 35% off

Vista Vision 80 S 39^^ $199

MISCELLANEOUS
ALS. The CP/M Card t 399 $299

Z-Card S 169 $129

Color II $ 179 $139

A$TAR, RF Modulator $ 35 $ 25

CC$, Serial Interface 7710A $ 150 $129

Other CCS Cards in stock Call Call

Dan Paymar, Lower Case Chips S 50 $ 39

Don't Ask. DAG 003 S.A. Mouth $ 125 $ 85

* Eutside, Wild Card, copier $ 130 $ 99

Kanslngton, System Saver S 90 s'8g

Kraft. Joystick (Ap ll/tk) $ 65 $ 49

Paddle (Apll/lh) $ 50 $39
MSR. Sup R fan S 50 $ 39

* Microsoft, Z80 Softcard i 345 $245

Softcard Premium Packs 695 $495

Z80 Softcard Plus S 645 $459

MIcroTek. Dumpling GX, Graphics

Printer l/F $ 249 $160

Dumpling 64. Buffered

64K Spooler $ 349 $239

Mountain. CPS Multifunction Card S 239 $199

No. 9, Booster 3.6 Mhz $ 895 $545

Ormis Micro. Grappler Plus $ 166 $110

Practical Peripiierals,

MBS 8K Serial (Epson) S 159 SI 29

MBP 16K Para (Epson) $ 159 $129

Microbuffer II 16K. (specify) $ 259 $209

Microbuffer II 32K, (specify) $ 299 $229

PCPI, Appli-Card, 14 features

4Mhz $ 295 $ 235

6 Mhz $ 375 $275

RH Electronics, Super Fanll $ 75 $59
SSM. A10 II, Serial/Para Interface S 225 $169

TO Praduets. Game Paddles (Ik) $40 $29
Joystick (Ik) $ 60 S 45

Select-A-Port (11+) S 60 $ 45

Trak Ball (Ik) $ 65 $ 44

WICO. Trackball (Apll/lk) $ 80 $55

Apple Computer, inc.

Apple Fortran

Apple Writer II

How to! (Educational)

Apple Logo

50% off other Apple Inc. software

Applied Soft Tech.. VersaForm S 389

Artscl. MagicWindow II NEW! S 150

AsMoR-Tate, dBase II (CP/M) with

User's Guide by Software Banc

Continental, GL. AR, AP or PR ea

1st Class Mail

Home Accountant

iiaydcn. Pie Writer (Specify brd.

Hioh Tech.. Job Cost Control

Info Master

llMfird Softt

Real Estate Analyzer II

Tax Preparer

Info. Unllm.. Easywriter (PRO)

UK, Letter Perfect w/Mail Merge

Micro Craft. (CP/M)

Professional Billkeeper

Verdict. (Legal Billing)

MIcrs Lab, Tax Manager
Micro Pro, (all CP/M)

InfoStar

Report Star

WordStar®

Mail Merge'

SpellStar'"

SPECIAL! All 3 above

Data Star™

Microsoft, Mult! Plan (CP/M)

Multi-Plan (DOS 3.3) New!

Mute. Super Text 40/80

Super Text 40/56/70 New!

On-Llne, Screenwriter II

The Dictionary

General Manager

200

150

50

175

730

250

75

75

170

750

189

195

225

175

150

750

750

180

Training Manual

495

350

495

250

250

895

295

275

275

175

125

130

New!S 100

New!S 230

OUR

PRICE

$159

$119

S 25

$149

Cill

S265

S 99

$439

$169

S 49

S 49

$ 99

S350

$119

$129

SI 49

S119

$ 99

S395

$395

$119

S329

S229

SI 99

Call

Call

Call

Call

S17S

$175

$129

S 95

S 89

S 69

$155

OUR
SPRICE

$239

$130

$289

$475

S 85

$119

$169

$56

Periact, Perfect Writer $ 495

Perfect Speller $ 295
Perfect Filer $ 595

Quality, GBS w/3 gen (a DBMS) S 650

Sensible, Sens. Speller, specify S 125

' Silcon Valley. Word Handler $ 250

Sof./Sys., Executive Secretary $250
Executive Speller $ 75

Software OiMmiom/Syslan Phis.

Acctg. Plus. General Ledger $ 425
Acctg. Plus, 6L, AP and A/R S 995

Acctg. Plus, above * Inventory S1395

SaNwinhlMMiiiO. PFS: File $ 140

PFS: Report S 125

PFS: Graph $ 140

Southeastern Data Capture, call to specify

STC, The Creator NEW! $ 200

Stenewars, DB Master $ 229

DB Utility I or II $ 99
Videx,

Applewriter II preboot disk $ 20
VisicalcSOcol. preboot disk S 50

Visicalc 80 col. to 176K disk S 90

VIsiCorp/Psrsonal Sanwart.

Visicalc 3.3 $ 250 $179
VtslCerp/Pirsanal Seflwire.

Visicalc 3.3 S 250

VisiFile or VisiOex, each S 250

$595

$775

$95
S 85

$ 95

$139

$156

$00

$ IS

S 39

S 69

St 79

$179

Osborne/C.P. Soft. (Disk and Book)

Some Common Basic Programs

75 Business, Statistics and Math

programs for the Apple 11 $ 100 $ 40

Practical Basic Programs

40 more very valuable programs

beyond "Some Com BasicProg' S 100 $40
Peachtree, Requires CP/M & MBASIC, 40 columns

Series 40 GL & AR & AP, all 3 S 595 $395

Series 40 Inv. or Pay , ea $ 400 $275

Series9Text&Spell&Mail.all3$ 595 $395

UTILITY & DEVELOPMENT
Reagle, Utility City $ 30 $ 22

DOS Boss $ 24 $ 10

Apple Mechanic $ 30 $ 22
Central Point Software

* Filer, DOS Utility $20 S 15

Copy II Plus (bit copier) $40 $35
Epson. Graphics Dump S 15 $9
Insoft,

GraFORTH by Paul Lutus $ 75 $ 50

TransFORTH II by Paul Lotus $125 $00
Mlcrssoft,

A.L.D.S. $ 125 S 75

BASIC Compiler $ 395 $200

CobolSO S 750 $559

Fortran 80 $ 195 $149

TASC Compiler $ 175 $159

r- Omega, Locksmith (bit copier) $100 $75
Penguin, Comp. Graphics Sys. New! S 70 S 53

Graphics Magician New! $ 60 $41
Phoenix, Zoom Grafix $ 40 $ 20

QuaNty, Bag of Tricks New!$ 40 $29
Samm Systems, VC-Expand $100 $49

VC-Expand80 $ 125 $60
SensHilc, Back It Up, (bit copier) $ 60 $40

HOME & EDUCATION
Ceirtinental, Home Accountant $ 75 $ 49

OTKIR BRANOS AND PRMIMMS IN STOCK. CALL

THE WORLD'S LARGEST COMPUTER MAIL ORDER FIRM

Computer Exchange
ALL MAIL: P.O. Box 23068, Portland, OR 97223

SHOWROOM AT 1 1507D SW PACIFIC HWY., PORTLAND. OR, OPEN M-SAT 10-5

CIRCLE 130 ON READER SERVICE CARD

WHILE THEY LAST

m OVERSTOCK SPECIALS i

FOR APPLE ll/il-t^/lle

CemX16KiV\MCard.2Yr WarrantyS 179 S 39

Micresoft 16K RAMCard $ 100 S 60

Saturn Systems. 32K RAM Card $ 249 StOO

MAO.SupRtermSOcol. $ 375 $290

IMw Videoterm. 80 column card $ 345 $229

CCS, Serial Interface 7710A $ ISO »20
C^troflics Interface 7728 $ ttO SOS
Calender Cioci(7424A $120 $96
Centronics Interface 7720B $120 $05
Pro. WordStar* (CP/M) $ 495 $109

WcraCeii, Micro Courier $ 250 $125

Micro Telegram $ 2S0 $125

Cander. Condor Jr. for ALS Smarterm

(CP/M) $195 $50

JUs Month 50% OFF Whtle They Last

Mdl Hardware and Software

AHM, 400 and 600 Peripheriais and Software

NEC, 8001 Hardware and Software

iUMOEX. OP8000. Dot Matrix Printer, $495

AXLON The Leader m Atari Add-on's

Hafflpower 120K System (600) $ 475 $350

Trlni l^a'npower48KModule(for400) $ m $135
AIAKI Rampower32K(400or800) $120 $I0

iMttCM O^gaestfG DIsicotte $ 15 $ 12

VfSA

ir Means a BEST buy

AD #965
NATIONAL
ORDER DESK TOLL FREE
(800) 547-1289

All Other Orders including Oregon: 24&€i

Hot Lines For Information

On Your Order

(503) 245-7404



GUIDE TO VIC-20
PROGRAMMING

If you've purchased a VIC-20 recently, you

probably know all about playing its great

games. But if you're now ready to learn

about computer programming, it's time you
discovered Getting Acquainted With Your

VIC-20.

This newlyrevised book is a step-by-step

guide to programming your VIC. Starting

with the functions and commands of the

BASIC language, it quickly teaches you how
to write and adapt programs on your own.

And then it shows you how to write pro-

grams to take full advantage of your com-
puter's outstanding color, sound and music
capabilities!

Even if you've never touched a computer

before, the easy "learn by doing" tech-

niques-coupled with the more than 60

programs in the book-will mak^ you an
expert VIC programmer in no time.

Fbr parents and educators, there'a sec-

tion on "VIC as Teacher" that can help you

use your computer as a powerful children's

learning aid in the classroom or at home.
Get the most from your new VIC-20.

Older your copy of Getting Acquainted
With Your VIC-20 todayl

SV'z'' X 8^2^ softcover.

Over 60 full program listings.

VIC is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines.

For faster service, PHONE TOLL FREE:

800-631-8112
an N] 201-540-0445)"

I

Also available at your local

bookstore or computer store.

HCREATIVE^OMPUTIN^^
I

Dept. ND3C 39 East Hanov^ Ave., Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Please send me Getting Acquainted

With Your VIC-20 at $8.95* plus $2.00 postage and
handling each. Outside USA add $3.00 per order.

#15R

PAYMENT ENCLOSED $ *Resi-

dents of CA, NJ and NY State add applicable

sales tax.)

CHARGE MY:
(Charge and phone orders $10 minimum)
0 American Express

MasterCard Visa

Card No., Hxp. Date.

I

Signature.

IMr./Mrs./Ms
(please print full name)

Address . Apt ..

City.

I

I

I
State/Zip.

I
Send me a FREE Creative Computing Catalog.

|

CIRCLE 131 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Learning Can Be Fun, continued..,

Tic Tac Show
Tic Tac Show is an entertaining educa-

tional game which simulates a TV game
show. The moderator sits at the left and

talks to you out of a cartoon-style bal-

loon. On the front of her desk is the

iscore for the two players. To the right is

a large tic tac toe game board with the

numbers 1 to 9 on the playing positions.

Carol, the moderator, asks you to

choose a number from 1 to 9. After you
choose, a question is displayed. If you

answer the question correctly, that block

is filled in on the tic tac toe board in

your color. Next, it is the turn of the

other player (or the computer if you are

playing alone). So, effectively this is a

game of tic tac toe with the X's and O's

being placed based on correct answers to

various questions—reminiscent of the

old TV game show Tic Tac Dough,

The disk containing the game pro-

gram has 14 categories of questions such

as computers, sports facts, French

vocabulary, Mother Goose, skiing, and

myths. Additional subject disks with

nearly 600 questions on each retail for

$19.95 apiece.

However, if you cannot find a subject

that you like, the game disk contains its

own authoring system which allows you

to type in your questions and answers

and save them on the disk. In this way,

you can create an entirely new topic or

topics. You can also add, edit, or delete

questions from the existing series.

To add some spice to the game (after

GPeative GonzpafefR^
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Tic Tac Show

Type: Educ^itional game

System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk

laapiage: Machine

Summary: New CAI variation

Price: $39.95

Mamtfaetiirer:

Computer Advanced Ideas

1442A Walnut St., Suite 341

Berkeley, CA 94709

all, tic tac toe is a bit dull), the designers

have included a "wildcard" function.

When this comes up in the game, the

current player gets an automatic pass

(equivalent to a correct answer). In addi-

tion, in a tie game when the ninth square

is about to be played, the moderator

occasionally offers to toss a coin to de-

cide which player gets it. More than

once, I have lost this coin toss to the

computer, and the computer is never

wrong.
In summary, the concept, presenta-

tion and animation of 77c Tac Show are

outstanding. The editing mode allows it

to be adapted to a wide range of abilities,

age groups and topics. We give it our top

grade.

Big Math Attack

Big Math Attack is a mathematics

drill and practice program in the guise of

a Missile Command type of game.

At the beginning you choose which of

the four basic mathematics operations

(addition, subtraction, multiplication,

and division) you want and at which of

two levels you wish to play.

A stylized city that is under attack ap-

pears near the bottom of the screen. The
words ''Landed" and *'Score" are

ir.:i

r-

II M II 1.1[![=i3

printed under the city. A rocket ship

speeds across the top of the screen drop-

ping an equation such as 4 + 2 or 6 x 9.

You use the keyboard to enter the an-

swer. Unfortunately, since the answer is

being reproduced on the screen in high-

resolution graphics, it takes quite a while

to reproduce each numeral. Con-
sequently, you may type 12 very quickly

as the answer to a problem, only to find

that the computer has accepted only the

first numeral, 1. Although most players

were able to adjust, we found some were

more bothered by this time delay than

others. The delay is especially annoying

because speed is critical to the game
score. The quicker an equation is de-

stroyed, the more points are awarded.

At first, the equations drop very slowly

on the city. As more equations are

solved correctly, the speed of their

descent increases.

Creative Computing Software Buyer's Guid(



Unfortunately, there is no way to cor-

rect a typing mistake. Even if you have

plenty of time before the equation lands

on the city, once you make a mistake,

you are stuck with it.

The game ends when five equations

have landed (five missed problems) or

when a maximum score of 5000 is

reached.

The sound effects are interesting at

first, but become old fast. For classroom

use, it would be highly desirable to have

a way to disable the sound effects, but

none is included on the disk.

GPeative Gompntln^
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Big Math Attack

Type: Educational game

System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk or cassette

Summary: Math drill and practice

Price: $25

Manufacturer:
T.H.E.S.I.S.

P.O. Box 147

Garden City, MI 48135

(313) 595-^1722

Despite its shortcomings, Big Math
Attack probably provides a higher level

of motivation than other, more mundane
drill and practice exercises. Two years

ago, the execution would have been

considered outstanding; today we expect

more.

Multjploy

According to the instruction booklet,

''Multiploy combines the excitement of

an arcade game with the challenge of

learning and practicing arithmetic

skills." Well, yes and no.

To play the game, you us"fe the key-

board to enter answers to problems that

appear in four descending Problem

Ships. A correct answer in your Answer
Window causes a ray to be fired from the

Answer Base which destroys one Prpb-

GPeative coiapatiR^
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Multiploy

Type: Arithmetic game

Author: Paul Coletta

System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Speedy drill

Price: $24.95

Manufacturer:

Reston Publishing Co.

Reston, VA 22090

THE TECH
TM

SHIRT

The TECH ShirtTw with the CRT
design is "The Symbol of High
Tech", designed exclusively for

the high-tech professional and
home computer enthusiast.

The TECH Shirt is made of the

popular LaCoste knit with a

fashion-knit collar and rep-

resents the high quality and
classic styling that is the stan-

dard in fine casual wear.

Now for $21.95 each, this

fashionable collection of shirts

is available in four colors: light

yellow, kelly green, navy blue

and scarlet. You can order by
using your MasterCard, Visa, or

send check or money order to:

TECH
TM

Products

NAME: _
ADDRESS:

CITY:

945 Concord Street

Framingham, MA 01701

QUANTITY COLOR SIZE(S-M-LXL) CHARGE

STATE: ZIP:

( ) Check or Money Order Enclosed

) MasterCard # :

) Vlsa#

Expiration Date:

Sigriatyre

SHIPPING & HANDLING:

TOTAL CHARGE:

DEALER INQUIRIES
INVITED

$1.50

CIRCLE 132 ON READER SERVICE CARD

At last! A screen generata package that lets you produce clear, uncluttered,

professional quallly monitor screen fomrKats. Just a few lines ofcode in your BASIC

is all it tal<es with IVIiaoscreens. Now you can develop selection menus, data-

entry, inquiry display and much rrxxe . . . quickly and easily . .
.
with Mbroscreeris

because Microscreens:

• provides configuration routines for rrxnitor control characters. Permits use on

any rrK^nitor. • provides a "DRAW" program. Enables programrrer tocreateany

screen format on a blank screen. • provides protected, unprotected and

variable usage fields. • provides editing of input to data-entry screens and full

date validity checking. • provides highlighting arx:! reverse vkjeo features

useage (when available on your monitor). • lets you position the cursor at the

beginning of any data input field. • provides six different escape codes for help,

emergency stop a any other abnormal complication of input. • can be

INCLUDE'd in CP/M® BASIC compiled programs or MERGE'd with the

MICROSOF® BASIC Interpreter forApple II with Softcard®. • 3K merrxxy for screen

handling routines; frequently less frian yourown code fa monitor irput / output

.

• is a maximum flexibility screen generator. Reduces your programming time as

much as 40%. ORDER NOA/. $119.00

Please sotkI me rny MIcroscieens program so I con begin

to get quick and easy protessional quality monitor screens.

Circle hardware BASlC-80 Compiler

CBASIC Compiler MB^ Conrpiler

CB80 Corrpiler MBASC Interpreter tor Apple CP/M

DEALER INQUIRIK INVUHD

Name .

Address

City, State, Zip

Phore

MCA/isa Exp. date
PO BOX 87

BUCKFIELD MAINE 04220 USA
207 336 2500

t/\pptell'"of Apple ConputerJrx:,Mict060ft;^M

j
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Learning Can Be Fun, continued...

lem Ship. If you enter an incorrect an-

swer, the Problem Ship(s) continue to

drop, and the wrong answer disappears

from the Answer Window.
To speed up play of the game on lower

levels, the return key may be pressed

to clear the Answer Window of an in-
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correct answer or to fire a ray before the

computer normally would.

If a Problem Ship is not destroyed by

the time it descends about half way
down the screen, an indicator starts to

blink, warning you that the Problem

Ship will soon begin to shoot back. You
may continue to enter answers until the

Problem Ship either makes a direct hit

on the Answer Base or becomes a

Missed Problem.

The game ends when all the Problem
Ships have been eliminated or when a

Problem Ship destroys your Answer
Base. You are then given a rank based

on the number of Problem Ships you
eliminated.

In playing Multiploy, you can choose

an arithmetic operation (-f-,-,x,-r), level

of difficulty (1 to 3), and regular or

"hghtning" speed. We found these op-

tions provided a suitable starting point

for most youngsters in the target age

range of 4 to 14. You might want to give

that precocious kid multiplication prob-

lems at Level 3, lightning speed. Just for

grins, I tried it and got a score of 8 (out

of a possible 40) for a rank of Uniploy.

While. Multiploy superficially resem-

bles an arcade game with its four flying

saucers and laser ray, it is actually drill

and practice with a fancy timing mecha-
nism. It held the interest of some of the

youngsters who played it here although

to a lesser extent than Broderbund's

Dueling Digits (an equation building

game in the arcade genre). Thus we sug-

gest that Multiploy, like most educa-

tional games, be used with adult

supervision and encouragement.

Fractions

—Basic Concepts

The Fractions—Basic Concepts disk is

one of a series of eight learning packages

in the Arithmetic Classroom series from

Sterhng Swift Publishing. Each one is

packaged in a 7" x 9" three-ring binder

which contains brief instructions for

loading and using the disk, two sets of

practice exercises, five copies of a stu-

dent achievement record, and an answer

key for the practice exercises.

The Arithmetic Classroom series is

virtually identical to Swift's Elementary

Mathematics Learning series except that

it does not include the learning manage-
ment system which contains mastery

tests, diagnostic/prescriptive functions

and an achievement record keeping sys-

tem for up to 200 students. The
Arithmetic Classroom is available on

eight individual tutorial disks for $49.95

each. A three-game disk for reinforce-

ment costs $29.95. The EMCL system

with the learning management disks

costs considerably more. Thus, the

Arithmetic Classroom disks, despite

their name, seem most suitable for home

5 of these
letters

are S ' s . .
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_5
9

letters
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are 9
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PRESS RETURN I

use, although schools might want to get

individual units.

The Fractions—Basic Concepts pack-

age is typical of the other eight. There
are five lessons on the disk, each of

which starts out with a tutorial. You are

led through this tutorial by a cute

androgynous (of indeterminate sex) car-

toon character. The tutorial is a

combination of text and graphics, al-

though no color or sound is used.

SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Fractions—^Basic Concepts

Hfptt Educational tutorial

Authors: Fawzy Tibrahim,

David N. McClintock and
Patricia M. MulUnix

System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk

Summary: Comprehensive learning

system

Price: $49.95

Manufacturer:

SterUng Swift Publishing Company
1600 Fortview Rd.

Austin, TX 78704

Following the tutorial, six related prob-

lems are presented for you to answer.

After each answer, your friendly elec-

tronic tutor (shall we call him/her
Terry?) gives you reinforcement by

dancing a jig, juggling his head, or

shooting an arrow which is actually your

MASTERY SCORE 3

,YOUR SCORE 2

What fractional
part of this

rod is shadttd?

name. If you miss a problem, Terry is

not content merely to flash the correct

answer; rather he reviews the procedure

for obtaining it.

After the six problems, Terry shows

your score and asks if you would like to

review the concept further or go on to

the next lesson. If you have completed

several skills, before going on to the next

one, Terry gives you a short mastery test

of all of the previous ones. Again,

corrective feedback is provided if you

stumble on any of the problems.

The five student achievement record

sheets (which may be copied) provided

in the manual are a good place for keep-

ing track of the progress of different

members of the family or students in the

classroom.

In our previous review, we were

enthusiastic about the Swift Elementary

Mathematics Classroom Learning Sys-

tem. We are equally enthusiastic about

the Arithmetic Classroom. We hke the

objective-based tutorial approach, the

drill and practice exercises which rarely

repeat, the excellent feedback in the

event of an error, and the positive

reinforcement for correct responses.

Our only negative observation is that

Sterling Swift does not have a policy for

obtaining back-up disks. They charge

$9.95 for a replacement of the original

disk. This seems a bit steep to us.
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Learning Can Be Fun, continued...

Edu-Ware Fractions

The Edu- Ware Fractions disk contains

four major components: a learning man-
ager system which allows an adult (par-

ent or teacher) to tailor the presentation

of the instructional materials, a pre-test

which measures the learner's knowledge
and skills before entering any of the

learning modules, six learning units each
designed to teach a different skill used in

fraction computations, and a post-test

which assesses the learner's new skills

after completing the units.

The six learning units cover defi-

nitions and parts of the fraction, de-

nominators, and fraction arithmetic

(addition, subtraction, multiplication,

and division).

Each learning unit consists of ten

pages (screens) of instructional material.

Pages are all done in high-resolution

graphics and use upper and lower case

letters, diagrams, and animation where
appropriate. Some of the pages are defi-

nitions and demonstrations, while others

require the user to fill in one or more
blanks or complete a problem. These
frames lead the user step-by-step
through each part of the learning

experience.

Foi* example, one of the more difficult

conceptual skills for learners to master is

that of equality. Hence, the unit on de-

nominators introduces examples of frac-

GPeative goirpziUr^
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Edu-Ware Fractions

Type: Tutorial

Author: Sherwin Steffin, et al.

System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk

Summary: Fraction tutorial

Price: $49

Manufacturer:

Edu-Ware Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 22222

Agoura, CA 91301
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tional manipulation and gives the

learner considerable practice. Skills in-

troduced are: changing denominators,

finding the common denominator by us-

ing prime factors, reducing denomi-
nators, and finding the lowest common
denominator. Once the user has mas-
tered these skills, he will have a much
easier time with the units on addition,

subtraction, multiplication and division

of fractions.

The user can move from any page in a

learning module to either the next page or

Scrambling Words

Within the past year, many manufac-
turers have brought word scramble pro-

grams to the market. In this

comparative review, we'll take a look at

three such programs. Before rushing out

to buy one of these, you may want to

consider just what educational value

they have. Scrambled word exercises are

not in wide use in school curricula. The
computer makes it easy to mix up the

letters of a word, present it, and accept

guesses for the unscrambled word. But
does that help the student spell the word
or recognize it in context? Simply be-

cause something can be done does not

automatically mean it should be done.

But if you think scrambled word ex-

ercises are worthwhile, read on.

All three programs have certain ele-

ments in common. All have two main
parts. The first part presents the scram-

bled words, and then requires the user to

type the. unscrambled words. A second
part of each package is an editor which
allows a teacher or parent to enter lists

of words, change words on existing lists,

display lists of words and the like.

Magic Spells by Leslie Grimm of Ad-
vanced Learning Technology is distrib-

uted by Apple Computer's Special

Delivery Software Division. Of the three

programs, this is the closest to a game.
The disk opens with a high resolution

graphic welcoming you to Spells Valley.

You journey from there to the Kingdom
of Spells where you meet the Wizard of

Spells, who has twelve lists of twenty

words each to be unscrambled. You can

select any one of the lists.

The instructions tell us, "There are

twenty chests of gold and jewels hidden
throughout the castle. Each one may be

opened if you know the right spell

"A word of warning . . . you are not

alone in the Castle of Spells. The spelling

demon will be close behind, waiting to

take some of your treasure should you
fail to give the correct spell."

At the beginning of the game, you are

shown a screen with ten unscrambled
words on it. If you wish, you can write

these words down on a piece of paper.

Pressing return displays the second
half of the list. The word lists that come
with the disk are also found in the

appendix to the manual.

The unscrambhng process then be-

gins. Twenty closed treasure chests are

pictured at the top of the screen. A
scrambled word is shown in the center of

the screen. You type your gum for the

word below it. If your guess is correct,

the first treasure chest pops open and

GPeative Gompntin^
SOFTWARE PROHLE

Name: Magic Spells

Type: Educational game

Author: Leslie M. Grimm
System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk

Summary: Unscramble words

Price: $45

Manufacturer:

Special Delivery Software

10260 Bandiey Dr.

Cupertino, CA 95014

you are awarded a number of points

corresponding to the number of letters in

the word.

If you spell the word incorrectly, a

clue appears below the scrambled word.

The clue shows the letters you placed in

the correct position and question marks
in the other positions. This clue remains
on the screen as you try to guess the

word again. You can try for the word as

often as you wish. When you get it, the

treasure chest is replaced by the demon,
indicating the word was spelled without
help but in more than one try. You and
the demon divide the points for that

If you just can't guess the word at all, j
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you likedjumping over barrels and climbing
ladders to save damsels in distress, you 'II love

the blazing excitement ofJUMPMAN. Your
incredible speed andjet boosters let you leap
from girder to girder, scale ladders^and ropes
to disarm the bombs planted in Jupiter Head-
quarters. BuWt's not easy and there are thirty

levels of diffifulty. You 'II have to dodge missiles,

killer robotsfflying saucers, crumbling girders

and vanish^g escape routes. In the heat of

battle, JUMPMAN must keep a cool head.

Award-Winning
Computer Games

Epyx, 1043 Kiel Court, Sunnyvale, California 94086
CIRCLE 135 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DONKEY KONG is a trademark ol NiiiikiuIo oI Aincficn, Inc



Learning Can Be Fun, continued...

the preceding one by pressing the right

or left arrow key respectively.

For those who prefer to get directly

into using the learning modules, the

learning manager system is not required.

However, the use of it allows a great

deal of flexibility in tailoring the learn-

ing experience to an individual user. For
example, the instructional material can

be presented in a sequence which you
preselect, you can let the pre-test select

the learning sequence, or let the learner

choose his own learning sequence. You
can change the number of incorrect re-

sponses the learner is allowed for a prac-

tice problem before the system will take

him back to review material. You can

add or delete units to be tested in the

pre-test or post-test, change the number
of problems, view pre-test or post-test

scores, and so on.

The 14-page instruction manual de-

scribes the use of the disk in detail, dis-

cusses the learning manager system and
options, and describes the instructional

model (assumptions, objectives, sequenc-

ing, classroom utilization) of the
package.

Edu-Ware Fractions is one of a series

of programs from Edu-Ware Services,

all of which we have found to be of ex-

cellent quality. We also applaud Edu-
Ware for their policy providing low cost

($5.00) updates of their packages when
new ones are released.

Read And Solve

Math Problems

Read and Solve Math Problems is

called in the manufacturer literature, "a

progressive tutorial and drill program
that teaches the important elements of

word problems and conversion of writ-

ten problems to number problems. The
program allows interaction between the

student and the computer, provides

reinforcement of all concepts, and
reteaching where necessary. The pro-

gram is self-scoring and will not allow

the student to progress to higher level

concepts until the previous lesson has

been mastered."

There are ten lessons, five on each

disk. The first two lessons focus on find-

ing the key words in addition and
subtraction problems. The student is

given a series of problem statements in

which he must identify words such as

"altogether, in all, total, fewer, and
smaller."

The lessons then progress to writing

KAV HAS il FISH. oAM HAS 9 FISH AND

JIM HAS 8 FISH. HOW MANY FISH IS

THIS IN ALL?

11+8+9= N

2 8 FISH

TYPE YOUR ANSWER WITH ITS LABEL)

i

you can type an * and the unscrambled

iword will replace the scrambled one.

iiowever, in this case you get an empty
treasure chest and the demon takes all of

the points for that word.

At the end of the game, your final

score is displayed until you go back to

the main menu.
The editor portion of the disk called

Spells Writer has five options:

1. Enter a new list of words
2. Delete an old list of words
3. View a list of words
4. See list of file names
5. Copy list on printer

There are also options to make back-

up copies of the disk, replace back-up

copies, and make word list disks. Each
lof these editing functions is fully de-

scribed in the comprehensive 25-page

manual. Words may consist of upper

and lower case letters, apostrophes, hy-

phens, and periods. The left arrow may
be used to correct a spelling mistake

both while entering words with Spells

Writer and while playing the game.

The only problem we experienced

with the disk is that it is not tolerant of

rapid typing when you are playing the

game. This is because each letter is

shown on the high resolution screen and
it takes time for the computer to draw
the letter and get ready to accept the

next one. Error trapping is excellent,

and pressing reset in the middle of the

game is the only way to hang up the pro-

gram that we found. The package comes
with both a master and a back-up disk

and is an all-around professional job.

Scramble by Ahead Designs is similar

in concept to Magic Spells but not in

execution.

Upon loading the disk, the user is di-

rected to "Enter your name." The screen

then displays the 20 words in word file

A- These are displayed one at a time;

pressing REitiRN brings up the next

word. This is a rather time consuming

MIIIIHHIIillll "TZIZITZl
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procedure compared to displaying the

list in two groups of ten words each.

After the list of unscrambled words
has been displayed, the game starts. As
in Magic Spells, the screen is divided

into three parts. The top part has a grid

of 40 rectangles (4 x 10), each one being

worth five points. The center part of the

screen displays the scrambled word. If

you spell it correctly on the first try, two
rectangles in the grid are filled in for a

score of ten points. If you spell it in-

correctly, there is no clue given. Instead,

the scrambled word is rescrambled and

shown again. In many cases, this second

scrambling is helpful in that it shows dif-

ferent letter combinations and may point

the user to the correct word.

You have two tries to spell the word

correctly. If you spell it correctly on the

second try, your score increases by fivt

points. A misspelled word on the second

try causes **incorrect" to appear at the

bottom of the screen and the word
automatically presented correctly

spelled. A new scrambled word then

appears.

It your score reaches 180 or higherj

"Super Speller" is displayed. Upon
entering the last word, you almost im-j

mediately get the message, "Game|
Over," and the screen is erased in

preparation for a new user who is di-:

rected to "enter your name."
We found that some users were dis-

appointed that their score disappeared

so quickly and could then be viewed

only by entering the Teacher Utilit

GPeative coiRpatiR^
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Scramble

Type: Educational game

Author: Sandy Head

System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk

Svmxmyi Unscramble words

Price: $15.95

Manufacturer:

Ahead Designs

699 North Vulcan
Encinitas, CA 92024

(619) 436-4071
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GPeafcive Gompntln^
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Read And Solve

Math Problems

Type: Tutorial

Authors: Anne Edson and
Allan Schwartz

System: Apple, Pet, or TRS-80

Format: Cassette or disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Learn to solve

word problems

Price: 5 cassettes $78,

2 disks $85

Manufacturer:

Educational Activities Inc.

P.O. Box 392

Freeport, NY 11520

(516) 223-4666

equations and using them to solve addi-

tion and subtraction problems. Since the

package is geared to grades 4 to 6, the

equations are relatively simple and con-
sist of problems such as

31 4- 18 = n
The second disk goes on to multiplica-

tion and division problems along with
more addition and subtraction problems,
although no problems combine more
than one numeric operator.

After a basic concept is explained, a

typical screen presents a problem in the

top two or three lines. For example,
"there were 72 people at the rides. Each
car at the rides could hold 8 people.

How many cars were needed?"
The student is then asked to type in

the left side of the equation, in this case,

"72/8." He is next asked for the vari-

able, which is always n, and is told to

solve for n. Finally he is asked to type in

his answer with its label, in this case "9

cars." After each correct answer, the

word "great," "correct," or "right" ap-

pears on the screen in a cute graphic
form accompanied by some beeps and
boops. After ail the problems in one les-

son have been completed, a final score is

given by means of another cute animated
graphic presentation.

Included with the package are ten

reproducible activity masters to re-

inforce the concepts presented and four

masters for use as pre- and post-test.

Read and Solve Math Problems is a

good solid tutorial and drill package and
should find favorable acceptance in the

classroom.

Golf Classic and
Compubar

Golf Classic provides practice in

estimating angles and lengths. When the

program is loaded, a bird's eye view of
one hole on a golf course appears on the
screen. The ball is shown on the tee.

Your object is to "hit" the ball into the
hole on the green with the fewest pos-

sible strokes. When it is your turn, the
program asks, "What angle would you
like to use?" You enter an angle between

menu. Calling this menu is also the only

way to change the starling word list.

The Teacher Utility also allows de-

fault parameters to be changed, a word
file to be copied, edited, or displayed and
the list of student scores to be displayed.

The grade book records the scores of up
to 30 students. The scores are not saved

on the disk so they are lost, of course, if

the computer is turned off or resht is

pressed.

The disk is not copy protected so it

may be copied on a blank disk for regu-

lar use while the master disk is kept in a

safe place.

The Avant-Garde disk, Word Scram-
bler <fe Super Speller includes 4 spelling

practice program in addition to the word
scrambler program which some users

may find desirable.

The first time we loaded the disk we
were a bit put off. The opening title on
the disk takes an interminably long time

to appear, and the prompts and instruc-

tions for using the disk are somewhat
cryptic. There is no instruction manual
or sheet with the package, and after it

was loaded we pressed reset at an in-

opportune moment causing the disk to

self-d^truct. Perhaps Avant-Garde has

deemed a copy protection scheme of this

type necessary, but we think that most
users will find it undesirable.

We were more careful with the

replacement and had no further trouble.

Unlike the other scramble programs,

this one does not show the word list in

advance. Instead, if you select the

scramble option, you are asked for the

amount of time you wish to allow to de-

cipher a word and which of the three

word lists you wish to use. There are

lists for students in Grades 0-3 (words
with two to four letters). Grades 4-8

(four to eight letters) and "experts" (five

to fourteen letters).

The scrambled letters of a word ap-

pear on the screen along with a counter

indicating the seconds remaining to

guess the word. We found this made
some users very nervous, and caused
them to "clutch" as in a timed exam.
When you type in a guess, the pro-

gram indicates the number of letters that

are in the correct positions, but not

which ones they are. You get three

guesses to get the word, and you receive

one point if you get it without a hint and
one-half point if you need a hint.

One feature to which we object in this

GPeative computing
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Name: Word Scrambler &
Super Speller

Type: Educational game

System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Unscramble words

Price: $19.95

Manufacturer:

Avant-Garde Creations

P.O. 30160
Eugene, OR 97403

(503) 345-3043
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program is that a correctly spelled word
is considered wrong if it is not the one
the program is seeking. For example, the

scrambled letters SINP appeared. We
entered SNIP and were told "That's not

it. Try again." Okay, we put in PINS.
Wrong again. Last try, NIPS. Wrong
again. The word the program was look-

ing for? SPIN.
In the spelling practice mode of opera-

tion, a word is quickly flashed on the

screen, and you must type it in. As with
the word scrambler, you get three tries

to get it. Incidentally, flash card

presentations are alternated with scram-
bled words if you select the scramble
option.

Like the other programs, this one al-

lows you to enter your own lists of prac-

tice spelling words.

All in all, we felt that Word Scrambler
& Super Speller was the least user-

iriendiy of the three packages. However,
it offers the additional flash card spelling

practice mode that the others do not and
thus may better meet your needs.
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Learning Can Be Fun, continued...

0 and 360 degrees and press the return
key. You may enter negative angles if

you wish.

A diagram in the lower right corner of

the screen shows a circle with four an-

gular directions marked on it, 0, 90, 1 80,

and 270 degrees. Pressing H puts a grid

over your ball to assist you further.

After you have entered the angle you
wish, the computer asks, "How many
units long?" A line one unit long is

shown in the lower corner of the screen.

The unit length is different each time

you play a round. You may enter your

unit length using decimals as well as

whole numbers.

Once you land on the green, the com-
puter putts for you and tells you how
many putts you took. Of course, the

closer you land to the hole, the fewer

putts the computer has to take for you.

There is a one-stroke penalty for going

out of bounds or into a water hazard.

When you are shooting from a sand

trap, your ball may go at a slightly dif-

ferent angle or distance than you chose.

The game may be played by one to

four players. A reusable scorecard,

which may be marked with a wax
crayon or water-soluble marker, is in-

cluded with the software package.

Compubar, according to the package,

"provides practice in reading graphs,

constructing arithmetic expressions, and
mental addition and subtraction."

At the start of the game, five blue bars

between one and fifteen units long are

displayed in the top two-thirds of the

screen. At the bottom of the screen, a

green bar is displayed, also between one

and fifteen units in length. A horizontal

(x) axis with unit markers and labels at

0, 5, 10, and 15 is shown in the center of

the screen between the blue bars and the

green bar.

Your objective is to combine three or

more bars, from the blue graph to form a

creative compatiRg
SOFTWARE PROFIL#E

Name: Golf Classic and Compubar

Type: Educational game

Author: William Kraus

System: 16K Atari 400 or 800

(cassette), 32K Atari 800 (disk)

Format: Disk or cassette

Language: Machine

Summary: Learn to estimate

angles and length

Price: $29.95 (cassette),

$32.95 (disk)

Manufacturer:
' EduFun! Division

Milhken Publishing Co.

1100 Research Blvd.

St. Louis, MO 63132

bar the same length as the green goal bar

shown below. You may use each blue

bar only once.

You press + to add a bar, - to sub-

tract a bar, and S to stop when you have

completed your answer. If the red bar

you have made is the same length as the

green goal bar, you win. Perfect scores

earn a display of fireworks when you
stop.

We found in playing Compubar that,

in general, the answer must be com-
pletely thought out before starting to

add and subtract bars. For example, in

one problem we had blue bars that were

11, 9, 5, 3, and 2 units in length. Our
goal was to construct a bar 15 units in

length. Only one solution is possible (11

-h 2 - 3 + 5 = 15). Trial and error was
not likely to yield this solution, particu-

larly since you are not permitted to

make a bar less than 0 nor more than 15

units long at any time.

A reusable Compubar card on which

you may use a crayon or iparker to

shade in bars and try to combine them is

provided. We found however, that most
users preferred to form an algebraic ex-

pression and simply add and subtract

numbers rather than manipulating bars.

On the other hand, the algebraic ap-

proach probably provides practice in

skills that are at least as valuable as

manipulating the bars.

We would have preferred that the pro-

gram not return to the initial title after

completing an exercise but instead pro-

vide the opportunity for another student

or group of students to play the same
game. We feel this approach is particu-

larly desirable on the Atari computer
given its rather long load times. Never-

theless, the package is well done and
representative of the high quality pro-

grams in the Milliken EduFun! series.

Word Families

Word Families contains three different

categories of material: beginning con-

sonants, ending consonants, and medial

vowels.

Upon loading the disk, you are asked

to enter your name. You are then given a

choice of nine groups of words, three in

each of the three categories mentioned
above. The word list is loaded and shuf-

fled and then presented, one word at a

time, at the top of the screen.

A word appears with one letter under-

lined. Below it are four additional let-

ters. From this group you select the

letters that will make a complete word
when substituted for the underlined let-

ter. If your selection is corriect, the letter

disappears from the list and the new
word appears on the stylized TV screen

at the bottom of the screen. If your

SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Word Families

Type: Educational drill

Author: Robert Hartley

System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Learn families of words

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Hartley Courseware Inc.

P.O. Box 431

Dimondale, MI 48821

(616) 942-8987

selection is incorrect, the response is re-

corded on the student file, but the screen

does not change. After finding all of the

words within a group, an X shows in a

small box at the right of the screen. This

signals the user to press return to

\>tmg on the next presentation.

For example, in beginning con-
sonants, the word like is presented with

the 1 underlined. Four letters are shown:
s, h, d, and b. In this instance, all the let-

ters except s will form a word when sub-

stituted for the 1.

After every ten correct responses a

clown's face appears on the screen.

Lessons vary from 22 to 39 words
long. After a lesson has been completed

54

the number correct out of the total num-
ber of attempts will be shown. Pressing

the ESCAPE key exits the program at any

point and displays your results to that

point. Results are automatically stored

in the "student planning" file.

The student planning file holds

records for up to 100 students.

A second part of the disk allows a

teacher or parent to delete, add, and

examine words in the different lists. The
student planning file allows a teacher or

parent to examine previous scores, clear

the file, or print student records on a

printer.

Error trapping is excellent and short

of pressing the reset key, we found

nothing that would abort or destroy the

program.
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Learning Can Be Fun, continued...

Word Mate

Word Mate is a game played against

the computer in which you produce

compound words from shorter words.

The object of the game is to help you
recognize closed compound words.

At the beginning of the game, you are

dealt ten word cards. You try to match
two of the word cards to make a com-
pound word. For example, if your word
cards are:

rain nest coat good
you would enter raincoat as a compound
word. Nest and good would remain in

your hand. The computer plays against

you. You can type one compound word
on each turn. If you cannot match two
words, you press the return key. The
computer then tells you how many cards

it has in its hand. You type the number
of the word card you want from the

computer hand. You and the computer

take turns until one of you finally wins.

Beware, the computer does not make
mistakes. Each compound word the

computer produces is shown on the

screen along with the two smaller words

from which it was made.

The disk comes with ten word Hsts of

ten compound words each. If you wish,

you can enter new words or entire word
lists. You can view the new words you

have loaded into a word file, but un-

fortunately, you cannot view the 100

words that are already on the disk.

Word Mate is menu-driven and uses

colorful, high-resolution graphics to dis-

play all of the instructions and words in

upper and lower case. The program is

well designed and has good error trap-

ping routines. Recommended for grades

3 to 6.

Pal Reading Curiculum

PAL (Personal Aid to Learning) is a

unique diagnostic and tutorial system

that goes well beyond the standard drill

and practice approach of so many other

programs. The Pal system covers read-

ing education for grades two through

six.

The Pal system consists of two parts,

a master disk package and curriculum

packages. The master system contains a

disk with a mini operating system for the

Pal curriculum disks. It also includes an

upper/lower case chip for your Apple in

case you do not already have one in-

stalled. This allows the lesson material

to be presented in a "real world" format

without having to use the high-resolu-

tion screen. The booklet provides com-
plete instructions for installing the chip.

Upon loading the system. Pal asks if

you know what objective you wish to

start with. The 32 objectives covered by

the Reading-Level 6 curriculum package

are listed on Pages 9-11 in the manual.

However, if you are not sure where you

want to start. Pal will suggest a starting

point. If you have not used the system

before. Pal will start at the beginning,

appropriately enough. If you have used

the system and recorded your previous

results, Pal will pick up where you left

off.

Initially, Pal instructs you to load a

Discovery Disk. This is an evaluator. It

has five questions on each of the 32

objectives. You can elect to take the en-

tire 160-question test or just selected

objectives. At the end. Pal will give you

your score and indicate the areas, if any,

with which you had difficulty. There are

three discovery disks; Pal gives you ex-

plicit instructions as to when to use each

one.

The Learning Disks contain the les-

sons and exercises to correct the diffi-

culties found on the Discovery Disks.

Instruction typically starts out with five

or six screens of tutorial material. Each
screen contains a modest amount of

information, in upper and lower case, of

course, with highlighting for the key

points. You can study this for as long as

you wish, and then press the space bar to

proceed. Fast readers will be a bit frus-

trated at the slowness with which the

information appears on the screen; this

is because of the extensive amount of

disk accessing. However, for the most

part, the speed is appropriate for the

target grade levels.

After the tutorial screens, several

questions are presented. If you miss any

of these questions, or if you missed a

question on the discovery disk, Pal will

show you exactly what you missed, ex-

plain why your answer was incorrect.

and show you the correct answer. This

approach is far superior to systems that

simply tell you what you missed or just

show the correct answer.

Pal uses a mastered, tried and not

tried method of scoring, rather than a

raw score. The system can produce three

reports: a student report gives the

progress of an individual student, a class

report lists all students and shows their

progress toward a selected goal, and a

grouping report groups students into

three categories (mastered, needs more
work, not tried) on a selected objective.

These reports can be printed as well as

viewed on the screen. A Pal master disk

can keep the records for up to 30

students.

In summary. Pal is an outstanding

remedial/tutorial system with a friendly,

personalized approach that is non-

threatening to the poor reader. It is vali-

dated against the most widely used

textbooks and should be of interest to

parents for use at home as well as to

teachers for classroom use.

Vocabulary Baseball

Vocabulary Baseball is a multiple

choice quiz about vocabulary words in

the guise of a baseball game.

At the start of the game you are given

a choice of three games: a short (one-in-

ning) game consisting of three outs (or

three incorrect answers), a two-inning

game which allows six incorrect an-

swers, or a three-inning game which al-

lows nine outs.

When the game starts, the upper two-

thirds of the screen is occupied by a styl-

ized baseball diamond. An abbreviated

GPeative compatiR^
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Word Mate

Type: Educattcmal game

System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Learn compound words

Price: $25

M^iifaeturer:

P.O. Box 147

Garden City, MI 48 135

(313) 595-4722

cpeattve GompatiR^
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Pal ReaiUng Curriculimi

Type: Tutorial

Attthors: Dale Foreman,
Stanley Crane,

and Danid Myars.

System: 48K Apple

Foimat: Disk

Smnmaiy: Great graphics and action

Priee: Mmm $99.95

Manufacturer:

Universal Systems

for Education, Inc.

2120 Academy Circle, Suite E
Colorado Springs, CO 80909

. _ t
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WANTED ATARI LOVERS
SOFTWARE SALE

EDUCATIONAL
STATES & CAPITALS $12.75
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES $12.75
FRENCH $45.00
GERMAN $45.00
SPANISH $45.00
ALIEN ENCOUNTER $25.75
GULP $25.75
FRENZY $25.75
BATTLING BUGS $25.75
COMPU-MATH $23.75
COMPUREAD $23.75
ADDITION... $14.95
ANALOGIES $14.95
LET'S SPELL $14.95
MEMORY BUILDER $14.95
MINICROSSWORD ..$14.95
NUMBER SERIES $14.95
PRESCHOOL 10 BUILDER $14.95
READING COMP $1 4.95

SAMMT the SEA SERPENT $14.95
SPELLING BUILDER $14.95
STORY BUILDER $14.95
VOCABULARY ONE $14.95
VOCABULARY TWO $14.95
WORD SEARCH $ 1 4.95
PLAYER MISSILE $24.75
MATH for FUN $13.95
MUSIC LESSON $24.95
FIGURE FUN $24.95

COMPUTER
COVERS

800 $6.99
810 $6.99
400 $6.99
410 $6.99

ENTERTAINMENT
MINER 2049ER $29.95
ZAXXON $29.95
CRISIS MOUNTAIN $25.95
WARLOCKS REVENGE $25.95
CHOPLIFTER $26.75
PACMAN $32.75
QIX n ...$32.75
STAR RAIDER $34.75
SPACE INVADER $28.75
SUPER BREAKOUT $28.75
KINGDOM $12.75
TEMPLE OF ASPHI $28.75
STAR WARRIOR $28.75
KING ARTHUR'S HEIR $23.75
APPLE PANIC $22.75
SERPENTINE $26.75
STAR BLAZER $24.75
FROGGER $25.75
WIZZARD & PRINCESS $28.75
PREPPIE $19.75
STRATOS $24.75
SEA DRAGON $24.75
COMBAT $15.95
ADVENTURELAND $1 5.95
GOLDEN ADVENTURE $15.95
NUKE SUB & GALAXY
DEFENDER $15.75

RASTER BLASTER $23.75
STAR BOWL OF FOOTBALL .... $24.75
BAHA BUGGIES $24.75
ZORK $29.75
GORF $29.75
BATTLE OF SHILOH $29.95
BATTLE FOR NORMANDY $29.95
EASTERN FRONT 1941 $25.75
CLAIM JUMPER $24.74
SHAMUS $24.95
SUBMARINE COMMANDER .... $36.75
JUMBO JET $36.75
JUMPMAN $26.75

BUSINESS
VISICALC $159.75
LETTER PERFECT $115.75
LETTER PERFECT (ROM) $149.75
DATA PERFECT. $99.75
TEXT WIZZARD $79.75
SEPLL WIZZARD $64.75
FILE MANAGER 800+ $69.75
HOME FILING MANAGER $41 .75

BOOKKEEPER $119.75
C.R.I.S $199.75
ATARI WORD PRO $109.75
TAX ADVANTAGE $35.75
HOME ACCOUNTANT $59.75

64K RAM $129.75
48K RAM $99.75
128K RAM DISK $399.75
80 Column Screen Board $279.75
400 KEY BOARD $79.75
TECHNICAL NOTES $29.75

DISKETTES

ELEPHANT $18.75

MAXELL MDI $32.75
MAXELL MDII S44 00

INTERFACING
AVAILABLE FOR

APPLE
VIC 20
ATARI
VIC 64

EPSON
NEC

PROWRITER
SMITH-CORONA

PERCOM DISK DRIVES
SINGLE DRIVE AT88 $359-00
ADD ON $289.00

SINGLE DRIVE 40S1 $529.00
ADDON $329.00

DUAL DRIVE 40 S2 $845.00
DUAL HEAD SINGLE DRIVE 44S1 . . . $649.00
DUAL HEAD DUAL DRIVE 4482 ... $989.00

SAVE r:rcr printers
PROWRITER $389.00
NEC 8023A $439.00
SMITH CORONA TP1 $559.00

OKIDATA 82A $41 9.00
OKIDATA 83A $639.00
OKIDATA 84 $1029.00
OKIDATA TRACTOR $63 00

Lyco Computer Marketing & Consultants
TO order

CALL US

or send order to

Lyco Computer
P O Box 5088

Jersey Shore. PA 17740

TOLL FREE 800-233-8760
In PA 1-717-398-4079

POLICY

In-Stock items shipped within 24 hours of order. Personal
checks require four weeks clearance before shipping. No
deposit forCOD orders. PA residents add sales tax. All products
subject to availability and price change. Advertised prices
show 4% discount offered for cash. Add 4% for Mastercard and
Visa
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TRS-80 COLOR
AARDVARK

COMMODORE 24 VIC-20 SINCLAIR/TIMEX TI99

QUEST - A NEW IDEA IN ADVENTURE
GAM ESI Different from all the others.

Quest is played on a computer generated

map of Alesia. Your job is to gather men
and supplies by combat, bargaining, explor-

ation of ruins and temples and outright

banditry. When your force is strong enough,
you attack the Citadel of Moorlock in a

life or death battle to the finish. Playable

in 2 to 5 hours, this one is different every

time. 16k TI99, TRS-80 Color, and Sinclair,

13K VIC-20. $14.95 each.

32K TRS 80 COLOR Version $24.95.
Adds a second level with dungeons and

more Questing.

CATERPILLAR
O.K., the Caterpillar does look a lot like a

Centipede. We have spiders, falling fleas,

monsters traipsing across the screen, poison
mushrooms, and a lot of other familiar

stuff. COLOR 80 requires 16k and Joy-
sticks. This is Edson's best game to date.

$19195 for TRS 80 COLOR.

ADVENTURESlll
The Adventures below are written in BASIC,
are full featured, fast action, full plotted ad-

ventures that take 30-50 hours to play. (Ad-

ventures are interactive fantasies. It's like

reading a book except that you are the main
character as you give the computer, com-
mands like "Look in the Coffin" and "Light
the torch.")

Adventuring requires 16k on Sinclair,

TRS-80, and TRS-80 Color. They require 8k
on OSI and 13k on VIC-20. Sinclair requires

extended BASIC. Now available for TI99.
Any Commodore 64.

$14.95 Tape - $19.95 Disk.

ESCAPE FROM MARS
(by Rodger Olsen)

This ADVENTURE takes place on the RED
PLANET. Xpu'll have to explore a Martian
city and deal with possibly hostile aliens to

survive th is one . A good fi rst adventu re.

' PYRAMID (by Rodger Olsen)
This is our most challenging ADVENTURE.
It is a treasure hunt in a pyranriid full of
problems. Exciting and tough I

DERELICT
(by Rodger Olsen & Bob Anderson)

New winner in the toughest adventure from
Aardvark sweepstakes. This one takes place

on an alien ship that has been deserted for a

thousand years — and is still dangerousi

Dungeons of Death — Just for the 16k TRS-
80 COLOR, this is the first D&D type game
good enough to qualify at Aardvark. This is

serious D&D that allows 1 to 6 players to go
on a Dragon Hunting, Monster Killing, Dun-
geon Exploring Quest. Played on an on-
screen map, you get a choice of race and
character (Human, Dwarf, Soldier, Wizard,
etc.), a chance to grow from game to game,
and a 15 page manual. At the normal price

for an Adventure ($14,95 tape, $19.95 disk),

this is a giveaway.

WIZARDS TOWER - This is very similar to

Quest (see above). We added wizards, magic,
dragons, and dungeons to come up with a

Quest with a D&D flavor. It requires 16k
extended color BASIC. $14.95 Tape,
$19.95 Disk. VIC 20 Commodore 64.

PLANET RAIDERS - Not just another de-

fenders copy, this is an original program

good in its own right. You pilot a one man
ship across a planetary surface dogfighting

with alien ships and blasting ground installa-

tions while you rescue stranded troopers.

Rescue all the troopers and be transported

to another harder, faster battle. Joysticks

required. ALL MACHINE CODE! EDSONS
BEST! 16K Tape TRS80COLOR $19.95 -
32K Disk $21.95.

BASIC THAT ZOOOMMSI

I

AT LAST AN AFFORDABLE COMPILER!
The corhpil^r allows you to write your
programs in easy BASIC and then auto-

matically generates a machine code equiv-

alent that runs 50 to 150 times faster.

It does have some limitations. It takes at

least 8k of RAM to run the compiler and it

does only support a subset of BASIC—
about 20 commands including FOR, NEXT,
END, GOSU B, GOTO, I F , THEN , RETURN

,

END, PRINT, STOP, USR (X), PEEK,
POKE, ,/,+, -, > , < ,=, VARIABLE
NAMES A-Z, SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLES,
and INTEGER NUMBERS FORM 0-64K.

TINY COMPILER is written in BASIC. It

generates native, relocatable 6502 or 6809
code. It comes with a 20-page manual and
can be modified or augmented by the user.

$24.95 on tape or disk for OSI, TRS-80
Color, VIC 20, or Commodore 64.

SEAWOLFE - ALL MACHINE CODE In

this high speed arcade game, you lay out
patterns of torpedo€»s ahead of the attacking

PT boats. Requires Joysticks, at least 13k
RAM, and fast reflexes. Lots of Color and
Sound. A fun game. Tape or Disk for Vic20,
Commodore 64, and TRS-80 Color.

$14.95 Tape - $19.95 Disk.

Dealers — We have the best deal going for

you. Good discounts, exchange programs,

and factory support. Send for Dealer Infor-

mation.

Authors — Aardvark pays the highest com-
missions in the industry and gives programs
the widest possible advertising coverage.

Send a Self Addressed Stamped Envelope

for our Authors Information Package.

Adventures and Quest now available

forTI99

Please specify system on all orders

ALSO FROM AARDVARK - This is only a partial list of what we carry. We Have a lot of other games (particulariy for the

TRS-80 Color and OSI), business programs, blank tapes and disks and hardware. Send $1.00 for our complete catalog.

AARDVARK
2352 S. Commerce, Walled Lake, Ml 48088 / (313) 669-3110

Phone Orders Accepted 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. EST. Mon.'FrL

$2.00 shipping on each order
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Learning Can Be Fun, continued...

Vocabulary Baseball Word Lists.

Single Double Triple

Meditate Minatory Susurrant
Assimilate Replication Aose
Apparent Turgid Rachitic
Berate Incursion Pullulate

Abscond Effulgent Denouement
Discrete Anhydrous Cajolery
Mandatory Expatiate Eclectic

scoreboard which indicates the number
of runs, hits, and outs appears on the

right.

As each player comes to bat, he can
try for a single, double, or triple. He is

awarded a hit if he correctly defines the
word presented. An attempt for a single

ba^e hit results in an easier word, while a
player trying for a triple must guess the

meaning of a much more difficult word.
Table 1 shows seven words that we
found in each category. We felt that

many of the words in the triple group
were extremely difficult and not likely to

be known by any but the most dedicated

of lexicologists. For example, susurrant

is not even in Webster's New Collegiate

dictionary. Furthermbre, the definition

for apse required by the program is re-

cess, which is a secondary meaning
again not listed in Webster's.

The definition for replication required

by the program also calls for the second
meaning of the word (echo). For the

meaning of eclectic, which would you
choose, selecting or comprehensive? I

chose the latter but the program was
looking for the former. Playing a triples

only game, three innings, on average I

scored between 12 and 20 correct before

getting nine outs—and words are my
business!

When the player completes the pro-

gram, if his score is higher than that of
the present record holder, his name and
total are recorded on the disk as the
score to beat. According to the instruc-

tions, "this competitive aspect of the

game encourages students to try it again

and again. In this process they improve
their vocabulary."

The instruction sheet with the disk de-

scribes how to eliminate names and

scores and start over with a clean slate.

It also describes how to list the existing

words and change them or their
definitions.

To restart the disk after a play of the

game, run must be typed, and the pro-

gram starts over from the beginning. A
better way would be to ask, at the end of
the program, whether another student
was waiting to play or if the current stu-

dent wanted to play again. This would
save having to reload the start-up

graphic, re-enter the student name, and
reload the word file.

Although there are nearly 1000 words
on the disk, the random number gen-
erator appears to cause the program to

GPeative GOiizpatiRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Vocabulary Baseball

Type: Educational game

System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Game to improve
your vocabulary

Price: $29.50

Manufacturer:
J & S Software

140 Reid Ave.
Port Washington, NY 1 1050

BHOMEB RUNS 01 OUTS 0
INNING 1

CONNOISSEUR MEANS:
1 CLIQUE
2. DEBUTANTE
3. EXPERT
4. SUBSTITUTE

A HIT! YOUR HITTER MOVES TO FIRST

PRESS ANY KEY FOR THE NEXT WORD

Creative Computing Software Buyer's Guide

start at a similar point in the list each
time it is run. While this gives students a
head start on subsequent plays of the

game, (assuming they learned the defi-

nitions from the previous game) it does
not expose them to as many new words
as one might expect. Nevertheless, we
judged Vocabulary Baseball an effective

vocabulary builder, although it is un-
likely that many students will come to

know and use the words in the triple

category.

How To Read In The
Content Areas

How To Read In The Content Areas is

one in a series of software packages from
Educational Activities to help students
read with understanding.

The literature tells us that the pro-
gram package is designed to help stu-

dents master the following concepts:

"spotlighting for vocabulary building
and learning the meaning of new words
and concepts; surveying to determine the
information given in a particular read-
ing; detecting main ideas and inferences;

recalling important facts, ideas, and de-
tails; and utilizing and applying skills to

content areas." This description re-

minded us of jargon we have read in

educational grant proposals.

What the program boils down to is a
presentation of five or six paragraphs of
information followed by questions about
them. On each disk, are four programs
each of which presents five to eight

2. Local ujeather bureaus f

situated throughout the uiorlds get
needed information -From a uiorld
organization. Farmers can
-forecast expected frost » sea
captains knou uihen to chanqe
courses » and airplane pilots knoui
iiihere to -flij around storms because
of the i n-Format i on prdv i ded bij the
weather bureaus.

(Press Any Key To Continue)

screens of text on a particular subject.

Large upper and lower case letters are
displayed on the high-resolution screen,

so this is not as much text as it might
sound. Following the presentation of the
text, the student is presented with seven
questions (multiple choice, true/false,

fill in the blank and find a word) which
he must answer. If a question is an-
swered incorrectly, the screen of
information from which the answer can
be derived is shown again, and the ques-
tion repeated.

Although the manufacturer's lit-

erature tells us "through the cleyer use
of graphics, the microcomputer rewards
successful student performances with vi-

cpeattve corapatfBtf
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: How To Read In The
Content Areas

Type: Tutorial

Author: E. Insel and A.N. Rabin

System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Reading skills

development

Price: $49

Manufacturer:

Educational Activities Inc.

P.O. Box 392
Freeport, NY 11520
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sual prizes," the visual prize turns out to

be a word such as "nice," "great," or

"super" in large type on the screen.

However, users did not seem to object to

this nearly as much as they did to the de-

lays in responsiveness of the software

when typing in word answers. The rea-

son for the delay is that the letters are

displayed in the high-resolution mode,

and it takes the computer a while to

draw each one on the screen. However,

even fifth and sixth graders (the target

age range of the programs) were able to

hunt and peck faster than the software

was able to accept their answers.

On the bright side, each disk in the

How To Read In The Content Areas se-

ries comes with five reproducible activ-

ity sheets which contain key words from

the text in interestingly shaped word
search puzzles. The brief instruction

sheet includes a description of how to

use the program and answers for the

word search puzzles.

Profile of a Snooper Trooper

This year was 1978. The month
was January* The meeting was set for

the following Tuesday at the home
offices of one of the largest game
makers in the world. Tom Snyder,

now the president of Tom Snyder

Productions (formerly Computer
Learning Connection) in Cambridge

had an appointment with a key exec-

utive at Parker Bros.—^the head of

game acquisitions.

Tom recalls* "I had looked for-

ward to the meeting for months, con-

stantly redesigning my game called

Personk, a wood-wire-string contrap-

tion that was a simplified model of a

computer. I had put an enormous
amount of my own time and money
into the project."

When the fateful Tuesday finally

arrived, Tom discovered that all

along the meeting had been set for

the previous Monday, **It only tookme
a few moments to realize that I had

subconsciously decided to miss the

meeting. I wasn't ready to leave the

known, comfortable world of teach-

ing to enter the competitive, intense

world of business."

That startling moment of insight,

however* ended up being a turning

point in Tom Snyder's life. "I went

back to the drawing board filled with

a compulsive burst of creative energy.

By the end of the week I had pur-

chased a microcomputer and taught

myself to program. Next, I trans-

formed the three-dimensional game
of Personk into a piece of micro-

computer software for kids."

Snyder followed Personk with a se-

ries of educational simulations for his

students at Shady Hill School cover-

ing such subjects as archeology,

community, energy, geography, and
geology. He and his venture capitalist

partner, Jere Dykema, soon sold

these programs, called "The Search

Series," to McGraw-Hill. By then

the fledgling entrepreneur was ready

for the business world "and that time

I did not miss the meeting."

Today, Tom Snyder is 32 years old,

recently remarried, and the owner of

an endearing old mutt name
Roqueforte. He continues to teach at

the same private school in Cambridge
"out of a sense of loyalty to the

school and a love of kids."

He scored a notable success in late

1982 when his Snooper Troops I and
II became the first educational
gameware for home and school

computers to make the industry's

bestseller list. These games, as well as

the upcoming The Most Amazing
Thing

.

. . ,were published, marketed,

and distributed by Spinnaker Soft-

ware Corporation of Cambridge,

MA.
While Tom variously describes

himself as a design addict, pro-

grammer, songwriter, advocate for

children and technology, teacher, au-

thor, and entrepreneur, he also pos-

sesses a well-deserved reputation as an

avant-garde thinker in the home and

educational software field. He is wary

of the drill-and-practice approach to

educational software. The material

Tom designs reflects his belief that a

classroom should be a "learning

environment," a place where group

dynamics and proficiency in basic

reading and writing skills are more
important than using a computer.

He states, "The computer is there

as a servant or a tool. My goal as a

teacher isn't to have the kids become
CRT nerds* I prefer to have students

take an active role with the computer

by making them responsible for keep-

ing track of information and having

them work together in small groups.

To teach a set of skills, the software

must encourage kids to manipulate

numbers ^nd facts and make
decisions."

Recently, Tom and several col-

leagues authored a book entitled

Computers in the Classroom. His

contribution was a series of vignettes

"all of which have a dour sound to

them because I am still very skeptical

about the use of computers in

classrooms."

Tom Snyder, however, has no
skepticism about his own company
and its products. *'We want people to

know that we are trying always to

write the highest quality, most enter-

taining software possible. We're fas-

cinated with the technology, always

looking for excuses to design, and the

thing that keeps us honest is our

attachment to kids."
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Learning Can Be Fun, continued...

While the approach of this package is

certainly pedagogically sound, we ques-

tion whether it is worth $49 to replace

about 20 to 30 pages in a textbook. Un-
doubtedly, the computer provides a level

of motivation that the textbook does not.

This suggests that these packages may
be most useful for remedial work or for

students who have difficulty keeping
their attention focused on a book.

Snooper Troops

Snooper Troops is a series of adventure

detective games which help children

learn to take notes, draw maps, classify

and organize information, and develop

vocabulary and reasoning skills. Chil-

dren, did we say? Yes, but only if they

can shoulder the adults out of the way.

In Case #1, "The Granite Point

Ghost," we read in the instructions,

"Someone is trying to scare the Kim
family right out of their new home. But
who? And why?
"As a Snooper Trooper, your job is to

find out. But it will take some daring

detective work. You'll have to question

GPeative coittpatlR^
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Snooper Troops

Type: Educational adventure game

Sys^m: 4SK Apple or Atari SOD,

disk drive

Author: Tom Snyder

Format: Disk

Language: Basic

Summary: Adventures go educational

Price: $44,95

Mamifaetiirer:

Spinnaker Software

215 First St.

Cambridge, MA 02142

witnesses, uncover background informa-

tion, and even search dark houses to find

the facts.

"The computer program provides you
with all the equipment you'll need: a

SnoopMobile, a wrist radio, the
SnoopNet computer, a camera for taking

Snoop Shots and a notebook for keeping

track of the information you uncover as

you get closer to solving the mystery.

"Granite Point Ghost offers children

the challenge and excitement of solving

a mystery and features full color graph-

ics and sound."

We joined the case on Tuesday in

week 1. We were given Snoop license

number 5 and connected with the

SnoopNet computer.

It told us that "Mister X will accept a

call at 357-7359 on Wednesday after-

noon.*' We were then allowed to look up
people facts, special messages, or old

clue files. We were also allowed to make
an accusation (it was a bit soon for that!)

or leave the office.

We elected to leave, hopped in the

SnoopMobile and paid a visit to a nearby

house. We stopped at 9 Larch Street,

went to the door of the house, and asked

the person who answered, "Where were
you the evening of April 6?" The person
replied, "Are you sure you have the

right place?" (this was listed as clue

896). Since we could not satisfactorily

answer the question, the door was
slammed in our face.

We then went around to the right side

of the house and entered through an
open basement window to take some
Snoop Shots.

Thus started our adventure to find out

who was trying to scare the Kim family

out of their home and why.
Although this is billed as an educa-

tional adventure for children, we found
it was quite challenging and not some-
thing that could easily be solved in 10 or

15 minutes—ten or fifteen hours might
be more like it. We found it considerably

easier to play with two people, since

some of the clues appear on the screen

for a very short period of time, and it is

difficult to find the right page in the

Snooper Troop Notebook to write down
the clue while it is still visible. Single

players may find it desirable to keep a

tape recorder nearby to record telephone

numbers, dates, and the like which can
be copied into the notebook and an-

alyzed later on.

The program can be stored on the disk

when you want to rest and resumed
from that point the next time you at-

tempt to solve the mystery.

All in all, we feel the Snooper Troop
games are exceptionally well done,

highly motivational, and valuable in

helping users learn to take notes and an-

alyze relevant information. The packag-
ing and instruction booklets are
outstanding; we give Spinnaker an A-f
for these packages.

Fundamental Skills for

General Chemistry

About ten years ago when I was
Education Product Line Manager at

Digital Equipment Corporation, we
were seeking high quality educational

materials in different subject areas. One
of our customers, Paul Cauchon at the

Canterbury School in Milford, CT,
showed us course notes and proposed

that we compile them into a book. Thus
was born the book, "Tutorial Exercises

For Chemistry," one of the first of its

kind. Paul's latest book, "Chemistry

With A Computer," updated and in its

third printing, contains 28 programs,

fully documented with sample runs,

complete listings and suggestions for

classroom use. The cost is $14.95 from
Programs For Learning, Inc.

However, Paul didn't stop there, but

went on to gather a group of educators

POWER Hiy ph meter

in the field of chemistry dedicated to the

development of computer-based instruc-

tional materials. Marketed by Programs
For Learning, the packages fall into two
general categories: drill and practice ex-

ercises and simulations.

The Fundamental Skills for General

Chemistry package which we reviewed

contains 12 drill and practice exercises

along with a 32-page three-ring instruc-

tor's guide. The drills are presented in

high-resolution graphics so that upper
and lower case letters, symbols, sub-

scripts and superscripts are all displayed

"correctly." When a problem is an-

swered correctly, a brief reinforcement

message such as "very good" appears,

and the next problem is presented.

Should a problem be missed, a dis-

cussion of how to arrive at the correct

answer is presented on the screen. This

is far better than simply presenting the

correct answer and going on.

The exercises are not graded in a

group. It is up to the teacher to decide

what an appropriate "passing" level is.

The instructor's guide suggests mini-

GPeative coiRpatiRg^
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Fundamental Skills for

General Chemistry

Type: Drill and practice

Att^ors: Paul Cauchon, et al.

System: Apple, Pet or TRS-80

Format: Cassette or disk

Summary: Drill in chemistry

Price: $150

M^itfacturer:

Programs For Learning, Inc.

RO. Box 954
New Milford, CT 06776
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Learning Can Be Fun, continued...

mum competency levels; for example, in

the drill on balancing equations it sug-

gests continuing until five equations in a

row are balanced correctly. On the other

hand, for the drill on chemical nomen-
clature, which requires the student to

name simple chemical compounds and
write chemical formulas, the guide sug-

gests continuing until 20 questions in a

row are answered correctly.

The 12 programs cover topics such as

balancing equations; density, mass and

volume problems; symbols, atomic num-
bers and electron configurations of the

first 20 elements; exponential notation;

symbols and charges for common ions;

computing formula weights; and names
and symbols of elements.

We also tried some simulation pro-

grams from the Acid-Base Chemistry and
Basic Electricity packages. The simula-

tion programs demonstrate various prin-

ciples or processes by letting the user see

**what will happen if certain steps are

taken or particular conditions

established.

Such programs are very useful in

preparing for laboratory experiments

and possibly even for replacing an

experiment which cannot easily be per-

formed in the lab. Having been away
from a chemistry lab for more than 20

years, I probably should not have tried

to analyze an unknown acid sample in

the most efficient manner, since I barely

remembered the word titration much
less how to do a titration analysis.

Nevertheless I had good fun even

though the computer charged me 20

cents each time I had to refill the buret.

I wound up taking about seven times as

long to complete the experiment as the

computer estimated it ought to have

taken.

All in all these programs are very well

done and should be welcomed by chem-

istry instructors at the high school and

beginning college levels.

Chem Lab Simulations

Four Chem Lab Simulations have

been developed by J. Gelder, a chemistry

professor at Oklahoma State University.

Although developed for the college level,

the material in simulations 1 (titrations)

and 2 (ideal gas law) are probably suit-

able for a high school level also. Simula-

tions 3 and 4 covering calorimetry and

thermodynamics are probably best left

for college level students. AH except

simulation 2 are available for the Atari

as well as the Apple. However, because

the second simulation makes the most

effective use of graphics, we chose to re-

view it here.

Chem Lab 2 is designed to illustrate

the ideal gas law, the kinetic-molecular

theory, and the principles of diffusion.

In the first part, the ideal gas law, PV =
nRT, is illustrated. The ideal gas is

represented on the screen as colorful (or-

ange) particles bouncing and colliding

with each other in space. The color of

the particles, background, and piston

may be changed if you desire. As the

pressure, volume, temperature, or num-
ber of gas moles is varied by the user, the

effect on the other three parameters and
on the behavior of the gas is shown im-

mediately. Temperature is varied with

the potentiometer on paddle 1, the num-
ber of moles is varied using the numeric

keys 1-9, and volume and pressure are

varied with the paddle buttons. The bot-

tom of the screen displays in numeric

terms, the pressure, volume, moles, and

temperature. Of course, an increase in

temperature is also shown on the main
part of the screen as the particles move
faster and collide more frequently. This

also occurs as a result of decreasing the

volume, which increases the pressure.

This is shown on the screen display in

the form of a large piston on the right

which compresses the amount of free gas

space.

The comprehensive 32-page manual
contains 14 exercises on the ideal gas

laws including Boyle's Law and
Charles's Law, three exercises on ki-

netic-molecular theory, six exercises on

the mixing of two ideal gases, and four

exercises on the expansion of an ideal

gas.

The programs are well written and

have good error trapping routines. In-

correct input is ignored although you

may be scolded for not entering data

GPeative Gompntin^
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Chem Lab Simulations

Type: Educational simulation

Author: J. L Gelder

System: 48K Apple, paddles,

32K Atari 800

Format: Disk

Summary: Great graphics and action

Price: $100

Manufacturer:

High Technology Software

P.O. Box 14665

Oklahoma City, OK 73113

(405) 840^9900

that you should have noted. Since there

are upper and lower limits to the accept-

able range of pressure, volume, moles,

and temperature, the results are likely to

be realistic and similar to those that

would be achieved with laboratory appa-

ratus. The big difference is that you
can't blow up the lab with this disk.

Weather Fronts

Weather Fronts is one in a series of

"lesson-tutorgraphs" from TYC (Teach

Yourself By Computer) Software. The
disk is accompanied by a six-page book-

let which explains the contents of the

disk, suggests classroom uses, and lists

the 24 tutorial and 10 test questions

(with answers) that are contained on the

disk.

Upon loading the disk you are pre-

sented with three options: tutorial, test,

or review.

The tutorial section offers a pro-

grammed learning presentation of the

material covered by the lesson. As the

program proceeds, you are quizzed on

your understanding of the material pre-

sented. In general, two questions are dis-

played after each screen of text or

graphic material.

If you answer a question incorrectly,

the program branches to an alternate

display of the same material. You are

then given another question covering the
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I \ here was a

I

time when simple

I / I financial record

keeping was thought

to be enough. But in

today's more competitive business

environment, the successful mana-
ger needs the ability to focus finan-

cial statements as a management
tool.

Large corporations have relied

on complex computer systems for

budgeting analysis, financial model-
ling, forecasting, profitability analy-

sis, on line inquiry, automatic depre

elation scheduling and
other more sophisti-

cated reports.

Now, with General=

Ledger from National

Software, the small busi-

ness operator has efficient

access to these same
important accounting

functions. And General = Ledger

has been designed so that you, your

bookkeeper or accountant can
quickly identify the logical thread of

your business and then move on to

the creation of solid analytical

reports.

Best of all. General = Ledger
makes it easy The care and preci-

sion with which this system has

been developed provides you with

the critical information you need,

without a costly investment in cus-

tom programming. In fact, the com-
bined speed, simplicity and capacity

of General = Ledger makes it possi-

ble to process up to 255 unique in-

come accounts on your Apple 11 or

Apple II Plus.

And because General = Ledger
is designed for the Apple computer,

not adapted to it, it takes full advan-
tage of the hardware while offering

software features not found in any
other micro-computer system.

30 Day Money Back Guarantee
We're so sure of General =

Ledger's value that we're making an
unprecedented offer. On purchases
made before July 31, 1983, if you are

not satisfied with General = Ledger's

performance, return it for a complete
refund. No questions asked.

Call (301) 539-0124 or write
National Software Company, Suite 105

Chamber of Commerce Building

Baltimore, MD 21202

G
A FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 8c CONTROL SOFTWARE SYSTEM FOR NATIONAL SOFTWARE COMPANY
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Learning Can Be Fun, continued...

same topic but phrased differently. If

you again answer incorrectly, the text

and question are repeated using the orig-

inal wording.

All questions are multiple choice.

Upon giving a correct answer, you al-

ways receive the same message of

"Congratulations (your name). Press

space bar to go on."

The graphic illustrations of weather
fronts are excellent and make good use

GPeattve coiRpatiR^
SOFTWARE PROmE

Name: Weather Fronts

Type: Educational tutorial

Aiilhon Patrick C. Moyer

System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Learning about the

weath^

Price: $24.95

Manufacturer:

TYC Software

40 Stuyvesant Manor
Geneseo, NY 14454

of animation and pointers. Since they

use color extensively, we recommend a

color monitor or TV set for this package.

The test is graded and you may use it

as a pre-test, post-test, or both. After

completing the test, you receive a
percentage grade. In addition, you aire

informed of the screens of text and
illustrations that would be most appro-
priate for review based on your test re-

sults. For example, based on my score of

80%, I was told I might want to review

screens 4, 5, 10, and 11 and figures 4 and
5.

Text and illustrations may be re-

viewed using the third option on the

disk. This allows you to access randomly
any screen of text or illustration from
the tutorial.

I have been away from programmed
instruction since doing my Ph.D. work
at Pitt in 1968. However, it hasn't

changed much in 15 years. It is boring

but reliable. After all, if the Army can
train helicopter pilots using pro-
grammed instruction with a requirement
that 100% of the graduates attain 100%
mastery of the material, you get some
idea of its efficacy.

In Weather Fronts, Moyer has taken

the \vell-proven programmed instruction

approach, put it on the Apple computer,
and added some nice, colorful graphics.

It takes about 20 to 30 minutes to com-
plete the disk. There is no doubt that

upon so doing you will know the struc-

ture, characteristics, and weather asso-

ciated with cold, warm, occluded, and
stationary fronts.

Tell star

Tell Star is an astronomy program
which shows the location of stars and
planets for any location on earth during
the late 20th century. The program dis-

plays a portion of the sky 90 degrees

wide facing in any of eight directions, N,
NW, W, SW, etc. or directly overhead.

The display is very accurate, generally

within 15 seconds of arc. To achieve this

accuracy, the program takes into ac-

count factors such as the precession of

the earth in a somewhat lengthy five-

minute calculation.

Pressing C causes the constellations in

your field of view to be drawn. The pro-

gram can also locate any star or planet

(at least those listed in the tables with

the program) by means of a blinking

cross hair. Pressing any key displays

information about the object such as

magnitude, right ascension, declination,

rising time, and setting time. You can

also move the cross hair manually with

the game paddles or joystick and obtain

information about any stellar object on
the display.

A calculation program is included on
the Tell Star disk to convert equatorial

coordinates to horizontal and vice versa,

and to convert ecliptic to equatorial. It is

also possible to calculate the location of

objects in the solar system without going

to the display portion of the program.
The program is available in two ver-

sions: standard and advanced. The ad-

vanced version has two sets of star tables

plus an additional table containing stars

and stellar objects for the southern

hemisphere. The Level I tables list about

180 stars and 13 Messier objects; the

Level II tables have fewer stars but

nearly 90 Messier objects.

An extensive 48-page tutorial manual
is included in the package. An appendix
has the star tables mentioned above. Tell

Star is an excellent program for the seri-

ous student of astronomy as well as for

amateur and professional astronomers.

GPeattve GoinpatiRgf
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Tell Star

Type: Educational tutorial

System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Predict star and
planet locations

Price: $39.95 and $79.95

Manufacturer:
Information Unlimited Software

281 Arlington Ave.

Berkeley, CA 94707

(415) 525-9452

Understand Yourself

Remember the Creative Computing
disk, Know Yourselfy with five self-analy-

sis programs? Well, Huntington has

gone Creative one better, or should we
say four better? '^'his disk contains nine

comprehensive tests to help you better

understand yourself They test assertive-

ness, conscience, manipulation, marital

adjustment, personal adjustment, pre-

ferred activities, sexual attitudes, and
your individual scale of values, and end
with a personal equation test.

Each test includes between 10 and 100

multiple choice questions. Before and af-

ter each group of questions is some gen-

eral discussion which presents, in very

general terms, some background
information on, for example, assertive-

ness or conscience. While the disk refers

to the series of questions as tests, they

might more properly be called profile,

opinion, or attitude questions.

You do not pass or fail tests of this

sort. Rather they give you an idea of
how your profile compares with some
norm or statistical sample. If you are

creative coiRpatiRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Understand Yourself

Type: Psychological self-analysis

Author: Harry Gunn and
Mike Taylor

System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Lots of questions

Price: $24.99

Manufacturer:

Huntington Computing
P.O. Box 1297

Corcoran, CA 93212

honest while answering the questions,

and there is no reason not to be, you
may well gain some valuable insight into

your attitudes, values, and psyche.

And if that isn't reason enough to buy
the disk, you ought to have it for your
next party. Just watch which people

avoid taking the tests of marital adjust-

ment and sexual attitudes. All in all, the

disk can provide some valuable insight

as well as good clean fun.

Lovers or Strangers

The instructions tell us, "if you are

wondering if that new romance (or even

that old romance) is going to turn into

the love match of the century, Lovers Or
Strangers can help you find out.

"Written by two psychologists. Lovers
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NEW Beagle Bios Unlocked Utilihesl
^ANi^DOUBLE-TAKE
H" 2-WAY-LIST/MULTIPLE UTIUTY
^ BY MARK SIMONSEN

ONLY
34.95

USTS & CATALOGS SCROLL UP and DOWN,
makiiig file names & program lines much easier
to access. Arrow-kevs control scroll direction.

NEWLISTFORMAT lists each programstatement
on new line— FAST program trace/de-bugging.

VARIABLE-DISPLAY shows all of a progam's
strings & variables with current values. CROSS-
REFERENCE shows line nos. on which each vari-

able/string appears. BetterRENUMBER/APPEND
lets you merge pro-ams (not just end-to-end).
Applesoft AUTO-LII^fe-NUMBER as you type. In-

stant Hex/Dec Converter, Program Stats, Ciu-sor
Eliminate/Redefiiie. Free Space-On-Disk...

(inclufleft Peeks/Pokes Chart)

Apple Mechanic's
Hl-Rcs type routines
are usable in your
programs WITHOUT
LICENSING FEE! Just
give Beagle Bros credit

on yoiu' disk and
documentation.

ONLY
29.50

APPLE MECHANIC
SHAPE-WRTTER/BYTE-ZAP UTIUTY

BY BERT KERSEY
SHAPE EDITOR: Keyboard-draw sh^es for hi-

res animation in your programs. £)esign Propor-
tionally-Spaced TYPEFACES with special
characters. Six fonts on the disk. Listable demos
show how to use sh£U)e tables to animate games,
graphics and professional Charts & Graphs.
BYTE^ZAP: Rewrite any byte on a disk for repair

or alteration. Load entire sectors on the screen
for inspection. Hex/Dec/Ascii displays and input.
Complete instructions & experiments for making
trick file names, restoring deleted files, etc.

MORE: Useful music, text and hi-res tricks for

your programs. Educational documentation,
(includes Peeks/Potes Chart & Tip Book^S)

All Beagle disks are Apple n/IIe

compatible, and COPYABLE.
Don*t settle for less I

4315 SIERRA VISTA / SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
619-296-6400

"APPLE" is a registered trade mark of You-Know-Who.

DOS BOSS
DISK COMMAND EDITOR

ONLY
24.00

BY BERT KERSEY & JACK CASSIDY
RENAME COMMANDS & ERROR MESSAGEDS:

"Catalog" can be "Cat"; "Syntax Error" can be
"©ops'* or anything you want Protect your pro-
l^rams; unauthorized save-attempt can produce
Not Copyable" message. Also LIST-prevcntlon
and one-key progrEun-run from catalog.

CUSTOMIZE DOS: Change Disk Volume head-
ing to your message. Omit/alter catalog file codes.
Fascinating documentation and tips; hours of
juicy reading and Apple experiments.
ANYONE USING YOUR DISKS (booted or not)

will be formatting DOS the way you designed it.

(includes Peeks/Pokes Chart ft Tip Book«^)

4^SUN

TYPEFACES
FOR APPLE MECHANIC

ONLY
20.00

26 NEW FONTS for Apple Mechanic programs.
Ail sizes of hilly-editable characters.

BEAGLE MENU: Display only filenames you
want from YOUR DISKS (e.g. only Applesoft or
only Locked files) for one-k^ selection,

(includes Pedu/Pokes caiart ft Beagle Menu Utility)

EARLY
MEMORY
MAP

FLEX TEXT ONLY
29.50

20/40/56/70-COLUMNS—NO HARDWARE!
BY MARK SIMONSEN

PRINT VARIABLE-WIDTH TEXT on the hi res
screens with normal Applesoft commands
(including Htab 1-70). Normal, expanded & com-
pressed text on same screen— no hardware!
ADD GRAPHICS TO TEXT or vice-versa. Run

existing programs under Flex Text control. Easy
to use and compatible with PLE® and GPLE.®
DOS TOOL KIT© FONT compatibiliUr. or use

Flex Text fonts. Select up to 9 fonts with ctrl-key
commands. Print/List/Catalog in any stylel Cus-
tom TEXT CHARACTER EDITOR included.
70-Colunins requires Monitor, not TV; (includes Peeks/Pokes)

BEAGLE BAG ONLY
29.50

UTILITY CITY
21 UTILITIES ON ONE DISK

BY BERT KERSEY

12-aAMES-PLUS ON ONE DISK
BY BERT KERSEY

rUg^COMPARE BEAGLE BAG with any one-game
iJmS locked-up game disk on the market today. All 12

games are a blast, the price is right, the instruc-
Bons are crystal clear, AND the <fisk is copyable.
You can even change the prognuns or list themto
LEARN, and see what makes them tick.

TWELVE GAMES from the Applesoft Ace, Bert
Kersey— TextTrain, Slippery Digits. Wowzo,
Buzzword, Magic Pack... A GREAT VARIETY of
games that tap your Apple's flexibility. Excellent
review in January 83 Softalk (page 148).

BEAGLE MENU TOO: See "Typefaces" disk,
(includes Pe<dcs/Pokes CSiart & Beagle Menu Utility)

ProntoDOS
HIGH-SPEED DISK UTILnY

BY TOM WEISHAAR

ONLY
29.50

Put HIGH-SPEED DOS in your Apple's normal
memory. Language Card or He high memory
Function Normal Pronto

BLOAD HI-RES IMAGE 10 sec 3 sec.
LOAD 60-SECTOR PROGRAM .16 sec 4 sec.

SAVE 60-SECTOR PROGRAM ... 24 sec 9 sec.

BLOAD LANGUAGE CARD 13 sec 4 sec
(TEXT FILES: No Change)

BOOT PRONTO disk or your updated disks
Create new high-speed disks with normal INTi
command. Compatible with ALL DOS COM-
MANDS and almost ALL of your programs.
LANGUAGE CARD or He high-memorycan hold

DOS— 10,000 Extra-Bytes of program spacel
MORE DISK SPACE: ProntoDOS frees up 15

extra-sectors per disk, almost one full track!
PLUS: Auto-Pree-Disk-Space. New"TYPE" Com

mand displays Text Files, and much more...
(includes Peeks/Pokes Chart)

ONLY
39.50

ALPHA PLOT
HI RES GRAPHICS/TEXT UTILny

BY BERT KERSEY & JACK CASSIOy
DRAW IN m-RES. on 2 pages, using kcMxMUXl

OR paddles/joystick. View lines before plotting.
Mixed-colors and reverse (background opposite).
Fast circles, boxes and ellipses; filled or outlined.

COMPRESS HI-RES PICS TO 1/3 DISK-SPACE.
Superimpose pages or re-locate any rectangular
image area any^x^iere on either hi-res page.
HI-RES TEXT: Proportional spacing, adjustable

character size and color, upper & lower case, no
htab/vtab limits, sideways typing for graphs.

(includes Peeks/Pokes Chart
ft Tip Bo6k*4)

GOTO YOUR
Apple Software
Store for Beagle
Bros disks. If

they don*t have
what you want,
tell them to GET
ON THE STICK
by phoning
Beagle Bros,
619-296-6400. or \>

ANY Apple
SOFTWARE
DISTRIBUTOR

TIP DISK *1
100 TIP BOOK TIPS ON DISK

BY BERT KERSEY

ONLY
20.00

100 LISTABLE PROGRAMS from Beagle Bros
Tip Books 1-4. Make your Apple do things it's

never donel All programs changeable for experi-
mentation. Includes our Apple Command Oiart
with ALL Applesoft, Integer & DOS Commands!

(includes Peeks/Pokes AND Apfike Command Tharts)

ONLY
29.50

LIST FORMATTER prints each program state-
ment on a new line. Loops indented with printer
pa^ breaks. A great de-buggerl Also...

MULTI-COLUMN catalogs for printouts, auto-
post Run-number & Date m programs, put invisi-

ble commands in programs, create INVISIBLE file

names, alphabetize/store info on disk, convert
decimal to hex or INT to PP. renimiber to 65535.
append programs, dump text-screen to printer...

MORE TOO: 21 Programs Total, a best-sellerl
(includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book«3)

FRAME-UP w
HIGH-SPEED DISPLAY UTILITY 29.50

BY TOM WEISHAAR
MAKE PROFESSIONALPRESENTATIONS ofex-

isting hi-res, lo-res & text frames. FAST hi res
loads in 2>/{i-secondsl Paddle or Keyboard-ad-
vance frames. UNATTENDED SHOWS optional—
each pic arranged fit pre-programmed to display
from 1 to 99 seconds. TEXTSCREEN EDITOR lets
vou create b/w text "slides". Add type "live" from
keyt)oard during shows. Send copies ofpresenta-
tions>on-disk to your friends and associates,

(includes Peeks/Pokes Chart)

RUSH the following disks by First Cla9s Mail:

Alpha Plot . 39.50 ProntoDOS 29.50
n Tip Disk*l . 20.00

T>npefaces . . 20.00
Utilitv City . 29.50

AMechanic 29.50
Beagle Bag . 29.50
DOS Boss . . 24.00
Double-Take 34.95
Flex Text . . . 29.50
Frame-Uo . . 29.50

Add me to mail list.

I'm already ON it.

AT YOUR APPLE DEALER NOW!
Or order directly from Beagle Bros

Visa/MasterCard/COD, call TOLL-FREE
Nationwide: 1-800-854-2003 ext 827

California: 1-800-522-1500 ext 827
Alaska/Hawaii: 1-800-854-2622 ext 827

OR mail U.S.Check, Money-Order or Visa/MC*
to BEAGLE BROS, l7Ch-Ploor

4315 SIERRA VISTA, SAN DIEGO. CA 92103
Add 1.50 First Class Shipping, any-size order.

Overseas add 4.00. COD add 3.00. CdUSornia add 6%.
ALL ORDERS SHIPPED IMMBDMrBLY

CIRCLE 142 ON REilptliJCRVICE CARD
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EVERYONE NEEDS A . .

.

(.Tardian angei TM

iliCTRONICS. INC
/

UNINTERRUPTABLE

POWER SOURCE

DVANCED DESIGN

EW RELIABILITY

$595

lARDlAN PROTECTS

LECTRONIC SAFETY

IFESAVER FOR DATA

MONITOR —
MICRO COMPUTER

DISC DRIVE

SAVE YOUR DATA
FROM POWER OUTAGES!

PRINTER

BACKUP FOR YOUR COMPUTER, MONITOR, PRINTER AND SVa " FLOPPY AND HARD DISC DRIVE
• Automatically stops annoying problems from power line interruptions and brown outs • You need standby power to save data

• Maintenance free backup power available in 115 volt or 220 volt • 50 or 60 HZ • 150 watts • Complete versatility — operate

your system from a 12 volt source, i.e., automobile cigarette lighter, boat or airplane • Rugged self contained gel cell battery

• No voiding warranty — no cutting wires • Automatic audio alarm warning tone during commercial power failure or interrupt

• UL listed • FCC approved • Transient voltage suppressor gives added insurance from line voltage spikes, utilizing Zener Ray"''^

• Green/red LED power status indicator • Green — normal AC line power • Slow blinking red — at least 6 minutes of remaining

standby power • Fast blinking red — approximately 2 minutes of remaining battery power • Solid state technology unexcelled

by any UPS power unit in its class.

ELECTRONICS, INC
COPYRIGHT © 1981 • PATENTS PENDING

566 IRELAN, BUELLTON, OA 93427

(805) 688-2047
CIRCLE 143 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SEE YOUR RH ELECTRONICS
PRODUCTS DEALER

FOR YOUR APPLE 11*:

SUPER FAN ir" $ 74.95

SUPER FAN ir"/ZENER RAY'" $109.00

SUPER RAM W** $125.00

RH 12 VOLT TRANSVERTER $149.00

FOR MICRO COMPUTERS:
GUARDIAN ANGEL'" $595.00



Learning Can Be Fun, continued

Or Strangers evaluates how compatible

you two are in the following areas:

communication, love and romance, val-

ues, sex, work and money, spirituality,

and play.

'^Lovers Or Strangers also tells you
how well you know each other, by let-

ting you guess what your partner an-

swered on each of the questions."

Although Lovers Or Strangers had ar-

rived much earlier for review, it was not

until a blustery Saturday afternoon some
weeks later that we finally got around to

it. Betsy had been editing a mound of

manuscripts and I had been reviewing

educational software packages. While we
are perhaps not the ideal subjects for

analysis by this program, we felt that af-

ter working together for four years we
knew each other reasonably well and
could probably give the program a fair

evaluation.

The instructions contained on the disk

show you how to answer the questions.

All the questions are multiple choice and
the person sitting on the left uses keys 1-

5 for his answers while the person on the

right uses keys 6-0 for his answers.

The test consists of 30 questions

drawn from a 60-question data bank, so

you get a different test each time. On
each question, Lovers Or Strangers asks

you first to select an answer for yourself

and then to guess what your partner

answered.

The answers do not appear on the

screen, but there is a temptation to look

over and see which key your partner is

pressing. The instructions suggest plac-

ing a 3 X 5 piece of paper down the cen-

ter of the keyboard, wedged in between
the keys, but we found that holding one
hand over the other was equally
satisfactory.

Each question has five answers from
which to choose, and there are fifteen

different scores possible for each ques-

tion. For example, if you both choose

the same answer, you get a 10-point

match. If you choose similar answers

you get fewer than 10 points, whereas if

you select dramatically different an-

swers, a negative value is assigned to

compatibility on that particular
question.

At the end of the test, a graph shows
how you and your partner did in each of

the seven areas mentioned above. In

addition, there is a short analysis of how
well you know your partner and a

recommendation about finding out how
your partner feels about certain things.

The results can be printed out if you
wish.

The program was good fun to play,

and the results were interesting and even

surprising (at least to one of us). I don't

know if using it 20 years ago would have

saved me from a divorce, but for an
investment of $29.95, it certainly
wouldn't have hurt.

'^'•••mlV.-;I:=; FOR npitp mUG RFT'^V

HERE PRE VOUR RESULTS BV PRFm:

ORPGSITES HmTCH

'0 1-
i

I i. i i I CMT I uN =0 -i

LOUE ROHHNCE 7k--.

'••'HLUCIO ...n.,'^ ,a C'F'-'.

SEX * 5hv

hmRk iv i-)"i'-<EV'

SPIRITUMLITV - 65'.

PLMV „ . .
r,7V

HERE'S HON HELL VOU SEEM TO KHOM EHCH
OTHFR:

v^y}c., Vul.i CORRECTLV hUESSEO BETSV'S
PNSWER 43'. OF THE TIME, WHICH INDICATES
Q!s Ml'ERwGE UWOERSTPNDINO OF BETSV.

VOU SEEM TO KHOM BETSV PRETTV hELl IN
ThP^E PREPS: COHMUN I OPTION, Ln:..iF

ROHMHCE, SEX, PND SPIRITUPuITV.

VOU COULD BENEFIT -ROM Frf>iniNr^ OUT HOW
BETSV FEELS PBOUT THESE PREPS: UPlUES,
WORK MONEV, PNO PlPV.

BETSV, VOU CORRECTLV GUESSED DPUE S
PnSWER OF THE TIHF, WHICH INOTCPTES
PN PUERPGE UNDERSTPI^DING OF DPi.€.

VOU SEEM TO KNOW OPi-'E PRETTV nf;_|. in
THESE PREPS: '.ipuJES, PND
-•CAor I, H .1, I i.tMi...

J.
I T .

''O'J CO'.iL.D BENFPTT PROM PINOING OUT HHN
DPUE FEELS PBOUT THESE PREPS:
COM'-lijN I OPTION, l0'-!E ROMPNOR, NORK
MOHEV, SPIRITUPlITV, PND PlPV.
PnO hFRP-S" VOUR PINPL RESULTS:

DP'.€ PND BETSV, VOUR OUERPll
COHPPTIBILnv RPTTNG IS G2';.

VOU TWO HPUE SOME SIMILPRITIES THPT
COULD FORM THE BPS IS FOR p GOOn
RELPTIONSHIP, SPICED WITH P FEW
OIFFFREHCES.

GPeative GompatiR^
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: lovers Or Strangers

Type: Game?

Authors: Al Byers and Annette Long

System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Evaluate compatibility

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:

Alpine Software

2120 Academy Circle, Suite E
Colorado Springs, CO 80909

(303) 591-9874

•

Apple Does It.

Shouldn't You?
Find out why the experts shop

Strictly Soft Ware: prices,

service, support, selection,

and dehvery. Write for our

free software catalog (Apple

or IBM).

Strictly Soft Ware
Post Office Box 338

Granville, Ohio 43023

Phone Orders: 800-848-5253

Catalog requests, technical

assistance, Ohio orders:

614-587-2938.

4 .-^

I
Yes! Please rush me your catalog of

'
[ ]

Apple
[ ] IBM-PC software.

Name

I Address

J City State Zip

Phone ( )
I

I

I [ II am interested in large-volume purchases
|

j for my company.
|

I Please enclose $2.50 for mailing to foreign I

I countries. I

CIRCLE 144 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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VisiOn

SOFTWARE PROFILE
Names VisiOn

.

Type: Integrated, menu-driven
business software

Sy^ewki IBM PC, 256K RAM
miifinuim, a graphics itdapter

and a hard disk,

FonnatiDisk

Language; As^mbly and ''C
" ' languages.

Sttipmary: VisiCorp's answer to the

Xerox Star and Apple
Lisa, Surprisingly easy to

learn and operate.

Price: To be announced,

Maiittfacliirer:

VisiCorp

. 2895 Zanker Road
San Jose, CA 95134

(408) 946-9000' .

^

- }- -

Back in 1978 a tiny company, Personal

Software, sparked a revolution in micro-

computing with the introduction of an

electronic spreadsheet it called VisiCalc.

Now, five years after making "What if..."

famous, this company (renamed Visi-

Corp) is attempting another coup with a

package of software and hardware
dubbed VisiOn.

VisiOn promises to give personal com-
puter owners many of the features

Ron Jeffries, 5266 Hollister, Suite 224, Santa
Barbara, CA 91311.

70

Ron Jeffries

boasted by the high priced Xerox Star

and the new Apple Lisa. All three systems

provide an entirely new way to operate

computers. Each is menu-driven, offering

lists of possible actions. You simply point

Apart from simplicity

and ease of use, an
important feature of
VisiOn is thiat user
experience can be
transferred from one
program to another,

and from one maciiine
toanottier.

to what you want to do by using a device

called a mouse that tracks the motion of

your hand. Then you press a button on

the mouse to indicate a selection and
start working. For many computer owners

it will be like trading in a clumsy stick

shift for a silky automatic transmission.

To use VisiOn on the IBM PC, the

computer on which we tested it, you need
a minimum of 256K RAM, a graphics

adapter, and a hard disk. However, any
additional memory should improve the

performance of VisiOn noticeably. (Many
VisiOn systems will have as much as 512K
RAM.)

What Does VisiOn Do?
VisiOn provides a simple, menu-

oriented way to use- your computer.
Rather than requiring that you memorize
Hsts of commands and complex syntaxes,

VisiOn lets you indicate what you want
by pointing a small arrow on the screen

to various items on the menus. The arrow

is controlled by moving the small, plastic

mouse. A thin wire connects the mouse
to a standard RS-232 serial interface on
the PG. Inside the mouse are electronics

that sense the movement of your hand
and transmit the change in location to the

computer.
• VisiOn is intended to be used by office

workers, the people VisiCorp President

Terry Opendyk calls "paper-pushing

knowledge workers." It is designed to be

both easy to learn and easy to use. There
is an important distinction between the

two, since some products that are easy to

learn become unbearably tedious by the

time you become famiHar with them. On
the other hand, some users have found

the more popular word processing pro-

grams difficult to learn, but extremely

simple to operate once mastered. VisiOn

is an attempt to provide both easy learn-

ing and efficient production capabitities.

VisiOn is designed to be used with a

wide range of computer hardware and
operating systems. Once you learn how
to use a spreadsheet program under

Creative Computing Software Buyer's Guide



VisiOn users can perform interrelated

tasks on the same screen. In this sequence
spreadsheets are merged, their totals plot-

ted, and a memo written to discuss the

results.

VisiOn with one machine, you will know
how to use it on any other computer that

supports VisiOn. Apart from simplicity

and ease of use, an important feature of

VisiOn is that user experience can be
transferred from one program to another,

and from one machine to another. Natu-
rally, this benefit will occur only if VisiOn
is widely adopted, by both hardware and
software |irms, and is well received in the
marketplace.

VisiOn has not been released, but has
already generated considerable interest.

The crowds at VisiCorp's booth at the

recent computer show seemed enthralled

by the VisiOn demonstration. Digital

Equipment Corporation (DEC), , the

second largest computer maker, has

VisiOn will probably not
force you to use the
mouse when the

keyboard would be
more convenient

announced its support for VisiOn on the

DEC Professional series. If IBM decides
to offer it for the PC, it will almost guaran-
tee that VisiOn will become an industry

standard. Unfortunately, you will prob-
ably have to wait a month or so before
finding YisiOn in your lc>cal computer
store. .

What you see on the screen when using

VisiOn is a representation of the top of

an ordinary desk. However, unlike the

Xerox Star and Apple Lisa, VisiOn does
not use small pictures (sometimes called

icons) to identify various actions or
objects. Since the current IBM graphics
adaptpr lacks sufficient resolution, Visi-

Corp felt there wasn't enough detail to

use such icons effectively. Instead, VisiOn
uses conventional text descriptions. As
you move the mouse to control the cursor,

each action you select is displayed in

reverse video. It is always clear both
where the cursor is on the screen, and
which command or option is about to be
selected.

Several things appear on the VisiOn
screen at the same time; much as you
might have overlapping pieces of paper
on the desk. The screen initially displays

Creative Computing Software Buyer's Guide

Two spreadsheets {labeled East and West at the top of the
screen) are consolidated into one in the middle of the screen,

that §ives the total. Note that "West" is the active menu

Data can he displayed in a variety of ways. In the upper right
comer of the screen, spreadsheet totals have been transformed
into a bar chart

Three VisiOn windows are displayed simultaneously in typical

application: a memo in the background is combined with a
spreadsheet and a bar graph.
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Vision, continued...

a "clean" desk top when you turn the

system on. The bottom line of the screen

lists the nine VisiOn commands: Help,

Close, Open, Full, Frame, Options, Trans-

fer, Stop, and Save. A list of the various

tasks that can be performed is shown in

the upper-right corner of the screen.

To select an application program such

as a word processor, you roll the mouse
across the surface of your own desk; a

small arrow on the screen duplicates the

movement of the mouse. If you move the

mouse to the right, for instance, the arrow
moves to the right. When the arrow is

positioned over the name of the program
you want to use, you press the Select

button on the mouse, and the system

automatically loads and readies the pro-

gram.

What's the Keyboard For?
A natural question about mouse-

oriented systems is how the keyboard is

used. Some of the finer points of how
VisiOn will use the keyboard are still

being worked out. But the philosophy is

clear: every key has only one purpose: to

deposit a character (such as the letter A)
or to perform a single, specified function.

Even though the mouse is a handy way to

point to things on the screen, there may
be times when using the cursor control

keys would be easier, such as for char-

acter-by-character editing within a word
processor. VisiOn will probably not force

you to use the mouse when the keyboard
would be more convenient. As Opendyk
puts it, "We are not fanatics about the

mouse. VisiOn is designed to be used

with any x,y pointing device."

Integrated Help
If you run into trouble while using

VisiOn or any of its applications products,

there is a Help system that provides a

complete network of information about

each function. For example, if you do not

understand how to use an option in the

plot program, you can display the help

menu for plotting on a blank area of the

screen, with the plot that you are working
on still in view.

This integrated Help system is an excel-

lent feature. It is available at every level.

From broad, general descriptive informa-

tion that helps you understand the big

picture, down to details about specific

options. Such hand-holding is costly (it is

also one reason VisiOn requires a hard

disk), but the increase in productivity

should be well worth the extra disk

storaee.

When you need to look
at several things at

once, VisiOn Is

unbeatable.

VisiOn lets you do more than one thing

at a time. Here again, the analogy to an
ordinary desk in an office is appropriate.

At a regular office desk, you might be

interrupted by a phone call while writing

a memo. While you are talking on the

phone, you might grab your desk calendar

and make an appointment to see a client

for lunch on the following Monday. As
you use the calendar, it may temporarily

cover the memo you were working on
before the phone call. When the call is

over, you put your calendar back in its

place and continue writing the memo.
When you were interrupted by the

phone call, you temporarily attended to

another task (making an appointment)

and then returned to what you were doing

"Why not, at least, let Al try. He s really very good. Di4n 't he fix the lawn mower?'

earlier (writing the memo). You did not

continue writing the memo and make the

appointment in the desk calendar at the

same time. This is exactly how VisiOn

works, it lets you have several activities

"on your desk" at one time, each shown
on its own window; but you use only one

window at a time. This "active" window
displays the task upon which you are

currently focusing.

Just as you might consult a dictionary,

use a calculator, or look up an address in

your Rolodex file while writing a memo,
you are free to structure the appearance

of your VisiOn desk any way you choose.

You might want to have a spreadsheet

open and at the same time have a window
of help information in front of you listing

the directions for entering a formula.
|

However, at any given moment, you are f

actually using only one window at a time.

The optional VisiOn command, Full,
^

expands a 4)articular window to fill the

entire screen. I haven't used the system

long enough to form an opinion, but my
guess is that most people will prefer to

work with a single window much of the

time. But when you need to look at sev-

eral things at once, VisiOn is unbeatable.
(

VisiOn lets you display several windows

on the computer screen at once, and lets ^

you have several programs simultaneously

available for instant use. However, you

may have only one window "active" at a

time. You can switch back and forth

between windows, alternately making

each active. But when one window is

active, all others are passive. There are

exceptions to this rule. The system sup-

ports a print spooler so the printer can

type a letter while you are entering new
information into a spreadsheet. Later ver-

sions are expected to support a local

network that will operate at the same

time that the user is doing other things at

the keyboard.

Even when several windows are open
at once, they are never automatically

linked. For example, if you have a plot

window open, and display some spread-

sheet data graphically, the plot will reflect

the data at that moment. If you then go

back and change some of the numbers in

the spreadsheet, the plot is not changed
to reflect the new numbers until you

transfer the new data from the spread-

sheet to the plot. VisiCorp says that an

automatic link among windows may be

incorporated into future releases.

Moving information is so important that

it is one of the nine basic VisiOn com-

mands; data can be transferred easily

from one window to another. When the

transfer command is selected, you are

asked to point to the window containing

the data to be moved. You then use the

mouse to show the system how much of

the window to copy. Finally, you point

the mouse to the window where the data

f
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is to go. The entire procedure is natural,

and I remembered it easily after being

shown how just once.

VisiOn handles the transfer of data

between programs in a clever way. It

attempts to preserve as much of the con-

text of the data as possible. For instance,

if it is moving data from one spreadsheet

to another, it will preserve everything it

already knows about the columns and
rows of figures. But if it has to transfer

data from a spreadsheet to a word pro-

cessing document, all it will do is move
the numeric text to the target document.
This "type checking" helps prevent errors

that could arise if you asked it to do
nonsense operations, such as use a letter

to your mother as the input data for a

spreadsheet.

Scripts: A Way to Bufld Macros
Another interesting VisiOn feature

allows you to predefine a series of opera-

tions. By selecting Script mode, you can
record a series of VisiOn commands and
options in a file that can be stored for

later use. Called "macro expansion" in

other systems, this lets you perform a

complex, multistep operation just once,

then have the system run through all the

steps for you automatically whenever you
want, at the touch of a button.

I saw VisiOn demonstrated with a

three-button mechanical mouse. How-
ever, the operator used only two of the

buttons, one to select an item, the other

to scroll. VisiCorp hinted that it preferred

optical mice because they are more reli-

able and less expensive than their me-
chanical cousins.

After seeing VisiOn demonstrated, I

was able to spend only a few minutes

actually using the system. When I say a

few minutes, this is not a figure of speech.

For whatever reasons, VisiCorp did not

seem comfortable letting me use the sys-

tem for an extended period of time. They
were very friendly and helpful, but sur-

rounded me with four staffers who

seemed anxious that I wrap things up and
get back on the plane. My hunch is that

while most of VisiOn itself is working,
there are probably holes in the system,

since it is still under development, as are

its various applications products. And the

longer I sat there, the more Ukely I was to

find a problem. Keep in mind that my
reactions to VisiOn are based on a brief

demonstration, and a Hmited amount of

actual hands-on experience with the sys-

tem. A full evaluation will appear in

Creative Computing magazine later this

year when the system is released.

I found the VisiOn mouse harder to

use initially than I had expected. At first,

I found it somewhat difficult to point the

cursor arrow at the correct menu item.

But after a few minutes of practice, I got

used to the feel of the device. I was also

/ found the VisiOn
mouse harder to use
initially than I had

expected.

surprised by the distance I had to move
the mouse to select some of the options.

A quick check indicated that moving the

mouse eight inches on the table surface

moved the cursor arrow across the width

of the screen. Sometimes I had to lift the

mouse up and reposition it to have enough
room. Since the mouse and the software

were both pre-production, I imagine that

these details will be worked out before

the product is released next summer.
The ratio of mouse movement to the

movement of the cursor on the screen is

something that different users may want
to adjust. Some will require more precise

on-screen movements than others, while

some may have less tabletop area on
which to roll the device. Some clever
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compromises are possible, such as chang-
ing the ratio of screen-to-mouse move-
ment in proportion to the speed of mouse
travel. In such a scheme, a small move-
ment, such as selecting between two adja-

cent menu items, would require a fair

amount of hand motion. However, a quick

jump from the bottom to the top of the

screen would take only a bit more move-
ment.

Four Layers of Software
Four layers of software are involved

when an application program is used on a

VisiOn system. At the bottom level is a

standard operating system, such as DOS.
The second layer is VisiHost, which
extends the operating system by imple-

menting over 140 additional system calls

for use by VisiOn. Just above VisiHost is

VisiOn, which is the first layer the user

sees. The fourth level is the application

program—a spreadsheet, word processor,

graphics package, or database manager.

VisiHost provides the interface

between VisiOn and the operating system.

When VisiOn is transported to new hard-

ware or a different operating system, the

only part that has to be changed is Visi-

Host. Both VisiOn and the applications

that run under it are completely unaware
of the underlying operating system and
hardware configuration.

Largely Written in C
According to group manager Bill

Coleman, about 60 percent of the PC
version of VisiHost is written in assembly
language, with the remainder written in

C. VisiOn however, is written entirely in

C, as are all the applications programs.
This heavy use of C will help VisiCorp a

great deal when it comes time to translate

the software to other computer systems
that use different processors. In such a

case, the VisiHost assembler would be
extensively changed. But once VisiHost
is working in the new environment, the

rest of VisiOn and its application pack-
ages can be transferred with Uttle addi-

tional effort.

The use of C for systems level software

is not new. The Unix operating system is

written almost entirely in C, and as a
result has been ported to many different

computers. C is a good choice because it

was originally designed specifically for

systems progranMning. It is a middle-level

language that lets the programmer get

close to the machine level, yet is far easier

to write, debug, and maintain than ordi-

nary assembly language.

When software is written in C, all that

is needed to transport the software to a
new machine is a compiler that generates

code for the new computer. While writing

a new C compiler or modifying an existing

compiler requires significant work, it is

work that must be done only once. On
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Vision, continued...

the other hand, if programs are written in

assembler, each program must be recoded
for the new machine.
The VisiCorp people seem eager to

avoid the impression that they are getting

into the operating systems business. More
than once during my interview the topic

was raised, and each time there was an
emphatic response that they were not
interested in writing operating systems
and never intended to get into that area.

When you look at the specifications for

VisiHost, the dividing line between it and
a regular operating system is thin. True,
VisiHost uses many of the services of the

underlying operating system, including its

file system. VisiHost imposes its own
structu|-e on an operating system file so
that you can look at VisiOn file names
using a standard operating system com-
mand such as DIR on the PC. However,
you won't be able to use these files other
than with VisiOn programs. From what I

understand of VisiHost, it may add more
system calls to a given operating system
than were available in the first place. Is

VisiHost an operating system? I guess not,

since VisiCorp says it's not.

VisiHost extends an operating system
by supporting new system calls or primi-

tive features that VisiOn can tise. For
example, it supports an elegant method
of managing memory which is similar to

what is known as ''virtual memory."
Although VisiCorp uses standard, off-the-

shelf C compilers, the company has devel-

oped its own Unker. VisiCorp clearly has

VisiHost supports an
elegant metfiod of
managing memory.

the talent and skill to build an operating
system, but it has decided for business
reasons to work with other operating sys-

tems developers instead. Given the cur-

rent battle among the various operating

systems in the micro world, this is prob-
ably a wise decision. If VisiOn becomes
a de facto user interface standard, Visi-

Corp will clearly have the last laugh.

VisiOn manages the handling of win-
dows on screen that makes it look as if

one piece of paper is on top of another.

While it treats the screen as a bitmap, the

application programs that run under its

control do not have to worry about any
of this. The application program simply
hands text to VisiOn. This means tha|;

application programs can be easily con-
verted to work in the VisiOn environ-

ment. Even more important, the applica-
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History of

The VisiOn project began in early

1981. A small team of people started

talking about how the ideal user inter-

face should work. Then in August 1981

they wrote four complete specifica-

tions for a proposed system. They fi-

nally decided on a design similar to

the current VisiOn package, and start-

ed writing a prototype system.

In an odd twist of fate, the VisiOn

prototype was developed on the only

easily available personal computer that

met their performance requirements,

the Apple 111. This is especially ironic,

since at the same time Apple was hard

at work designing Lisa, which uses a
user interface that resembles VisiOn.

Eventually, VisiOn may cause head-

aches for Lisa, since VisiOn provides

many of the features of Lisa at a con-
siderably lower price.

By late November 1981, the proto-

type of VisiOn was working, and was
shown to a few selected hardware com-
panies. Based on the positive reaction,

a major development project was
launched in early 1982 to build the

production version of VisiHost and
VisiOn, By early December 1982, the

system was far enpugji along to demon-
strate on an IBM PC at Comdex.

Since VisiCorp does not plan to

release this package until sometime in

Mouse

the summer of 1983, industry observers

have speculated about why the com-
pany announced VisiOn so early. It

seems likely that there were two close-

ly related reasons: Apple's Lisa and
the 1-2-3 software package from Lotus.

(VisiCorp knows how talented Mitch

Kapor, the author of 1-2-3 is, since it

bought its VisiTrend and VisiPlot soft-

ware from him.) By announcing VisiOn

early, VisiCorp was able to reduce the

impact of the other two products. It is

possible that IBM was also eager to

have the world find out about VisiOn,

since it makes the IBM PC much more
competitive with the intriguing new
Lisa.

VisiCorp may have been nervous

about the lx3tus 1-2-3 since it could

threaten VisiCalc, which is the heart

of VisiCorp's business. 1-2-3 attempts

in a different way to integrate a calc

program with plotting and database

management. It was written in assem-

bly language especially for the IBM
PC. As soon as both VisiOn and 1-2-3

are available, it will be interesting to

compare performance. Although 1-2-3

may have somewhat faster perfor-

mance, VisiOn and its associated soft-

ware products will be more portable

to other computers and operating

systems.

tl

tion program is completely isolated from
the quirks of specific hardware/operating
system configurations. This clean division

of responsibilities between the application

program and K/^/On/VisiHost may be one
of the best features of the entire system.

It allows a software developer to take

advantage of portability while still retain-

ing a highly interactive user interface.

Benefits of a Common Interface

In a large organization, the common
user environment provided by VisiOn
could result in significant cost savings.

For example, a given spreadsheet pro-

gram would work exactly the same on an
IBM PC running PC DOS as on a DEC
VAX 11/780 running the Xenix operating
system, if VisiOn were supported on both
machines. When I asked the people at

VisiCorp whether they planned to support
Unix, they smiled. It turns out that almost
all the VisiOn development was done
using Unix on a VAX.
The consistent VisiOn interface helps

you learn how to work with new applica-

tion packages. With today's operating
systems and software, the rules about how
to accomplish common tasks ofteii

change from one environment to another.

Within DOS for example, the command

to display the disk directory is DIR. But if

you type DIR while in Basic, you will get

a Syntax Error message. In Basic, you
must give the command FILES, and then

you get somewhat different information
in a different format than that provided^
by DIR. There are many suca differences

between the operating system level (DOS)
and Basic. The important point is that

what you learn about DOS isn't much
help when you enter the world of Basic,

pr other application programs.

How VisiOn Wilt Help Software Vendors
Software developers should also benefit

from any wide adoption of a VisiOn stan-

dard. First, anything that is good for use

is ultimately good for software develope
because new developments encourag
more people to use computers, whicl

expands the market. Second, the consi

tent user interface lets the developer con-

centrate on solving the specific applica-

tion problem, without taking time to

design yet another user interface. Put

another way, the developer becomes
responsible for the content and style of

interaction, but is able to use the method
of interacting. This sharing of techniques

also simplifies the preparation of user

documentation, since it is fair to assume
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that a VisiOn user knows how to use a

mouse, for example.

Since VisiOn treats the screen as one

big bitmap, it has to do extensive work
every time it scrolls a line of text or

changes the display. This means that the

speed capacity of the 5MHz 8088 pro-

cessor is a bottleneck for VisiOn. In the

brief time that I was able to use the

prototype system, it was obvious that a

faster processor would make VisiOn

much more pleasant and productive to

use. If IBM releases a faster version of

the PC -perhaps one that uses the Intel

186 or 286 processor— the effect on pro-

ducts such as VisiOn will be remarkable.

Another improvement would be spe-

cialized hardware support for so-called

BITBLT (bit block transfer). The ideal

solution would be a faster central micro-

processor and special hardware that

would support the fast, easy manipulation

of bit-mapped graphic images.

VisiOn uses three cursors: a standard

an-ow, which shows the current location

on the screen; a four-hea'ded arrow when
scrolling; and a stylized hourglass when
performing a time-consuming operation.

The VisiOn cursor symbol performs time-

consuming magic. It takes the screen

image that would normally be at the cur-

sor location and stores it away, then draws

the cursor symbol. This ensures that the

VisiOn cursor will be clearly visible,

regardless of the background image. If

the graphics hardware supported inde-

pendently movable graphic objects (often

called sprites), this overhead for display-

ing the cursor symbol would be reduced

to almost nothing. Ironically, inexpensive

home computers such as the Texas Instru-

ments 99/4A and the Commodore 64 pro-

vide hardware support for sprites. Unfpr-

tunately, IBM PC does not offer this sup-

port.

Up and Away With VisiCorp

VisiOn represents a new direction for

VisiCorp, a company that made its mark
early by aggressively marketing and sup-

porting VisiCalc. Since VisiCalc was avail-

able only on the Apple for quite some
time, industry experts have credited Visi-

Calc for many early business sales of

Apples.

VisiCorp is a fast-growing software

company. It has grown from three

employees and a third floor walkup office

to over 2p0 employees, and 60,000 square

feet of office space. Another 45,000

square feet is devoted to manufacturing

and warehouse activities. VisiCorp offices

teem with micros— about 1.5 computers

per person!

At VisiCorp, many of the personal com-
puters are connected to two VAX 11/780

minicomputers. Programmers write code

using a text editor on the personal com-

puter, then send the program to the VAX
to be compiled. The object code is sent

back to the personal computer where it is

tested in the environment in which it will

eventually be used.

Each night, the VAXs are kept busy

controlling an elaborate software testing

program. They have captured the actual

keystrokes for thousands of operations of

products such as VisiCalc. As programs
are improved, they are run against all the

stored tests, and the output is compared
with known results. By using the VAX to

control such tests running on many
machines, they are able to perform
between 200,000 and 300,000 comparisons

in a single night.
'

What Next?

The VisiOn design does not represent

the ultimate user interface for computers.

However, it is very good, and has a rea-

sonable chance of being widely accepted.
If IBM chooses to give its blessing to

VisiOn by directly markedng it for the

PC, VisiOn will probably be assured of

success. Since other manufacturers will

also be anxious to capture some of the

market that Apple is trying to attract with

Lisa, it seems Ukely that many of them
will choose to support VisiOn.

The reaction of the major operating

system companies, such as Microsoft and
Digital Research, should be interesting.

They may decide to implement the basic

ideas behind VisiOn, rather than licensing

VisiHost to bundle with their operating

systems. There have been persistent

riimors of a "visual shell" that Microsoft

is said to be working on as the interface

to both MSDOS and Xenix.

There is no question that the mouse
will become a popular way to move a

cursor and select items from a menu. It is

too soon to say whether VisiOn will

become the standard, or will instead be

one of several competing user interfaces.

Much depends on how soon it is released,

how many computer manufacturers and
software publishers adopt it, and how
Digital Research and Microsoft react.

VisiOn looks like an exciting product

that could have a major effect on the

industry. The most important question

right now is, "When will VisiCorp be
ready to start shipping the finished pro-

duct?" When I visited VisiCorp in late

January, I saw what looked like a func-

tional Kw/On. Company executives say

that VisiOn is about 99 percent complete,

and that most of their effort is going into

upgrading products such as VisiCalc and
VisiWord that run in the VisiOn environ-

ment.

VisiOn looks promising. It will be even
better when it is a real product on your

dealer's shelves.

PRICE WAR!
CHECK OUT ALL OUR INCREDIBLE BUSINESS SOFTWARE PRICES.
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ASPEN SOFTWARE'-
Grammatik

Random House Proofreader
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Home Accountant
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CB-80 Compiler

PASCAL/MT+
Access Manager

CBASIC 86

PASCAL/MT+ 86
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$ 60

$ 39
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$259
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$299
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"

Quickcode
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dGraph
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Easywriter II
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Easyfiler
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Spellbinder
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$379
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Wordstar/MailMerge $369
Wordstar/Mail Merge/SpellStar $509.

Wordstar /I nfoStar $549
InfoStar $299
CalcStar $ 89

DataStar $179
SuperSort $149
SpellStar $149
ReportStar $229
OataStar Update CALC

MICROSOFT'"
Softcard $259
Ram Card $ 89
Videoterm (Videx'") $269
All Three Above $509
Multiplan $199
Enhancer II (Videx'") $119

BASIC 80 $275

BASIC Compiler $295

COBOL Compiler $549
FORTRAN 80 $349
Fligtit Simulator $ 45
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1 OASIS'"
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PEACHTREE'"
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(GL, AR & AP) $369

PERFECT SOFTWARE'"
Perfect Writer $289
Perfect Speller $169
Perfect Writer/Speller $389
Perfect Calc $169
Perfect Filer $279
All Four Perfect Products $749

PICKLES AND TROUT"
CP/M for TRS Model II $169
CP/M for TRS Model 16 $189
Hard Disk CALL

SILICON VALLEY SYSTEMS'"
Word Handler $149
List Handler $129

SORCIM'"
SuperCalc

SuperWriter

SpellGuard

TCS ACCOUNTING'"
Accounting Package

(4 Modules)

GL, AR. AP, PR or Inv. Mgmt.

VIVICORP®
VisiCalc

VisiTerm

VisiDex

VisiFile

VisiSchedule

VisiTrend/Plot

Business Forecaster

Desktop Planner

FLOPPY DISKETTES
(Boxes of Ten)

8"

5" (SS)
5" IDS)

$189
$249
$129

$289
$ 99 ea.

$189

$ 85

$189
$249
$249
$249

$100
$249

$ 25

$ 25

$ 35

TO ORDER, CALL TOLL-FREE:

800-227-4587
In CaUfomia, 800-622-0678
415-644-3611

CA residents add sales tax.

&800-S0ffWARE)
CIRCLE 145 ON READER SERVICE CARD

OR WRITE:
800-S0FTWARE, INC.
3120 Telegraph Avenue
Berkeley. CA 94705
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We look at a new computing tool kit for pro-

fessionals in engineering, architecture, finance,

education—for anyone who uses mathematical
formulas.

! Solver
from Software Arts

When Dan Bricklin and Bob Frankston

creators of VisiCalc, decided to go it

alone, it created quite a stir in the business

press. Business Week, Fortune and other

magazines all did stories describing and
speculating about their fledgling com-
pany, Software Arts.

Buoyed by the phenomenal success of

VisiCalc, Software Arts is off to a flying

start. During a visit to their cramped
offices on the 12th floor of one of the few

high rise buildings in Cambridge, MA,
one of the first things that Dan showed
me were the architectural plans for a

20,000 sq. ft. facility in Newton, MA. Bob
Frankston was quick to point out that

their "new" 60-year old building had a

dock along the Charles and could be

reached by canoe from Cambridge in

about 40 minutes.

I remarked that when Creative moved
into its 25,000 sq. ft. facihty about 18

months ago, I had thought I might sub-

lease about 10,000 sq. ft. However, within

three months of moving in, it became
apparent that if we had 1,000 sq. ft. to

sublease it would be a lot. Dan mentioned
that when Software Arts first contracted

to renovate the space they had planned

to lease out the first floor (about 10,000

sq. ft.) but now, three months later, they

are wondering if the building has enough
space for their own rapidly-expanding

operation.

An impressive operation it is! A Prime
computer with a zillion megabytes of

storage serves as the main software devel-

opment machine. Scores of microcom-
puters are wired into this system. While

the con^munication links are direct today,

the new facility will be totally wired for

Ethernet to allow micro-to-micro com-
munication as well as micro-to-

mainframe.

I have rarely seen so many microcom-
puters both in quantity and variety in one

David H. Ahl

location as 1 saw at Software Arts. Major
projects include development of an
advanced version of VisiCalc (to be
marketed through VisiCorp), conversion

of VisiCalc to everv^ imaginable computer
and, of course, the TK!Solver develop-

ment work.

What is TK!Solver?
TKISolver (TK for Tool Kit) was

designed to provide professionals in engi-

neering, business and other fields a per-

sonal computing tool with which to solve

problems involving mathematical calcu-

lations and analysis. As with VisiCalc, it

is not necessary to know a programming
language to use TKISolver. The use

simply types in one or more equation

and the known variables. TKISolver then

solves for the missing variables using

either a direct solve technique or, if

necessary, an iterative technique.

I journeyed to Cambridge to beat on

TKISolver mercilessly for nine non-stop

hours. I asked the folks there to leave me
alone with the software and documenta-
tion; after all, I wanted to approach it as

a typical user. Diane Curtis, product

manager for TKISolver, kindly lent me
her IBM Personal Computer and a comer
of her cramped office for the day while

she spent time with some customers and

consultants.

My occasional questions were quickly

Dan Bricklin shows me a fine point of interative problem solving with TKI Solver.
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LEARN & PLAY
Software for U

Software 1

Software

LEARNING SYSTEMS
Tutorial Software

BASIC Teach
An interacti\^ computer tutorial on the BASIC

programming language. Beginners learn to

program in BASIC with the ease of step-by-

step instructions. For the IBM-PC |64K|.

5V*" disk. $70.00

Tutorial for VIslCalc

A hands-on software package and tutorial

that teaches the novice how to use VislCalc

and create VisiCalc applications. For the
IBM-PC f64K), SO-column display, and
PC-DOS. SV*' disk. $70.00

Accounting Teach
Software that eases the transition from man-

ual to computer-based acc'ounting. The user

immediately learns and applies a simulated

accounting system. For the IBM Personal
Computer (64K) with 80-column dis-

play and PC-DOS. 5V*" disk. $100.00

IBM Teach
Learn about the computer on the computer.

Interacti\/e software allows the novice user to

initiate simple BASIC programs or run com-
mercial application programs. Additional

information includes hardware, memory, and
machine language. For the IBM-PC f64K)
with two disk drives, SO-column dis-

play, and PC-DOS. 5%" disk. $70.00 .

Creative Pastimes

Space Knights
A revolutionary new concept in computer

entertainment that combines a complete

science fiction novel and software. Nine

action game programs based on scenarios in

the novel include a Navigation game, 'Bugs

Buster', and 'Basic Training'. BooK/dlsk for

the ATARI 800 (48K). $24.95. Uses
Joystick.

WordWorx
Two exciting word games! Myspelleiy—

decode the mystery w6rd with the fewest

clues. The fiev\/er clues needed the higher the

score. Sentence-Maker—invent as many
grammatically correct sentences as possible

with a string of five initial letters. Two disks

for the Apple II Plus® computer or
Apple II® with Applesoft BASIC {4BK),

$29.95

Miner 2049er
Players control Bounty Bob in his quest to

claim all the mining stations while trying to

avoid deadly mutants, slides, miscalculated

jumps, fatal falls, and explosives. Get extra

bonus points for finding various possessions

left by previous explorers. ROM card for

the Commodore VIC-20. $29.95.

Available soon. Uses Joystick.

Triple Brain Trust

Modeled after Tic-Tac-Toe game shows. Fea-

tures a wide variety of categories including

Football, Colors. State Capitals, Movie Trivia

for any age! You can even make up your

own questions! TWo SV*" disks for the
IBM-PC® (64K| with PC-DOS. $30.00

Movie Maker
Computer animation program that lets you
create scenery, shapes, and flicker-free

movement. Features multiple charaaer capa-

bility, fast forward, zoom, help menu, and
more Disk for ATARI 800"^ |48K).

$49.95. ROM cartridge for the ATARI
400" & 800 |16K| available soon. Uses
Joystick.

Available at computer/bookstores, or order

directly from the publisher:

Reston Publishing Company, Inc.

1 1480 Sunset Hills Road
Reston, VA 22090

For faster service use our TOLL-FREE hotline:

800-336-0338 or call: 703-437-8900

Paint

One of the most exciting packages for the

ATARI Home Computer! Allows you to create

'paintings' of your own design on the com-
puter using hundreds of color texturesr Fea-

tures, 'zoom' capabilities, different size 'paint

brushes', ability to save art, and morel

Book/disk for the ATARI 800 |48K).

$39.95. ROM cartridge for ATARI
400/800 (16iq available soon. Uses
Joystick.

MuMploy
Combine features of an arcade game with

mathematical operations. Gives the player 4

different operations (+ - X -r) at 3 diffi-

culty levels. Math problems in the form of

invading spaceships stream down the screen.

The player must answer them correctly or the

answer base is destroyed Disk for the
Apple 11 Plus or Apple 11 with Apple-
soft BASIC (48Kt. $24.95

Time Tunnels
An arcade game for all ages with multiple

levels of play. You are in a spaceship on the

perimeter of a time tunnel. Your goal is to get

through the time tunnel to seal it off. But the

tunnel is guarded by aliens who are trying to

destroy your spaceship. Fun for the whole
family. Disk for the Apple II Pius |48iq.

$29.95. Available sckmi.

All prices are subject to change without notice.
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TK! Solver continued...

> < •

1
1
• Break

Call any Push to Pop from Go to any Switch Solve or

sheet subsheet subsheet field Execute

? AE / Command

Help Edit Arrow
System Mode Keys

Cancel \

operation
I

Entry mode:
Up, down, left, right

Edit mode:
Begin, end field

B C D

Blank Copy Delete

E M S

Insert Quit Resolve
Model

Edit Move Storage
Save
Load
DIF Save
DIP Load
Delete
Unit

Variable

Function

answered by the genial folks at Software
Arts but, for the most part, the account
that follows represents the independent
exploration of TKISolver by a more-or-
less typical user.

Getting Started

Upon loading the system, a two-hne
Message Area appears at the top of the

screen. The first line, the Status Line,

displays information about the status of

the program. The second line, the
Prompt/Error Line, displays messages.
The position indicator at the far left of

the Status Line tells you the position of

the cursor with a row number and letter

(representing the label of the column).
To the right of it is the contents of that

field (data, label, etc.). This may seem
redundant, but it is very useful because it

shows the entire contents even though it

may be more than can be displayed in the

field, e.g., the status area may show a 20-

character label or an 1 1 -digit number even
though the field may display only six or
eight characters.

On the far right of the Status Line is a
Memory Indicator which shows the
amount of remaining memory in your
work area. A handy feature is the message
"Low" which is displayed when memory
capacity drops below 1000 bytes. Essen-
tially this cries out, "Save your file on
disk before you lose it!"

The last character on the Status Line is

a Solution Indicator. When you enter
equations, an exclamation point appears
here indicating that they are unsolved. It

disappears upon solving a model but

Window
(Any one
or two
sheets)

Print Reset
Variables

Sheet
All

List Solver

Save
Load
Solve
Block

Figure lA. TK! Solver has 22 commands of one or two keystrokes each.

reappears if any changes are made.
The Prompt/Error line is used for

prompts which require a response, for
messages telling the status of the program,
and for error messages.

Help, Help!

The Help Facility is always available. It

reminds you of features and conmaands
you have learned but may not remember.
However, as the instruction booklet points

out, "It is not intended as a substitute for

the Instruction and Reference Manuals."
When the first TKISolver sheets are

displayed, the Prompt/Error line displays

the message:

For Help, type ?

This prompt disappears when you type

any key. If you type "?", the Prompt/Erroi

line displays the message:

Help: ? or topic:

The cue remains on the Prompt/Error

line so that you can type and enter either

a question mark or a topic you want to be

explained.

A Menu of Commands .

TKISolver has a menu of 22 commands
(see Figure lA). These commands are

used to enter formulae and data, manipu-

late data and units, solve equations, and

move among the sheets, windows and

operations. Sound complicated? It's really

not. (The 11 sheets are shown in Figure

IB—more about them later.)

R
Rule

U
Units

G
Global

P
Plot

V
Varlsfble

L
List

F
Function

T
Table

Variable

Subsheet
Function

Subsheet

= for sheet
movement

><to push
or pop from
subsheet

Figure IB. TK! Solver has 8 "sheets" and

3 "subsheets.

"
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YOU R HAD IT

SO SOFT...

OR SO CHEAP!
We Stock the Newest Software from

the most popular manufacturers in the world
and at the lowest prices in the industry!

Atari Edu-ware Optimized Systems

Arcade Plus Epyx Impact

Atari Program Exchange First Star Software Professional Software

Adventure International Funware Sanyo

Artworx Gamestar Sir-Tech Software

Ashton-Tate Gebelli Software Skyles

Avalon Hill Genesis Software Spellmaster

Broderbund Software Hewlett Packard Microdigital

Big Five Software Human Engineered Silicon Office

BPI Infocom, Inc. State of the Art

Budgeco Innovative Design Source

Commodore (VIC 20) Information Unlimited Spinnaker

Commodore (64) Jini Micro Systems Sirius

Commodore (CBM) K-Byte Silicon Valley Systems

Computer Age LJK Enterprises Synapse

Computer Magic Ltd. Magis Santa Cruz

Canadian Micro Dist. Mactronics, Inc. Thorn EMI

Creative Software Micropro International Tronix Publishing, Inc.

Continental Software Micro-Sci Televideo

Crystalware Micro Spec Timex

Compumax NEC United Microware Ind.

Dorsett Educational Sys. On Line VisiCorp

Datasoft Orbyte Software Zardon

computer mail order west
JI J— H^^^^I 1 No risk, no deposit on CO. D. orders. Pre-paid orders receive Hfjfj* f^^lH*'^t^t I I

Dept. 83, 477 E. Third St.

Williamsport, PA 17701

No risk, no deposit on CCD. orders. Pre-paid orders receive
free shipping within the UPS Continental United States with no
waiting period for certified checks or money orders. Add 3%
(minimum $3.00)shipping and handling on all CCD. orders
and credit card orders. Larger shipments may require additional
charges. NV and PA residents add sales tax. All items subject
to availability and price change. Call today for our new catalog.

Dept. 83, P.O. Box 6689
Stateline, NV 89449
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TK! Solver continued..

Diane Curtis, TK! Solver Product
Manager at Software Arts, Inc.

I brought with me some data on munic-

ipal bonds. Basically, I was interested in

using the system to compare bonds and

do some portfolio calculations. Initially, I

called up the ''Rule Sheet" and entered

two formulae:

A
Y

in which:

A
Y
C
F
P

C*F
A/P

Annual Income
Current Yield

Coupon
Face Value
Purchase Price

I then entered information about a

Camden, NJ bond:

P = 13103 (dollars)

C = 5.3 (interest rate)

F = 25000 (purchase price)

Upon pressing ! to solve for the unknown
variables, I got the following:

A = 132500 (Annual income)

Y = 10.112188 (Current yield)

Obviously I was not going to get

$132500 annual income for the next 13

years on a bond that cost S13103. The
problem, of course, was that I expressed

percent as 5.3 rather than .053. Well, 1

want to express percent as 5.3 or 10.1 and

not the decimal equalivalent so I turned

to the unit portion of TKlSolver. When
the menu showed From and To, I entered

the following for C and Y:

From Pet

To Dpct

Multiply by .01

I recalculated but got the same result.

Since this didn't help, I was tempted to

change the formulas. However the Vari-

able Status Sheet contained the clue to

the dilemma. 1 simply wanted to display a

different unit than my calculation unit.

So I entered the following:

Display Unit pet

Calculation Unit dpct

Now, when I pressed ! to recalculate the

table, I found that:

A (annual income) = $1325

Y (current yield) = $10.112188

Much more reasonable! But frankly I

didn't like the 10.112188; good grief, who
needs that many significant digits? How-
ever, TKlSolver, unlike VisiCalc, does

not have a formatting capability. The
solution was to enter another rule (for-

mula) that stated:

yld = (int (10000 * y))/10000

Of course, I had to enter the unit table

and define display (pet) and calculation

(dpct) units for "yield" as I had for C and
Y.

At this point the screen appeared as

shown in Figure 2. As I entered the rules,

the program^ automatically entered the

variables in the same order as they

appeared in the equations.

This wasn't too tidy, so using the Move
command (/M), I moved the rows around.

Also, using Delete (/D), I deleted Y since

Yld showed the same thing. When I say

deleted that does not mean it is gone—
after all, it is a vital variable in the

equations—but it is no longer displayed

(5i) Input: 13103

St Input Name

5. 3
25000

13103

a
r

y
P

yld

VARIABLE: y
Status:
First Liuess:
AsBOCiated L. :ists

Input Value;;
Output Value:
Display Units
C a I c: u J a 1 1 on Un i t

:

10. 112 1 880485
pet
ci p c: t

Comment,':

Figure 3. Variable subsheet fory.

in the variable table. To reassure myself

that it still existed, I called up the variable

sheet for Y and found it intact (see Figure

3).

I also added comments and filled out

the unit field (with dollar signs). When all

this was done, the screen appeared as in

Figure 4.

cpeative GonzpatiR^
SCWTWARE PROFILE

Name: TK! Solver

Type: Model building and solving

tool

System: Many computers

Format: Disk

Language: Machine language

Summary: Easy to learn and use; wide

variety of applications

FHce: $299 for TK! Solver; $50 to

$100 for applications packs

Manufacturer:

Software Arts, Inc*

675 Ma^chusetts Ave,

Cambridge,MA 02139

64

•VARIABLE SHt-:ET ==-

Output Unit

pet

10. 1 12188 pet

10. 11 pet

RULE SHEET

Comment

S Rule c

a=c*-f
y:s:a/p

y 1 d= < i n t (1 0000 *y ) ) / 1 0000

( 1 i ) Input : 11.2

Figure 2. Variable and Rule sheets aftei s

entering municipal bondformulae and data, a

St Input

11.2
1 (i>C)<jt:)

1 0375

Name

c

f

P

yld
a

Output

10 ., 79
1 120

RULE SHEET
S Rule

y~a/p
V 1 d -~

( i n t ( 1 0000 y ) ) / 1 0000

\

HEET
Unit Comment

1pet
*
*

Coupon Yield
Face value of bond
Of-ferinq priee

pet
*

Current yield
Annual interest b

fi

Figure 4. Same as Figure 2 with

reordered and comments added.

n
F

variabk ^
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TK! Solver continued...

Now I could use the model to compare
some municipal bonds, at least in a simple

sense. I decided to look for maximum
current income from a list of bonds
offered by a municipal bond dealer. Here
is the data from the first four bonds. The
last two columns are calculated with my
TKISolver model.

Bond
Mt. Kisco 7/98

Erie County 3/99

Mass Housing 10/87

Waterford, CT 6/90

Coupon Face
10.875

5.00

2.00

11.20

IIIIIII

flllO

1(

1(

10000

10000

Price

9500
5250

6275

10375

Annual
Yield Income
11.45 $1088

9.52 500

3.18 200

10.79 1120

Naturally, there is more to comparing
bonds than that since capital gains must

be considered for the last three bonds. In

fact, the total yield to maturity includes

the capital gain plus the annual yield from
the coupon, but at least I had a good start

with TKISolver giving me the yield and
annual income from each.

Lists of Data
Instead of immediately going into the

more compHcated yield-to-maturity calcu-

lation, I decided to consider a portfolio

summary. In this case, the Ust was longer,

representing a portfolio of bonds accumu-

lated over several years. I simulated this

with data for 16 bonds taken from
Lebenthal offering lists. Instead of enter-

ing data individually, I wanted to enter a

list of data, have all the calculations

performed en masse, and see a list of

output values.

To do this, I entered the status area on

the Variable Sheet and entered L (for

List). To enter a list, you move the cursor

over the list name on the Variable Sheet,

press the right caret and the blank List

appears. (Alternatively, a List can be

entered from the List Sheet.) Typing

values in order automatically fills in the

list.

I then wanted the program to automat-

ically solve my equations for all 16 sets of

data I had entered in the lists. This was
done by simply entering the list solver

(/L) and pressing solve (!). You must have

some dummy data in the input variables

at this point or TKISolver will just sit

there not knowing which are input and

which are output variables.

During the solving process, you can

display each set of variables in turn on

the screen or, for maximum speed, you

can turn off the display from the Global

Sheet (=G).

When the solving process was done, I

called the List Sheet (=L) and, lo and

behold, my output variables were now
filled with values (see Figure 5).

I now had a fictitious half million dollar

municipal bond portfolio in the computer.

First I wanted some summary information

about it. Here I had a choice: I could

enter more rules or use TKISolver as a

calculator. I chose the latter approach.

To do this, you go to any value (or

numeric) field on any sheet and simply

type in the calculation you wish to per-

form including variables, functions, lists,

etc. First, I wanted the sum of the bond
face values so I went to an empty field

and typed:

SUM(T)
The apostrophe indicates that all values

of the list are to be summarized. In a split

second 550,(XX) appeared. Ah ha, the face

value of the portfolio was $550,0(X) not

one-half million. The sum of the purchase

price was, $459,899.

Okay, that was simple. Now for a tough

(7c) Comment: Yield to maturity

one. I wanted the weighted coupon yield

based on the face value and the weighted

current yield based on the purchase price.

To get this, I would have to multiply each
yield by each price, take the sum of these

products and divide by the sum of the

price. But TKISolver has a solution in the

form of a function called DOT. DOT
returns the dot product of two specified

lists. Each element in the first list is

multiplied by the corresponding element
in the second list and the products are

summed. Hence, my calculation for

weighted coupon yield was simply:

DOT CC F) / SUM ( F)

I found the weighted coupon yield to

be 8.69% and the weighted current yield

10.3%. Gee, I wish I had this portfolio.

Plots and Graphs
I next hypothesized that there might be

some sort of relationship between current

yield, yield to maturity and coupon yield.

What better way to look at these than

with a plot or graph? So I called the Plot

Sheet (
= P) and filled in "C" (coupon

yield) for the X variable and "Y" (current

yield) and "YTM" (yield to maturity) for

Y variables. I also specified plot charac-

ters Y and M (for yield to maturity). The
resulting plot is shown in Figure 6. Munic-

ipal bond investors will not be surprised

60

Elements UnitName

y
c

P
yld
a
ytm

,

S Ru 1 e

a==c*f
y=a/ p
vl d= ( i n t ( 1 0000 *y ) ) / 1 0000

SHEET ======

Comment

16
16
16
16
16
16

pet
%
%
pet
$
pet

Coupon yield
Face value o-f bond
Offerinq price
Current yield
Annual Interest
Yield to maturity

RULE SHEEI ============

Figure 5. List sheet shows variables and
elements (values) in each lisL

y
IT r> m m m

1

1

5
m m

y m y

m
y
m

y

y
m
y

m

m

m

9.8

8. 1

6.4

3.3 4. 7

-+

6. 1

+
7.5

4-

8.9 10.3 11.7

Figure 6. Plot of current yield (y) and yield to maturity (m) against coupon yield.

TKI Solver offers many plot options.
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TK! Solver continued...

(v) Variable Insert UN: Yes

Var 1 ab 1 ee I user t ON:

Intermediate Redisplay ON:
Automatic IteraticDn ON:
Compar i son Tolerance:
Problem Scale:
MaKimum Iteration Count:

Paq e D r ea I< s ON:
Paqc! Numbers ON:
Porm Lenqth:
Printed Page Length:
Printed Page Width:
I n den tat i on

:

Printer Device or F"ilenamei
Printer Setup String:
Line End (CR/LF or CR)

:

Yes

Yes
Ves
. 00<I>0C>001

. 099999999999
10

60 /

V es
Yes
16
16
30
0
PRN

CR/LF

Figure 7. The Global Sheet shows para-

meters that apply to the entire model,

printer and plotter settings, etc.

Present Values

The present value of future cash flows

are extremely important to all kinds of

businesses. Let's say that you can auto-

mate a portion of your assembly line for

$10,000. Your volume is growing, so you
expect this automation to be increasingly

important for the next three years, but to

drop in Year 4 as product obsolescence is

reached. Hence, you expect your cash

flow to be as follows:

cfO -1 IIIIIII

cfl 2000

cf2

cf3

cf4

3000

5000

2000

(Cash flow in Year 0
or cost now = $10,000)

(Cash generated in

Year 1 = $2,000)

to see that current yield is directly related

to coupon yield, and yield to maturity is

inversely related.

From the Global Sheet it is possible to

set the output page size. By reducing it,

you can automatically scale a graph down
if you want to jam it into a smaller space.

The Global Sheet is also the place from
which printer names and conventions are

specified. (See Figure 7.)

Plotting is not limited to the scatter

charts produced by TKfSolver. Data,

variables, units, etc. may be saved on a

disk using the DIF (Data Interchange

Format) and used in other programs such

as VisiCalc and VisiPlot, Conversely, data

from VisiCalc may be read into

TKfSolver from a DIF disk.

Iterative Problem Solving

Not all problems can be solved directly

by simply substituting values in formulae.

IvCt's consider a simple problem of a retail variable sheet

business. Say a video game cartridge has

a manufacturer suggested list price of

$29.95 and the cost is $21.00. We enter

the formulae for margin and markup:
ma = (s-c)/s

mu = (s-c)/c

in which:

ma = margin (%)

mu = markup (%) -

s = selling price

c = cost

You put in the following rule (or

formula):

pv=npv(rate, cf0,cfl,cf2,cf3,cf4)

If the cash flow values were entered in a

list as described above, the rule could

also be expressed as:

pv= npv(rate, 'cf)

in which:

pv = present value

npv = a TKlSolver function for

calculating net present value

cfn = cash flow in year N

Upon entering this formula, the data

above, and 0 for present value, I tried to

solve for the rate of return. No go. So I

simply put in 1 as my guess for a rate and
watched TKlSolver iterate to a solution

of 7,4%. Pretty poor] I could do better in

the money market.

So I put .in 20% as my desired rate and
blanked out the cash flow in Year 4.

TKlSolver said I needed $6960 cash flow

to make it. Impossible.

I put back the original cash flows and
blanked out the initial investment (cfO)

and solved. In this case, it told me I

couldn't invest more than $7610 to get a ^

20% return.

Using this, I could try any number of

different scenarios, perhaps entering my
data in lists and plotting the various

results. i

(3i ) Input

!

St Input

29.95
21

68 /

Name Output

5
C
ma
mu

29,

42
883139
619048

Unit

pet
pet

Comment

Se^l I i ng
Cost
Margi n
Markup

Pr i ce

S Rule

ma= (
s -c

)

/b
mu= ( B--c: ) /c

Entering the data above and solving

indicates a 29.9% margin and a 42.6%
markup (see Figure 8).

But you know from experience that

any margin less than 35% is cutting things

too close. To make a 35% margin, what

should the selling price be? I put 35 in

margin as an input and blanked out (/B)

the $29.95 selling price. I pressed I to

solve and nothing happened. No longer

was output defined by a direct equation.

To solve, I entered a guess (it could be

anything, but I put in 30) and, after five

iterations, TKlSolver indicated that

32.307692 was the seUing price required

to make a 35% markup (see Figure 9).

Now you know why most retaileris price

video game cartridges at $31.95.

82

Figure 8. Variable and Rule Sheets for a markup and margins

model Model here solved for margin and markup given

selling price and cost

<ls) status:

St Input

68

21
35

Name

s
c
ma
mu

VAf < I ABLE
Output

32.307692

SHEET
Unit

5.: 846154
pet
pet

Comment

Sel 1 ing
Cast
Mar qi n

Mar kup

Pr i ce

:= ::== =:: RULE SHEET
S Rule

ma= (s-

mu= < 5-

•c ) /s
-c ) /c Figure 9. Same model as Figure 8 except it was used to 5o/v«

for selling price (iteratively) given cost and desired margin. I
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TK! Solver continued...

Other Functions

A total of 34 functions are built into

TKISolver. They range from the expected

trig, log and square root functions to

advanced math and business functions.

For example, inverse hyperbolic tangent

and log base 10 functions are included.

As mentioned earlier, dot product, list

sum, and net present value are available,

as are functions to return the minimum
or maximum value in a list, count the

elements in a list, or even apply a user

function to a domain of values.

Other Applications

Software Arts will be introducing a

series of applications packages consisting

of a disk with rules, variables and units

tables along with a detailed manual for

each. Similar to the HP41C packages,

these will give instructions for running

the package as is but also will show the

user how to change it to meet his own
requirements.

I tried an early version of the mortgage
package and found that a $95,000 house
with a 20% down payment and 3(>-year

18.5% mortgage would cost me $1176 per

month. However, if I could scrape

together $1400 per month I could reduce

the term of the mortgage to 10 years(!) or

purchase a $115,000 house (see Figure

10).

Other packages are being prepared for

education (a neat population model,
among others), civil engineering, mechan-
ical engineering, HVAC, convertible
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"Monthly payment -formula

Figure 10. Screen photo shows mortage model used to calculate number and
amount of monthly payments. Below the same model calculates that a $1400
monthly payment would allow buying a house costing $115,442.

bonds, institutional portfolio management
and many more.

The Ultimate Solution?

Ever since I attended Software Arts'

initial press conference introducing

TKISolver, people have asked me, "Is it

another VisiCalcT

Frankly, I don't know. It seems that

many of the users at which TKfSolver is

being aimed are already computer literate

and are probably using timesharing (with

packaged software) or a microcomputer
(with self-written programs in Basic).

However, both of these groups probably

would be more than enthusiastic about a

user-friendly tool like TKISolver. It may
not sell as mdny computers as VisiCalc

has, but it certainly will win as many
friends.
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VIC-20 6LC64
exclusive needs. . . exclusive source!

Southujest Micro Systems Inc
Hardware & Peripherals:

VIC-20 Color Computer^
Commodore 64^

Commodore Bi28 Computer^ (128K)

MSD Single Disk Drive''

(VIC 1541 Compatible)
Star Gemini - 10 Printer

w/cable interface^

Star Gemini — 15 Printer

w/cable interface^

Amdex Color I Monitor w/cable'

CIE Cartridge (IEEE-488 tor C64)
VIE Cartridge (IEEE-488 for VIC-20)

RS-232R Interface for VIC or C64
SPI Parallel Interface for VIC or C64
VPI VIC Parallel Interface

VEX-3 Expander for VIC
VEX-6 Expander for VIC
4 Slot Expander for C64
V3K Static RAM Expansion
V8K Static RAM Expansion
V16K Static RAM Expansion

V24K Static RAM Expansion

40/80 Col VIC Video Expander w/16K^°

40/80 Col VIC Video Expander w/64K^o

80 Col C64 Video Expander^^

Z80 Video Pak for C64^o

Light Pen for VIC or C64
VAC Audio Cassette Interface

VMC/CMC VIC & C64 Monitor Cables
Joy Stick (Arcade Quality)

Atari VCS 2600 Game Adapter

$145.00
395.00
895.00

395.00

399.00

575.00
340.00
95.00
75.00
45.00
65.00
45.00
29.95
85.00
75.00

35.00
45.00
85.00
115.00

175.00
360.00
149.00
250.00
25,00
29.95
15.00

25.00
79.95

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

Disk

C64 Software Products:
EPYX-Temple of ApshaP
EPYX-Upper Reaches of ApshaP
EPYX-Curse of Ra^

EPYX-Sword of FargoaP
EPYX-Crush, Crumble 8c Chomp^
WordPro 3+ Wordprocessing^
Info Designs Soft Pack (G/LA/R,A/P)*

Data Base for C64
Financial Spreadsheet for C64
Super Sprite Cassette 35.00

Ultra Mall 64 Cassette 20.00

Personal Finance C64
Tax Qwik/Personal Tax Program for C64^^

Quick Brown Fox C6A^^

Disk

Disk

39.95
19.95
19.95

29.95

29.95
75.00

475.00
95.00
135.00
35.00

25.00
76.00
75.00
55.00

piles, Please send me:

Disk

Disk

Cassette
Cassette
Cassette

VIC-20 Software Products:

VTE/CTE Terminal Program for VIC 8c C64
Cassette
Diskette

VT-40 VIC 40 Col Terminal Communicator
Cartridge with Downloading

VIC Super Expander^
VIC Programmers Aid Cartridge^

VIC Intro to Basic Part I 8c IM

Home Inventory^ Cassette 12.00

Household Finance^Cassette 25.00

Logic Games^
Action Games^
City Bomber & Minefield^

Black Hole Game^
Trashman Game^
Astroblitz Game^
Choplifter Game^
Serpentine Game^
Apple Panic Game^
Terraguard Game^
Videomania Game^
Spills 8c Fills2

Pipes^

EPYX-lnvaslon of Orion

(16K Extra)^

EPYX-Datestones of Ryn
(16K Extra)3

EPYX-Rescue at Rigel

(16K Extra)3

EPYX-Crush, Crumble 8c Chomp

Cartri

Cartri

Cartri

Cartr

Cartri

Cartr

Cartr

Cartr

Cartri

Cartri

dge
idge
dge
dge
dge
dge
dge
dge
dge
dge

8.95

12.95

45.00
49.95
45.00
45.00
15.00

30.00
10.95

15.00

15.00

29.95
29.95

29.95
29.95
29.95
29.95
29.95
29.95
29.95

29.95

Cassette

Cassette

Cassette

(16K Extra)^

EPYX-Plattermania^

Heswriter for VIC-20^

HES-MON for VIC-20^

HES-Turtle Graphics^
VIC-20 Data Base
Wordprocessing for VIC-20

Quick Brown Fox VIC-20^

^

Cassette

Cartridge
Cartridge
Cartridge
Cartridge

29.95
39.95
39.95
39.95
39.95
76.00
49.96
55.00

A ccrtalog of all hardware and software products for Itie VIC-20
and Commodore 64 Is available upon request.

Dealer Inquiries invited.

^Commodore Int. ^professional Software 'Amdex Corp.

^Creative Software

3EPYX Software

^Humon Engineered
Software

*lnfo Designs Software ^oQata 20 Corp.

'MSD Inc.
^^Geneva Tech. Corp.

^Stor Micronics, Inc. ''^Qulck Brown Fox Inc.

QTY. MODEL# NAME PRICE

TOTAL (In Texas, add 5% sales tax)

Your Name.

Address

City State Zip

payment method: Check Driver's Lie. #

MCA/isa #

American Express #

Cord-Exp. Date

Signature

Southwest Micro Systems Inc. * 2554 Southwell * Dallas, Texas 75229 * f2141 484-7836

CIRCLE 148 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Paint and Video Easel

Electronic Canvas
Meets

Lost Masterpiece

The PossibUides

You may be getting tired of hearing me
rave about the graphics potential of the

Atari. Well I'm not going to rave any-

more—I am just going to show you some
pictures. They will save me thousands of

words.

Paint is the most ambitious joystick-

based drawing system available for the

Atari computer. It has capabilities that

outstrip systems costing five times as

much. It allows even the absolute begin-

ner to experiment with most of the graph-

ics potential the Atari brings to micro-

computing. And it is so simple, even a

child can use it. In fact, it was designed

with children in mind. I cannot think of a

better inducement to kids than a program
such as this.

There are actually two drawing pro-

grams included with Paint, SimplePaint

and SuperPaint. SimplePaint is an unim-

posing, scaled-down version of the main
program, SuperPaint, devoid of powerful

features and therefore also of all com-
plexity. SimplePaint stands more as a

Figure 1. Rectangles filled with a variety

of plaids. Black circles "cut" out of the

background with a jagged brush suggest a

sculptured effect.

John Anderson

tutorial starting point than a valuable

program in its own right. It is doubtful

whether the user, child or adult, will spend

TAie system is able
to cater to the

beginner and the
expert alike, without
inconvenience to

either.

much time with it. Not after he discovers

the majesty of SuperPaint.

The Features

The joystick is manipulated to move a

blinking crosshair around the screen.

Figure 2. Varied brushstrokes can evoke
images of splashes ofpaint.

Press the trigger, and the cursor draws.

You may choose from nine different

"brushes," in nine different widths, for a

total of 81 styles of brushstrokes. You
may choose a brush that paints a wide

swath in one direction, and a narrow one
in another. You can choose a fine line

(resolution to graphics 7), or paint huge
areas at a time.

At the bottom of the screen ten "paint

pots" are displayed. Move the cursor into

one of the pots, and press the trigger.

Your brush will pick up the new color.

Four of these are solid colors, six are

patterns— plaids, if you like. Each of these

colors as well as their luminosities can be

changed. Each of the plaids can be altered

as well. They default to a very pleasing

set, but it is tough to avoid playing with

them.

Next to the paint pots are two other

symbols. One is an H, and when the cursor

is moved onto it and the trigger pressed,

the help menu appears. Everything about

Paint can be accessed from its superbly

designed system of nested menus. As the

user gains proficiency, commands can
also be input to the keyboard directly.

Figure 3. A star-shaped brush resulted in

these broad strokes of color and pattern.
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Electronic Canvas, continued...

Figure 4. Circles Number 1.

Thus the system is able to cater to the

beginner and the expert alike, without

inconvenience to either.

The symbol to the far right, looking

Hke squares within squares, is the zoom
symbol. Move the cursor onto it and
press, and the picture enlarges to graphics

5. Press it again to move to graphics 3.

Move the cursor from within these modes,

and smooth scroUing takes place. You
can travel smoothly throughout the paint-

ing in these magnified modes, doing de-

tailed work with great accuracy.

Other commands place real graphics

power in your hands. Aside from the

direct drawing mode, you can choose the

automatic generation of straight Unes,

rectangles, and circles. They will place

themselves exactly where you indicate, in

the size and brushstroke you have chosen.

This capability is indispensable in building

designs. Once closed shapes have been
formed, either freehand or automatically,

they can be filled with any color or plaid.

The fill coloring is quick, perfect, and fun

to watch.

Colors and luminosities can be changed
as you look at a painting, or as you look

at an electronic palette, which indicates

the choice on a rainbow-hued color menu.
Plaids can be changed only while you are

looking at the color menu. The cursor

then becomes a roving square. You

GPeafetve GompufeiR^
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Paint

Type: Graphics composer

System: Atari 800 48K

Format: Disk

Language: Machine/Basic

Summary: Impressive, powerful

graphics package making
full use of the Atari.

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:

Reston Software

11480 Sunset Hills Rd.

Reston, VA 22090

Figure 5. Circles Number 2.

choose the pattern you want by placing

the cursor on displayed pattern bars and
pressing the trigger.

Other features round out the strengths

of the program. The responsiveness of

the nondrawing cursor can be damped, as

can the responsiveness of the cursor when
it is drawing. This may seem a trivial

feature, but is very handy when doing

detail work. I tended toward using a quick

cursor when moving without drawing, and

a slower cursor when drawing, for added
control.

Okay, so you have created a master-

piece. What to do with it? Save it to disk,

of course. Multiple pictures can be saved

to a single disk. The Art Show feature

allows all pictures on a disk to be dis-

played. You can use multiple drives, and
retrieval time is very quick. You may
even number the order in which you want

paintings to be displayed. You could con-

ceivably create sequences approaching

animation using this technique. Press the

space bar to pause on a single picture.

Press it again to continue. Another com-
mand allows pictures to be deleted.

The Concept
Paint is an effort of SuperBoots, a tal-

ented and promising software team work-

ing for the Capitol Children's Museum in

Washington, D.C. The programmers are

Eric Podietz, Jimmy Snyder, and Mark
Scott.

Obviously intended to be an edu-

cational package. Paint manages to con-

vey fully the flavorful, imagination-

spurring mood fostered at the Children's

Museum. As a program designed to in-

volve children, it is a masterpiece.

The Shortcomings

Accompanying the remarkable soft-

ware is an equally ambitious softcover

book, which in addition to documenting

the package, attempts to present an over-

view of art history from the dawn of man
to the dawn of microcomputers.

On this account it does not do any-

where near as well. The scope of the task,

in contrast to the space allotted, nearly

dooms it to failure on the launch pad.

The fact that the text suffers from a ter-

Figure 6. Solid color can be reworked
with patterns, resulting in this kind of

effect.

minal case of the "cutsies" strikes the

fatal blow.

Certain passages of the book strike,

well, Uke a blow to the vitals. "Nothing,

with the possible exception of fire, acne,

the wheel and sex, will have a greater

impact on your life than the computer,"

Unfortunately, no
provision is made for

recaiiing paintings from
any ottier programs.

reads the introduction to chapter two. A
paragraph in chapter three reads "Yes,

no, yes, yes, maybe, hmmm, I don't know,

could be, yes, no, no, yes, yes, kind of,

oh, who knows?" This kind of drivel typ-

ifies what some adults think kids eat up.

Sorry; only dumb adults, if anyone, see

value in patronizing kids.

In fairness, the book is well-intentioned,

and includes some handsome color plates,

ranging from Matisse to computer-gener-

ated graphics by Mark Lindquist. The

book unfortunately ignores the work of

Tom deFanti, Abel Associates, and

MAGI. In its ineffective but passionate

argument for the legitimacy of computer-

generated art, it nearly makes the case of

opponents like Robert E. Mueller (see

"When is Computer Art Art," in the

January issue of Creative Computing).

Proponents of computer art will cringe at

the uneven and pronouncement-packed

propaganda presented in the text of

Paint.

But wait a minute. The package was

designed to stimulate the imagination, and

that it does. And despite the fact that the

accompanying text is putrid, the package

remains superb.

Of course it could have been better.

Unfortunately, no provision is made for

recalling paintings from any other pro-

grams, Basic or otherwise, aside from
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Simplified Software Systems

118 Third Ave. N.W.
P.O. Box 1192

Hickory, NC 28601

(704) 328-2389

Business

Radio Shack, Zenith Z-100

Simtek

P.O. Box 109

Cambridge, MA 02139

(617) 232-5020

Businesis

Honeywell, IBM PC

Simutek Computer Products Inc.

4877 E. Speedway
Tucson, AZ 85712

(602) 323-9391; (800) 528-1149

Educational

Ai^le

Sirius Software Inc.

10364 Rockingham Dr.

Sacramento, CA 95827

(916) 366-1195

Recreational

Apple, Atari, Commodore, IBM PC,

VIC-20

Sir-Tech Software Inc.

6 Main St.

Ogdensburg, NY 13669

(315) 393-6633

Recreational

Apple, IBM PC

Sliwa Enterprises, Inc.

P.O. riox'40b

Big Ffats, NY 14814

(607) 562-3287

Educational

Small Business Systems Group
6 Carlisle Rd.

Westford, MA 01886

(617) 692-3800

Business

IBM PC

Small Computer Co., Inc.

230 W. 41st St.

New York, NY 10036

(212) 398-9290 -

Business, DBMS
TRS-80

Small Records Associates, Inc.

P.O. Box 302

Lisle, IL 60532

(312) 759-5737

Business

Sof/Sys Inc.

4306 Upton Ave. S.

Minneapolis, MN 55410

(612)929-7104
Word processing

Apple, IBM PC, OHvetti

Softbyte Computing

Box 217

WaUingford, CT 06492

(203) 288-2036

Personal management
TRS-80 B & W

Softech Microsystems, Inc.

9494 Black Mountain Rd.

San Diego, CA 92126

(619) 451-1230

Soft Images

200 Rt. 1

7

Mahwah, NJ 07430

(201) 529-1440, (800) 526-9042

Recreational

Apple, TRS-80

Softkey Publishing

P.O. Box 44549
Tacoma, WA 98444

(206) 581-6038

Utilities

Apple

Softronics

6626 Prince Edward PI.

Memphis, TN 38119

(901) 755-5006

Communications
IBM PC

Soft Sector Marketing

6250 Middlebelt

Garden City, MI 48135

(313)425-4020
Recreational

TRS-80

Soft Spot Micro Systems

P.O. Box 415

North Canton, CT 06059

(203) 379-7047

Recreational, word processing

IBM PC

Software Affair

858 Rubis Dr. ^

Sunnydale, CA 94087

(408) 730-1030

Recreational

TRS-80

Software Arts, Inc.

27 Mica Lane
Wellesley, MA 02180

(617) 237-4000

Business

Apple, IBM PC

Software Engineering Associates

10501 Pathview PL
Tampa, FL 33624

(813) 962-4419

DBMS
Atari

Softwarehouse International

P.O. Box 1383

Clovis, CA 93613

(209) 251-7877

Business

Software Land, Inc.

8774 S.W. 8 St.

Miami, FL 33174

(305) 551-1111

Educational, recreational, utilities

Software Management Industries

12555 Biscayne Blvd., Suite 805

Miaifli, FL 33181 ,

(305) 757-5416

Business

Software Publishing Corp.

1901 Landings Dr.

Mountam View, CA 94043

(415)962-8910 ,

Utihties

Apple, IBM PC

Software Resources, Inc.

186 Alewife Brook Pkwy, Suite 310

Cambridge, MA 02138

(617) 497-5900

Business, personal finance

Apple, IBM PC

Software Technology For Computers

430A Main St.

Watertown, MA 02172

(617) 923-4334

Educational, DBMS
Apple, DEC Rainbow, IBM,
Victor 9000

The Software Toolworks

15233 Ventura Blvd., Suite 1118

Sherman Oaks, CA 91403

(213) 986-4885

Recreational, utilities, word processing

Heath/Zenith, Osborne

Solartek

RD #1, Box 255A
West Hurley, NY 12491

(914) 679-5366

Home
Apple, IBM PC, TRS-80

Solid Software

5500 Interstate N. Pkwy., Suite 501

Atlanta, GA 30328

(404)952-7709
Business

Solutions, Inc.

Box 989

Montpelier, VT 05602

(802) 229-0368

Business

Apple, IBM PC, TRS-80
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Solutions Softworks

701 E. Irving Park Rd., Suite 101

Roselle, IL 60172

(312) 529-2023

Business

Apple

Solution Technology, Inc.

Interstate Plaza #322
1499 palmetto Park Rd.

Boca Raton, FL 33432

(305) 368-6226

Communications, utilities

CP/M80, CP/M86, MS-DOS

Sophware, Inc.

6785 River Birch Rd.

Memphis, TN 38119

(901) 754-0997

Recreational

TRS-80

Southeastern Software

6414 Derbyshire Dr.

New Orleans, LA 70126

(504) 246-8438

Utihties

Apple, IBM PC

Southern Computer Systems, Inc.

2304 i2th Ave. N.
Birmingham, AL 35234

(205) 933-1659

Utilities

CP/M

Southern Micro Systems

P.O. Box 1981

Burlington, NC 27215

(919) 226-7610

Educational

Apple, IBM PC, TRS-80

Southern Solutions

P.O. Box P
McKinney, TX 75069 •

(214) 542-0278

Busines^s, educational

Commodore

Southfork Software, Inc.

68 Fairlake Dr.

Hattiesburg, MS 39401

(601) 545-1680

Recreational, educational, business

TRS-80

Southwestern Data Systems
P.O. Box 582

Santee, CA 92071

(619) 562-3670

Recreational, systems, utilities,

word processing

Apple, IBM

Spectral Asociates

141 Harvard Ave.

Tacoma, wa 98466

(206) 565-8483

Educational, recreational

TRS-80, TDP- 100

Spectra Video
39 W. 37th St.

New York, NY 10018

(212) 869-7911

Systems

CP/M

Spectfum Software

142 Carlow
Sunnyvale, CA 94087

(408) 738-4387

Business, home, recreational, utilities

Apple, IBM

SSM Microcomputer Products Inc.

2190 Paragon Dr.

San Jose, CA 95131

(408)946-7400 ^

Utilities

Apple

SSR Corp.

1600 Lyell Ave.

Rochester, NY 14606

(716) 254-3200

Systems

Apple, IBM PC

Standard Software Corp. of America
CO-RI Building

Route 28

Avon, MA 02322

(617) 588-6986; (800) 343-0852

Systems

Apple, CP/M, CP/M85, PC DOS

Standard and Poors Corp.

25 Broadway
New Yoric, NY 10004

(212) 248-2488

Personal finance

TRS-80

Starside Engineering

P.O. Box 8306

Rochester, NY 14618

Utilities

Statcom Corporation

5766 Balcones, Suite 202
Austin, TX 78731

(515) 451-0221

Utilities

State of the Art, Inc.

3183-A Airway Ave.

Costa Mesa, CA 92626
(714) 850-0111

Business

Stellation Two
The Lobero Building

P.O. Box 2342

Santa Barbara, CA 93120

(805) 966-1140

Utilities

Apple

Sterling Swift Publishing Co.

7901 South IH-35
Austin, TX 78744

(512) 282-6840

Educational

Apple, Commodore,
Texas Instruments, TRS-80

Stoneware Microcomputer Products
50 Belvedere St.

San Rafael, CA 94901

(415) 454-6500

DBMS, recreational, utilities

Apple, IBM PC

Storybooks of the Future

527 41st Ave*
San Francisco, CA 94121

(415) 386-5184

Educational

Strategic Simulations

465 Fairchild Dr., Suite 108

Mountain View, CA 94043

(415) 964-1353

Recreational

Apple, Atari, IBM PC, TRS-80

Strobe, Inc.

897 Independence Ave., Bldg. 5

A

Mountain View, CA 94043

(415) 969-5130

Utilities

Apple, Commodore, CP/M, Osborne,
Radio Shack

Sublogic Communications Corp.
713 Edgebrook Dr.

Champaign, IL 61820

(217) 359-8482

Educational, recreational

Apple, Atari, IBM PC, TRS-80

Southwest EdPsych Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 1870

Phoenix, AZ 85001

(602) 253-6528

Business, educational, recreational,

utilities
I'

Apple

Creative Computing Software Buyer'3 Guide

Stark Software

P.O. Box 695

Richboro, PA 18954

(215)493-5111
Business

Star-Kits

P.O. Box 209
Mt. Kisco, NY 10549

(914) 241-0287

Systems, utilities

TRS-80 Color, TDP- 100
21



Super Sketch

5 Fraser Ave.

Monticello, NY 12701

(914) 794-4175

Utilities

Supersoft Associates

P.O. Box 1628

Champaign, XL 61320

(217) 359-2112

Business, systems

CPM, CPM-86, MSDOS

Swifty Software, Inc.

64 Broadhollow Rd.
Melville, NY 11747

(516) 549-9141

Business, educational, recreational

Atari

Synapse Software

5221 Central Ave.

Richmond, CA 94804

(415) 527-7751

Synergistic Software

5221 120th Ave. S.E.

Bellevue, WA 98006

(206) 226-3216

DBMS, recreational, systems, utilities

Apple, Atari, IBM PC

Tamarack Software

Water St.

P.O. Box 247

Darby, MT 59829

(406) 821-4596

DBMS, educational, utihties

Apple, Atari, CBM, CBM 64^

Commodore

Taranto & Associates, Inc.

121 Paul Dr.

San Rafael, CA 94903

(415) 472-2670

Business

Z80, 8080, 8085

Target Software

1935 Cliff Valley Way
Atlanta, GA 30329

(404) 634-9535

Business

CP/M 2.2

TCS Corporation

P.O. Box 47550
Atlanta, GA 30362

(404) 455-6162

Business

Teaching Tools:

Microcomputer Services

P.O. Box 12679

Research Triangle Park, NC 27709

(919) 851-2374

Educational

214

Teach Yourself By Computer Software

40 Stuyvesant Manor
Geneseo, NY 14454

(716) 243-3005

Educational

Apple, TRS-80

Technical Data Corp.

1 Post Office Sq.

Boston, MA 02109

(617) 482-8799

Business

Apple, IBM

Technical Systems Consultants

111 Providence Rd.
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

(919) 493-1451

Systems

Teck Associates

Box 8732
White Bear Lake, MN 55110
(612)429-5570
Educational, recreational

Apple

Terrapin Inc.

380 Green St.

Cambridge, MA 02139

(617) 492-8816

Educational

Apple, Commodore 64

Texas Instruments, Inc.

Personal Computer Division

P.O. Box 53

Lubbock, TX 79408

(800) 858-4565

Educational, home, recreational

T.H.E.S.I.S.

P.O. Box 147

Garden City, MI 48135-0147

(313) 595-4722

Educational

Apple, Atari

Time Management Software

P.O. Box 727

Gushing, OK 74023

(918) 225-6340

DBMS
VAX-1178

Time Share Corp./Houghton Mifflin

Hanover, NH 03755

(603) 448-3838

Educational

Apple, Dolphin, TSC 300

TKS Corp.

8510 N.W. 56th St.

Miami, FL 33136

(305) 593-0010

Business

TKS

TMQ Software, Inc.

82 Fox Hill Dr.

Buffalo Grove, IL 6009Q

(312) 520-4440

DBMS
Apple, Atari, IBM, NECPC 8001,

Osborne

Tom Mix Software

3424 College N.E.

Grand Rapids, MI
(616) 364-4791

Educational, recreational, utilities

TRS-80

Tom Snyder Productions, Inc.

123 Mt. Auburn St.

Cambridge, MA 02138

(617) 876-4433

Educational, recreational

Apple, IBM PC, TRS-80

Triangle Systerns

P.O. Box 44026
Columbus, OH 43204
(614)272-8201
Systems

Tristar Data Systems

2 Keystone Ave.

Cherry Hill, NJ 08003

(609) 424-4700

Word processing, business

Intertec, CP/M, MP/M

TSC/Houghton Mifflin Co.

Box 683

Hanover, NH 03755

(603) 448-3838

Educational

Apple

Max Ule and Co., Inc.

6 E. 43rd St.

New York, NY 10017

(212) 687-0705

Personal finance

Apple, CP/M, NprthStar, TRS-80

Unicom
297 Elmwood Ave.

Providence, RI 02907

(401) 467-5600

Educational

Apple

United Software of America
750 3rd Ave.

New York, NY 10017

(212) 682-0347

DBMS
Apple
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Tycom Associates

68 Velma Ave.

Pittsfield, MA 01201

(413) 442-9771

Educational

CBM, Pet



Univair International

10327 Lambert Int'l Airport

St. Louis, MO 63145

(314)426-1099
Business

GP/M

Universal Systems For Education Inc.

14901 E. Hampden Ave., Suite 250

Aurora, CO 80014

(303) 699-0438

Educational

Apple, Franklin 1000

Utilities Engineering

213 19th St.

P.O. Box 299

Brigantine, NJ 08203

(609) 260-1774

Utilities

Apple

Verbatim Software Co.

7000 Broadway #304
Denver, CO 80221

(303) 426-6090

Business

Apple

Versa Computing, Inc.

3541 Old Conejo Rd., Suite 104

Westlake Village, CA 91362

(800) 358-9999; in CA (800) 862-4999

Recreational

Vital Information Inc.

7899 Mastin Dr.

Overland Park, KS 66204

(800) 255-5119

Utilities

VolksMicro Computer Systems Inc.

202 Packets Ct.
'

Williamsburg, VA 23185

(804) 220-0005

Utilities

TRS-80

Voyager Software

P.O. Box 15-518

San Francisco, CA 94115

(415) 387-0285

Recreational

Wadsworth Electronic Publishing

Statler Office Bldg. # 1435

Boston, MA 02116

(617) 423-0420

Business, educational

Apple, IBM PC

Wall Street Graphics, Inc.

P.O. Box 562

Wall Street Station

New York, NY 10268

(212) 498-6225

Business

Apple

Warlock Software

1900 Emory St. N.W., Suite 318

Atlanta, GA 30318

(404) S52-1015

Recreational

Apple, IBM

Western Operations

395 N. Hayden Bay Dr.

Portland, OR 07217

(503) 289-1133

Systems

TRS-80

Westico
325 Van Zant St.

Norwalk, CT 06855

(203) 853-6880

Word processing

CP/M

Whitesmiths, Ltd.

97 Lowell Rd.
Concord, MA 01742

(617) 369-8499

Utilities

PDPll, VAX, 8086

Wilson Software Division

539 Spring House Lane
Camp Hill, PA 17011

(717) 737-0280

Recreational

Timex 1000, TRS-80

WIMS Computer Consulting

6723 E. 66th PI.

Tulsa, OK 74133

(918) 492-9036

Educational, recreational

Apple

Windham Software

29/31 Ivanhill St.

Wilhmantic, CT 06226

(203) 456-3530

Medical and Dental Management
TRS-80

Window, Inc.

469 Pleasant St.

Watertown, MA 02172

(617) 923-9147

Educational

Apple

Winterhalter and Associates

313 N. First

Ann Arbor, MI 48103

(313) 662-2002

Systems

Z-80, 8080, MC68000

Woolf Software Systems

23842 Archwood St.

Canoga Park, CA 91307

(213) 703-8112

Personal finance, systems

CP/M

Workbench Software

P.O. Box 24497

Dayton, OH 45424

(513) 233-3565

Utilities

TRS-80

Xedex Corp.

222 Route 59

Suffern, NY 10901

(914) 368-0353

Business , word processing

IBM PC

Xerox Educational Publications

245 Long Hill Rd.
Middletown, CT 06457

(203) 347-7251

Educational, recreational

Apple

XPS Inc.

323 York. Rd.
Carlisle, PA 17013

(717) 243-5373

Educational

Apple

Xtra Soft

P.O. Box 91063

Louisville, KY 40291

(502) 499-1533

Business

Yucaipa Software

12343 12th St.

Yucaipa, CA 92399

(714) 797-6331

Utilities

Zenith Data Systems

1000 Milwaukee Ave.

Glenview, JL 60025

(312) 391-8860

Business, systems, word processing

CP/M

Zeta Products

P.O. Box 147

Georgetown, TX 78626

(512) 863-3079

Business, recreational

Zeta Systems Inc.

1725 Adelaide Blvd.

Akron, OH 44305

(216) 784-7366

Recreational

Zoftware Co.

P.O. Box 90084
San Diego, CA 92109

(714) 468-3519

Business
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Reader

Service No. Advertiser Page

13a Aardvark Technical Services 58

110 Advanced Logic Systems 15

166 Affine Software 115

193 AGS Software 136

129 Allenbach Industries 43

195 Alpha Software Corp. 04
178 Anec Software 125

103 Avalon Hill Game Co. 2

142 Beagle Brothers 67

107 Beaman Porter 9

139 BRS/ After Dark 61

102 Business Solutions 1

167 CBS Book Co. 117

162 & 163 C-Load Magazine 109

155 Computability 99

117 Computer Advanced Ideas 27

154 Computer-Ed. 99

188 Computer Entrepreneur 133

Publishing Company
130 Computer Exchange 44-45

147 Computer Mail Order 79

East/We3t

169 Computer Outlet 121

172 Computer Shack 123

115 Computronics 23

152 Conduit 97

119 Continental Software 29

186 Cornsoft Group, The 131

180 Dataware, Inc. 125

127 Discount Software Group 40

118 Educational Software, inc. 28

145 800-Software, Inc. 75

170 Electronic Specialists 122

135 EPYX 51

157 Front Runner 101

125 Great Plains Software 38

Reader

Service No. Advertiser Page

Reader

Service No. Advertiser Page

128 Hayes Microcomputer 41 164 Protecto Enterprizes
AAA
111

Products

191 Home Entertainment 136 105
•

Quick Brown Fox 7
Discount Center, Inc.

1 1 o Howard Software Service 25

Human Engineered Software 95 122 Research in Speech 34

1 oo Human Systems Dynamics 98 Technology

77146 Reston Publishing

143 R.H. Electronics 68
168 I.J.G. Computer 119 134 Roklan Corp. 49
196 Infocom 10-11 190 Royal Software 1|4
183 Innosys 126

•

181 Instant Software 125
113 Howard W. Sams 21

126 SEI Software 39

171 Jini Microsystems, Inc. 132 109 Sensible Software 14

182 Jones Futurex, Inc. 126 111 Sierra On-Line, Inc. 17

160 Sir-Tech 105

108 Kensington Microware 13
156 SJB Distributors 101

187 SoftCorp International 132

177 Softraders International 124
194 Leading Edge 03 184 Software City 127
185 Lightning- Software 127 120 Software Publishing Corp. 30-31
137 Lyco Computer

* .

57 165 Software t'Boot 111

148 Southwest Microsystems, 84

121 Maxell 33 Inc.

140 Micro Sparc 63 101 Spectra Video 02

173 MicroSpec 123 106 St. Martin's Press 8

189 Microware Distributing 134 174 Sterling Swift Publishing 124

176 Mind Movers 124 Company

114 Mind Systems 22 144 Strictly Software 69

104 Muse Software 5 192 S.W. Edpsych Services 136

161 Synapse Software 107

65
150 Systems IV Limited 93

141 National Software

132 Tech Products 47
179 Pacific Exchanges 125

159 Pacific Exchanges 101

124 PMI, Inc. 36
136 United Computer Corp. 55

133 PMI, Inc. 47

149 Powersoft 87 112 Videx 19



FREE
inraRmATian

SERVICE

Here's an easy and convenient way for

you to get additional information

about products advertised in this

Buyers Guide. Just follow the direc-

tions below and the material will be
sent to you free of charge.from the

manufacturer.

ITear out one of the perforated

postage-free cards and print or

type your name and address where
indicated. Use only one card per

person.

2 Circle the numbers on the card

that correspond to the key
numbers at the bottom of the ads for

which you want more information.

(Key numbers for advertised products

also appear in the Advertisers' Index).

Simply mail the card—no postage
is necessary.

4 To order a subscription to Cre-

ative Computing, check the ap-

propriate box on the product
information card being mailed to re-

ceive additional information. If you

prefer you may enter your subscrip-

tion by using the card in the lower

right-hand corner. No postage is

necessary.

The addresses on the attached cards
are for product information or sub-
scription requests only. Editorial in-

quiries should be directed to Creative

Computing Software Buyer's Guide,
P.O. Box 55, Morris Plains, NJ 07950.

3

FREE
inFURITIATiail

SERVICE

am

U.
O

UJ

9

s DC
a LU

o

CD

>

CO

OQ

LU

I
U.
O

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118

119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136

137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154

155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172

173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190

191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208
209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226
227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 243 244

245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261 262
263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280
281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298

299 300 301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316
317 318 319 320 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334
335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351 352
353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369 370
371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387 388
389 390 391 392 393 394 395 396 397 398 399 400

4 Send me one year of Creative Computing for $19.97 and bill me.
(Full subscription price $24.97.)

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY—Use only one card per person

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS- JKPT.

STATECITY

(Zip code must be included to insure delivery.) Void after January 5, 1984. CCSBG832

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117

119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135

137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153

155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171

173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189

191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207

209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225

227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 243

245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261

263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 273 274 275 276 277 278 279

281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297

299 300 301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315

317 318 319 320 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333

335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351

353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369

371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387

389 390 391 392 393 394 395 396 397 398 399 400

118
136
154
172
190
208
226
244
262
280
298
316
334
352
370
388

4 Send me one year of Creative Computing for $19.97 and bill me.

(Full subscription price $24.97.)

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY—Use only one card per person

NAME.

COMPANY

ADDRESS.

CITY

JKPT.

-STATE ^IP.

(Zip code must be included to insure delivery.) Void after January 5, 1984. CCSBG831

ayeu L

1
GPeative computing

Send me one year (12 issues) of Creative Computing for $19.97. 1 save 20%!

I prefer two years for $36.97. 1 save 26%!

Make that three years for $49.97. 1 save 33%!

Savings based on full one-year subscription price of $24.97.

MR.
MRS.
MS._

(please print full name)

ADDRESS. .APT..

CITY. JSTATE. ^IP.

CHECK ONE: Q Payment enclosed. Bill me later.

Add $5 a year in Canada; all other foreign countries add $10 per year. Please allow 30 to 60 days
fr\r Holiworv rtf firct icQi lo
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VisiCalc
I©

Wdrdstar® .4.

jifllllli/ttl^^

If YOU already own VisiCalc or Wordstar, and want a truly Integrated system, then Data BaseManager ll is for you. You get the full power of VIslCalc, Wordstar, and Data Base Manager ll

with no new commands to learn and no compromises. With this Integrated
system, you only enter data once.

Data Base Manager II comes with documentation that shows you how to perform applications such as-
Inventory Management, Time and Billing, Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, Medical Forms Dental Forms

Property Management and Forms Generation, Here is a simple accounts receivable example:

From a Data Base Manager II Record
(that you sort or search for) : - « .M A B

1 FIRST NAME ROGER
2 LAST NAME SMITH
3 BALANCE 3261
4 PAST DUE 30
5 CALCULATED INTEREST
6 AT 1.5%/MO

. 7 )S
, 4892

Go to VisiCalc and

MM
1

RECORD NUMBER 7

1 FIRST NAME . ROGER
2 LAST NAME : SMITH
3 BALANCE . 3261
4 PAST DUE : 30

«;•

Calculate Interest Charges

L f !----! ! ! !-

Dear Mr Smith:

Your interest fee is $48.92.
Plecr,e remit Shis amount immediate
Your /imeliness will be much opprec

^inall^o to'wijidstar
and "Automatically Mbilmerge

a Castomized message

Introducing Datci'Base Manager ll-a powerful yet easy to
use software product. It interfaces effortlessly with VIsrCalc
and Wordstar in just a few keystrokes. Howard Herbin,
Computerland of NIlea, Illinois says: ^^Alpha's Data Base
Manager H is the fir$t I hgve seen which is 100% VisiCalc and
WordstaKoompatible ^^it is truly useful."
Data Bfase Manager II features: date functions,

multi-level seacQlgng.^Dhonetic searcti, easy record
reconflguratlonl'^owerful report writer, hard disk
compatibility, hmultl-level memory and disk based
sorting for Iqrge files and more.

Data Base Manager II is compatible with all spread-
sheets which support DIF files, such as 123^^ and with most
word processors. To top it alL files that you down load from
your mini or main frame can be easily read by Data Base
Manager II through its unique data exchange (DEX) for-

mat. AIIAIpha Software productscome with spoken instruc-
tions. Product and Demo available at COMPUTERLAND
and otherfine dealers. Call 1-800-451-1018, for your nearest
dealer. Remember- only Alpha Software offers you toll free
phone support.

FOR THE
IBM PC

alpha
software corp.
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NEW ENGLAND EXECUTIVE PARK BURLINGTON, MASS. 01803 (617) 229-2924

VisiCalc is a registered trademartc of VisiCi^ifei'Wol^tar (?od Mailrnerge are registered trademarks of MicroPro, Inc. 123
J. ^
V. «

is a trademark of Lotus Development Co.


